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Subecrlptlone *3 00 per year payable In Used In Christening the Gov.
advance: single copies three'cents
Brann—Had Cobwebs and
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Sparkle
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1844 In 1174 the Courier wss estab
Prom Isleriboro comes this story,
lished snd cdtasolldsted with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press Was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to supplementing the launching of the
the Tribune These papers consolidated
i ferryboat Gov. Brann:
March 17. 1897.
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We win by tenderness; we con♦ quer by forgiveness. —Frederick
W Robertson

Master—"I hope I didn't see you
copying your answers. Jones.”
Jones—“So do I, sir."

NOTICE
To Holders of Malt
Liquor Licenses
Your attrnton is railed to the
ruling of the State Licensing Com
mission that hearings be held by
the Municipal Offlrtrs on applirations (or such licenses before being
approved by raid Municipal Offic
ers, these applications must be
made not later than Junr 1st A
fee of two dollars has been fixed
to be paid when application »
piescnted, towards defraying expensi of hearing.
E. K. KEENE.
City Clerk.
O-lt

bow—or stem—combined with the *m He*» thU ,rom a recent
fact that Just as she slid into the °*
Portland Express,
water the sun broke through a bank
"Of course you ve read stories
ol clouds and shone lull on the craft, about deep-sea fishermen being towed
On Route 1. Aflantic Highway
WARREN. ME.
portend a prosperous future for the around for an hour or more by
Gov. Brann.”
> tuna and tarpon. But on placid
-----------------Quimby Pond last Saturday. Harry
Featuring
Rytex Polka printed stationery is ■ L Sanborn and J. Guy Johnstone of
LOBSTERS
on sale at The Courier-Oazette office Portland were swished over the sur
and all kinds of
1 during May and June. This is the face for more than 15 minutes by a
SANDWICHES
gay. colorful number you have been big backwoods beaver.
and home made
j asking for. Only $1 a box. Postage
“The two Portlanders were fly
PASTRY AND CAKES
G. R. NOYES
61-62
10c.
fishing for Rangeley trout. Sanborn
casting and Johnstone pulling the
oars. They had watched a beaver on
You’ll be delighted with
the lake shore for some time, (just
our Permanents. Five
before the story opens), but had for
modern methods.
1*
gotten about him when Sanborn saw
Only the best in
workmanship,
: a sudden swirl within a few yards of
materials
| the rowboat, and let go a mighty
Perfect
j cast of the fly.
results
"Almost at the moment the fly hit
Ru*tir
Baskets
of
Flowers,
$2
56
ea.
guaranteed
the water there came a second swirl.
Evergreen Leaves, $1.50 each
Prices to suit
everybody.
Sanborn set himself for the expected
F. L. BROWN
j fight with a big trout. But the line
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
ELM ST.,
THOMASTON j went taut as If the cast had hooked
84 PARK ST.
TF.L. 1123-W
62-63 j a log. . . Then the beaver (forgotten
58tf
during the excitement) poked his
j head above water, hooked through
j the side of the neck.
“For the next 15 minutes and more,
the rowboat zig-zagged over the pond
as the angry beaver raced this yay
and that, trying to free himself.
Johnstone was all for cutting that
line but Sanborn argued It would be
better to get close enough to get the
Watch Tuesday’* Issue Of This Paper—Page 3
leader off.
For FuU Details
"Finally they managed it, after
much maneuvering. But they were
unable to approach close enough to
remove the hook itself. And Quimby
Pond’s too-curious beaver swam
away with a fine, new Supervisor fly
in the side of his neck.
“Back in camp, the Portlanders
described their experience to a hotel
(Every Saturday Night Thereafter)
proprietor. ‘Heck, I've tried for years
to hook one of those critters,’ said
the woodsman, disconsolately. ‘But
I've never been able to yet.' ”
PLAN TO ENJOY'

TULIPS
For Memorial Day
50c, 75c, $1.00 doz.

A FULL 5c BOTTLE OF

ORANGE CRUSH
FOR A PENNY

MACK’S ORANGE CRUSH BOT. WORKS

BIG HOLIDAY DANCE MAY 30

LAKEHURST—IN DAMARISCOTTA
FORREST SMITH AND HIS BAND
9.60 TO 1.00 ID. S. T.(
ADMISSION 40 CENTS
SIGNS AT JUNCTIONS ON ROUTE NO. 1

62’&64*

ROCKLEDGE

INN

INSPECTOR HOYT SEES PLANE

monument and Revere Beach

Th-

£n|gr

Mail PoSterS III Nationwide Contests
For Advertising Purposes
Quoted By Boynton As Saying Wednesday’s
Disaster Was Due To Freak Wind

group voted to send a local Girl Scout
and Boy Scout to scout camps for *
one week during the summer. A penny social to defrav part of the ex-!
• 1 • ■ ‘ "...........
'1 ’
•
penses was arranged with Mrs. Mary
When Postmaster Edward C. Mo- to coast. A poster designed by
i ran went Wednesday to attend the Frank W. Tibbetts, registry clerk,
Stalnthorpe ln charge,
The annual *banquet ol the LinM„„c chapter ot the sh0'™a
N“h
J1"
coin Teachers’ Association was an„
.
and how it is received today— The
National Association of Postmasters Megga<e v)a th* Alr ■■
Might of
nounced. to take place In Firemen's
in
Waterville
he
carried
with
him
is
yours
at
6
cents
per
ounce
Hall, Saylesville. with Franklin F
several
substantial
replies
to
the
j
n
the
United
States
and
Canada"
was
Fortune of Saylesville as chairman
A large number of prominent query of Harold) E. Weeks as to the subject of another clever poster
speakers will be heard. Principal whether there wasn't somebody on by Leroy D. Perry, a record of progCverlock is one of the arrangements the Rockland force who could ress by the U. S. Air Mail
design a poster to be used in the
The several posters excited much
committee."
Mr. Overlock is a graduate of interest of the air mall service. Mrs. admiration at the Waterville conMaine Central Institute at Pittsfield, Avls Brasier, clerk ln the accounting vention. and have been forwarded to
also W.S.NS. at Machias and has department, sent a large placard. On Washington along with the 40 or
taken courses at University of Maine one side was an Illustration of how more other exhibits, end from the
summer school. He has taught in the news goes round and round, the collection the Postoffie? Department
Lincoln R. I. since 1930 besides sev- central feature showing three femi will eventually select several to be
, eral years in Maine previous to 1930 nine gossips, while revolving around used in nationwide advertising of the
j Along with his regular teaching he them were several types of air planes air mail service.
Knox County was represented at
is taking several courses in the Rhode ! conducting air mail communication
Island College of Education.
: with California. Germany, Boston, the convention by Postmaster Moran
___ ________
j Maine. Rio de Janeiro. Seattle and j of Rockland. Postmaster Adrian
TRI-COUNTY LEAGUE
Alaska. on
On tne
the reverse
reverse side
side were Kelleher and assistant Postmaster F
Just
received—very
handsome I AlasKa
two Ppictures,
one showing
showing how W. Miller of Camden and Postmas
coats in the new pastel shades, all ,wo
lcture*' one
Rockport 5, union S
AubreyWentworth hove 'emacross, colors, exceptional
quality. Lucien K. Indlan Snides aided ln mail trans- ter Donald Oeorge oi Thomaston.
They brought home reports of a
the platter in finestyle atRockport
Green, 16 School St., Odd Fellows P°raUon and another showing “The
Sky Chief" on its flights from coast very profitable session
Thursday allowing the mighty Union J Bldg. —adv.
swatters a lonesome single. And in,
spite of the fact that Rockport madei
KNOX STAMP CLUB
ARTIFICIAL ICE
most of the errors the Goose River
lads slid into a tee for second place.
Is Planning a Big Meeting In Camden Feyler's, Inc,, Makes New Product
Daily At Tillson Avenue Plant
Rockport ................. 3 0 1 1 0 0 x—5
For Next Tuesday Night
Union ....................... 0 0 1 1 0 0 0—2
Artificial ice manufactured daily at
The Knox Stamp Club meets at the
Base hits, Rockport 5. Union 1.
Congregational chapel in Camden the new refrigeration plant of FeyErrors. Rockport 5, Union 4 Bat
ler's. Inc., will be made available to
next Tuesday night.
teries. Wentworth and Grant; Aho
the public of Rockland. Thomaston
A.
W.
Whittredge,
secretary
of
the
and McEdwards.
Bangor Y.M.C.A.. and a well known and Warren starting Monday morn
figure in philatelic circles is to be ing. A delivery service will be in
NOTICE TO MARINERS
guest speaker, and Mrs. Chandler, also augurated by Ralph Keyes for these
Seacoast—Off Isle au Haut—Eas
of Bangor, will be an out of town communities. Prompt and regular
tern Ear Ledge Buoy 2, reported out J
guest. If possible, Mr. Whittredge service will be maintained the year
of position May 19, was replaced
will bring several frames with him. around.
Mr. Keyes is enthusiastic over the
which
should further Increase the in
May 20.
FACTORY
merits
of this ice. Due to the manu
Carvers Harbor (Vinalhaven)—The
terest of collectors.
A genuine Philippine mahog
If you are interested in postage facturing process used the finished
Breakers Ledge Buoy 1. reported
any, full-sized, inboard utility
stamps or any branch of collecting, product is free from air pockets;
missing from station May 13, was
boat — a Chris-Craft — at the
even if your sole contact with stamps water from Mirror Lake is used. The
replaced May 20.
cost of an outboard motor
has been sticking them on letters— slogan adopted for the product is
boat. Complete with 4 cylin
"Purer than the water you drink."
The Courier-Gazette is showing
the
mat of welcome is out to you.
der 32 h. p. motor capable of
Feyler's plant is located on Tillson
Rytex Varsity Cloth—a fine personal
speeds to 25 m. p. h. It’s the
May and June brides will appreciate avenue and an invitation is extended
stationery for men. This stationery
hit of the boating industry.
getting stationery for acknowledg to all interested in watching the ice
comes in Ivory, Green and Brown
See it — drive it — and you'll
ments and thank you notes. Rytex making machinery in operation to
Varsity Cloth, printed with your name
buy it
Band Box is particularly designed for visit this active business institution
and address. Fifty large flat sheets
Just such uses, especially the douole Prospective customers can contact Mr
and 50 monarch size envelopes to
note size sheet. On sale during May Keyes through three telephones,
match for only $1.00. Older a box
THOMASTON, ME. only at The Courier-Gazette office, Thomaston 193, and Rockland 1191
for home correspondence. Postage TEL. 5
and 1192—adv.
•
for $1 a box. Postage 10c.
ten cents.

Robert D. Hoyt, an Inspector from not have taken away the corroded
the Department ot Commerce Aero parts which were found in the wreck
nautic Branch, viewed the wreckage age on the day of the disaster. The
of the Stanley C. Boynton Co.’s plan- official finding of the Department of
yesterday, and told Mr. Boynton that Commerce agent will be made public
he could find absolutely no faulty part soon.
which could have caused an accident
All but one of the six men rescued
of this sort.
after the crash were discharged from
He said, according to Mr. Boynton, Knox Hospital Thursday. The sole
that the parts taken away by Captain remaining patient is Francis R. NevFowler of the State department, elle of North Smithfield, R. I.
could have had nothing 'to do w.thj James G. Baum, who was removed
the accident, as there are two of these to his home after the accident, was
parts, each separately controller
taken to the hospital Thursday for
According to Mr. Hoyt the cause of an x-ray examination, which de
the accident was a freak ln th? wind termined that his right leg had not
which undoubtedly took away Pilot been broken as was feared.
Graham's flying speed at the crit.cal
Funeral services for William Mont
moment.
gomery. who was killed ln the crash,
Mr. Hoyt is quoted by Boynton as will be held at hls late residence, In
saying that Captain Fowler should graham Hill, this afternoon.

CITY’S VALUATION INCREASES
Tax Rate Remains Same As Last Year—Tax
Bills Out Soon

CHRIS-CRAFT

OPENS SUNDAY, MAY 24
LOBSTER DINNERS....................... $1.00 and $1.25
FULL COURSE CHICKEN DINNER.................... 75
FISH DINNER ................................................................ 65
(with lobster stew and steamed clams)

LOBSTER SANDWICHES........................................ 25
(creamed, fried or salad)

Telephone Rockland 853-3
61-62

IT’S TIME TO THINK ABOUT

AWNINGS
Added comfort and attractiveness
to your home at very low cost.
Ask us for an estimate

Year Round Local Service

The Italo-Ethiopian war was still
in progress May 1st when Mrs. Everett
A. Colson wrote to her aunt, Mrs.
Colby Post of 25 Ocean street. The
letter was received this week, and con
tains mttch interesting news, some of
which is not given here because of
its confidential nature.
Mr. Colson, who was adviser to Em
peror Haile Selassie when Premier
Mussolini set his eye upon the ac
quLsiUon of the Ethiopian kingdom,

OUR POST OFFICE ARTISTS

SENSATIONAL

SPRUCE HEAD. MAINE

SO PASSES A YEAR

Mrs. Colson insisted that he remain Applause was very irequent at the j year's receipts as $108, with a cash
in a hospital for a while.
meeting of the Baptist Men's League balance of $22.33
,
.. ., ,_ ___ i These offeers were elected—
Doubt was expressed in the letter _
Thursday a veritaole ovation being
• May 1st) that the Colsons would be
President—Frank H Ingraham.
given to RevJ. Charles MacDonald
able to return to Addis Ababa, and
Vice Presidents—John O. Snow
they were still clinging hopefully to as an expression of f ood will on the and Harold W. Look.
the belief that the rains would retard eve of his departure for Palestine.
Treasurer—E. J Morey.
the Italian advance.
Secretary—A. E. Erunberg.
Mr. MacDonald was engaged at the
Mrs. Colson referred to the aggres previous meeting to deliver his first
Auditor—Charles A. Emery.
sion by Italy as “the most cruel and lecture on the trip a' the first meet
President Ingraham who had offlcowardly war the world has ever ing of the League next fall.
c ated in that capacity many years
known," and she expresses her opinion
The supper was another in the ex ago. has admirably handled the af
very vigorously about some of the
cellent series provided by the women fairs the past year, taking the reins
other powers which had pretended to
at a time when the League was in
be friendly, but whose promises proved
that precarious condition, sometimes
unreliable.
known as "slipping.” Thanks to his
The Colsons left their house it
efforts the League is back on its feet.
Addis Ababa in the care of another
President Ingraham ln the discharge
American but were quite concerned as
of hls duties as presiding officer in
to what might happen to their
jects a brand of humor tliat has
property.
helped make the meetings exceed
They found the weather cool and
ingly entertaining. The League Is
delightful in Egypt, and Mr. Colson
congratulated upon his re-election.
has comfortable quarters in the hos
The singing of John Kellenberger'a
pital.
composition "Stars and Stripes.” by
One day there was a "desert
a mixed quartet was a happy open
breeze." and when Mr.s. Colson start
ing feature of the entertainment,
ed home from the hospital everything
and Mr. Kellenberger, filled wtth
was so sandy that she could not see
emotion over the applause given to
more than a block away. When she
him personally as well as the sing
stepped out of the building it was
ers. responded with brief remarks.
like going into an oven. Every house
Neither the word “prodigy" or the
had its doors and windows closed
word "professional" quite applies to
even the outside shutters, and people
Francis Havener the High School
I used electricity instead of daylight
/
boy who sang next He is too lar
because outside it was so sultry and
advanced for the first one and has
warm. By evening the sea breeze be The Baptist Men's League sii
|
not attained the second, but lt will
Everett A. Colson, former adviser to gun. and it was more comfortable. In
ran'l keep house without President i be a great pity if he is not given
Emperor Selaasie, and now confined Egypt. Mrs. Colson writes, it rains
Frank II. Ingraham
an early audition as he seems to be
the Providence Sunday Journal of to a hospital in Egypt with heart 0„iy jn winter, and during June and
possessed of very unusual talent. He
May 17 will be ol Interest to the trouble.
J July the weather is quite warm
many friends and tcuaintances of a -------------------------------------------------- 1 “I wish you could see what thez folks, this time topped with straw was recalled for a third song.
Harrie B Coe. the versatile director
Knox County boy who has made good is now in Alexandria seeking treat-j serve for pie," writes Mrs. Colson, berry shortcake, a time-honored fea
of the Maine Publicity Association
in the teaching profession in Maine ment for a heart ailment which be “No other nation except the United ture of the May meeting.
Everybody missed Axel, the genial furnished the balance of the eve
and Rhode Island:
came badly aggravated when an states knows what pie is. They call
"E. Burnell Overlock, principal ol Italian plane passed over Addis Ababa, mashed potatoes puree, and I never and efficient secretary of the organi ning's entertainment with his talks
the
Fairlawn-Lincoln
grammar and he ran with others to shelter high know what I have ordered at a meal zation. who was In Portland taking and his motion pictures descriptive
school, was elected |.iesident of the on a mountain. The altitude in Addis Some of the food is delicious. We his 32d degree at the Maine Consist- of the wild life of Maine The plcFairlawn-Lincoln
Parent-Teacher Ababa was about 8000 feet above sea have excellent fish. Addis Ababa 's ory of the Scottish Rite. Charles tures and their apt titles brought
Association at a meeting last night in level. As soon as the Italian plane a meat country, and I could buy a H Morey, as secretary pro tern read forth many exclamations of wonder
Mr. Brunberg's report as secretary.
and pleasure.
the school building.
had departed Mr Colson boarded an whole dressed sheep for 10 cents, our
It showed that the season's total
Mr Coe has fished and hunted
"The association voted to indorse J Ethiopian plane for Addis Ababa, and money."
attendance
had
been
433.
an
average
pretty
much all of bis life. He has
and work for the erection of a new
it sometimes had to make an alMrs. Colson writes that she sees
I grammar school in the Fairlawn sec- 1 t.tude of 12,000 feet he became very many Fords and Chevrolets in Egypt of 54 Three members have died; ’ been an officer in the Maine Fish <5c
tion of the town The present four-1 ,hOrt of breath, and upon reaching At an American church she met some 87 membership fees have been col- Game Association over a long period
room structure was declared inade- the capital became confined to his of our missionaries who took her into lected Tribute was paid to Presi- j of years; was the organiser of the
dent Ingraham and the entertain-! Cumberland Fish Ac Game Asaociaquate for modern school methods and bed.
I a nearby country where there is
ment
committee of which Herman N tion. and is secretary and treasurer of
, it was pointed out that additions to
With Mrs Colson he sailed for school for the children of missionaries,
the Saylesville and Lincoln memorial Alexandria. Egypt, and once upon some of whom were born in Western Hart has been the efficient chairman i the Federated Sportsmen's Club of
There was also a nice word for the ' Maine. He was with the Maine Cen1 brick buildings are being considered the sea his condition improved, butEthiopia.
women
who have served the suppers tral Railroad's passenger department
"The annual historical trip of the
---Treasurer E J. More.’ reported the 126 years
graduating class ot the school was
outlined by Principal Overlock. This
year's itinerary will include thc
Charlestown navy yard. Bunker Hill
_

One of the many Interesting fea-. new post at Portland are: Com
tures of the Veterans Of Foreign mander. Owen P Benton; Senior
Wars encampment ls the trophy of Vice Commander, Robert Wads
fered by Department Commander worth; Junior Vice Commander,
Marie Conti of Eastport, for the Colly Walker; Adjutant, Percy
Post that has had the largest In W’flhman; Quartermaster, Prank
crease in number of new members Duffney; Service officer, William
the ways at the I. L. Snow shipyard since the last department encamp Spear; Comrade Ray Sapp is one of
in Rockland Tuesday, realized what ment ln Augusta last year.
the trustees.
a priceless bath that particular secTwo hundred local units of the
I tion of the craft was getting. Only a
Past
Department Commander
• few were ‘in the know,’ but here's the Leroy P. Smith of Auburn is offer Veterans Of Foreign Ware of the
j story:
ing a trophy to the Post that has United States have been organized
“In 1915 the butler at one of Dark had the largest increase in per since Sept. 1, 1935. There are 3.500
Harbor's big summer homes gave capita slnoe the last department en units in the Veterans of Foreign
Washburn E. Williams a bottle of campment ln Augusta. Both of these Wars ln the United States.
• • • •
champagne. Now Mr. Williams is one ] are worth while trophies and the
Commander
Oeorge Frost of the
1 of that great minority which wasn't Post which wins either will have
Dyer-Flaherty
Post of Bath sends
even a little bit discomforted by the something to feel proud of. The trohardshlps entailed by the Eighteenth phies will be awarded at the ertcamp- W'ord that at Its last regular meeting
the entire Post and Auxiliary of that
amendment, and having put the ment this year in Rockland,
city pledged to attend the encamp
precious bottle away when It was
• « . .
ment at Rockland ln full force Dyer
given him. he never once remembered
Word from Commander Owen P. Flaherty Post is one of the best ln
I it when the era of thirst dawned
Benton of the newly organized Lt.
i upon the nation. Cobwebbed and Philip B. Prothlngham Post of Port the State.
• • • •
! dustcovered it reposed In hls cellar
land says that the Post and Auxiliary
Every member of Huntley-Hill Post
i until he happened to sit ln on a dis will be in Rockland 100"; for the
and Auxiliary is asked to meet at
cussion of what should be used to three days of the encampment June
the hall next Sunday to attend
christen the new boat which ts to 19. 20 and 21. The officers of the
church services at 10 30 a. m.
serve Islesboro-Lincolnville as a
ferry.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
iA KNOX COUNTY BOY
“ The best Is none too good to
start off a project which has cost |
-------l
------such a struggle to promote,' opined Harry Sanborn’s Startling Burnell Overlook Is Elected
Mr Williams remembering suddenly !
President Of FairlawnExperience With a Beaver
the gift of 21 years ago. So he con- j
Lincoln P. T. A.
At Quimby 'Pond
tributed lt to the occasion. Super- j
stitious folk incline to the belief that ,
uke# Knox
tQ Un<,
Tlie following clipping taken from

Opens Sat., May 23

Volume 91................... Nupnber 62.

Two Trophies Awaiting Winners When V. F. W. Wife Of Emperor Selassie’s Former Adviser Baptist Men’s League Stands Pat With Re-elec
tion Of Its Able President
Writes To Aunt In Rockland
Meets In This City

“Pew In the crowd which watched
the amber colored liquid flowing
from the shattered bottle which Miss
Evelyn Randlett broke over the bow
' of the Oov. Brann as she slipped off

THE PLYMOUTH

THREE CENTS A COPT

WORD FROM THE COLSONS

COMING ENCAMPMENT

this priceless vintage on the boat's

&

Rockland, Maine Saturday, May 23, 1936

Saturday
Issue

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

Complete

Dunn & Elliot Co.

Rockland's tax rate for the coming i The number of tax-payers subject
year is 48 mills, the same as last.! to paying poll tax is 2603.
The assessors yesterday placed in the;
-----------------hands of Tax Collector, T. E Mc-iyOUR FAVORITE POEM
Innis a total commitment of I
------If I had my life to lire afain I would
$309,807.00 with the following di-[ have
made a rule to read some poetry
visions:
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
City tax—$235 676.
loss ot happiness. —Charles Darwin.
County tax—$14,188 09.
THE PIPER
State tax—$45,190 18.
Piping down the valleys wild.
Overlay—$14,752.72.
*
Piping songs of pleasant glee.
On a cloud I saw a child.
The city's total valuation this year
And he laughing said to tne:—
is $6,155,728, of which $5,099,758 -s
"Pipe a song about a lamb:"
real estate and $1,055,970 personal
|...............
with merry cheer,
So I piped
"Piper
pipe that song again:”
property. The valuation of property
So I piped;
p
he went to hear.
owned by non-residents Is $699,131.

If you are looking for an inexpen
sive graduation gift, Rytex Polka
printed stationery will solve your
problem. It is the stationery young
people buy for themselves. Only $1
a box. On sale at The Courier-Ga
zette office during May and June only.
Postage 10c.
i

"Drop thy pipe, thy happy pipe.
Sing thy songs of happy cheer:"
So I sung the some again.
While he wept with Joy to hear.

"Piper, alt thee down and write
In a book that all may read—"
So he vanished from my sight;
And I plucked a hollow reed.
And I made a rural pen.
And I stained the water clear.
And I wrote my happy songs
Every child may Joy to hear.

-William Blake

I

Page Jwo

WHITE RIBBONERS

AS SAM SEES IT

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-T1MF.S-A-WF.EK

Remembering without ceasing your
work of faith, and labor of love. —
1. Thess. 1: 3.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 23, 1936
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Whoever Is Nominated Fo:
Governor By Republicans
To Win “Handily"

BRINGING
CHECKING

COUNTRY CLUB

GOLF ^Ar SHOTS

Knox County W. C. T. U. To
Hold Convention In Bap
tist Church At Camden

BY OLD JOE PAR

The 49th annual convention of the
Knox
County W.C.T.U. will be held
ACCOUNT
Have you taken out your member- I tn the Baptist Church at Camden,
As usually is the cast, an allusion
ship yet? Tlie course is getting In May 28, with Rev. Adah Mae Hagler
SERVICE
in our previous issue to thc olds '
fine shape and the boys who started of Albion. Ill., as the guest speaker.
time ship Jennie Beals and the
early are rounding Into form. It's
The program (based on daylight
launching of her irom the Cohb
time you fellows got out the old bag time) follows:
It is now the common tiling for
10—Worship Service, Mrs. Mabel
and took a few Inches from the
shipyard has stirred many memories
our common people — America*#
waistline. Those with a few weeks' Heald. West Rockport.
in circles where the old-time ship
great 90%—to write checks and
10.15—Welcome, Miss Flora Wright,
start are going to have a big advan
ping days continue to be held in
Camden.
Response, Mrs. Edith Rich
tage.
happy recollection. Among thc de
to use iianking facilities, which
• • a •
ards. Thomaston. Appointment of
tails noted in the connection is the
they once thought could be af
Bill Rhodes says we have got to Committees.
Orectings of State
association of thc sea-faring Crock
have more members here on the hill President. Our Work, County Presi
ets, a noted family of the times, with
forded only by the few.
and th#t
membership fee can dent. Music. Reports. Prayer, Mrs
this equally notable ship, the grand
Today it is possible for the
* Pald ln bailments. There is no Hope Brewster.
father, John Crocker, in command
1— Executive Session.
average man or woman to use
upon her first voyage out of Rock
W. Page, is nominated, he «'ill take greater sport ln the world than golf
2—Worship Service, Mrs. E. M.
land harbor, with his three sons,
P. Harold Dubord. who will be tfie and no cheaper way to get a sum
checks as freely as they have
John, Niles and Jonathan, as mates,
Democratic candidate, by a good big mer's recreation. Husband and wife Lawrence. Rockland. Memorial Serv
money-orders in the past — at
may both play on one membership.
ice. Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert. Appleeach afterwards succeeding to the
majority.
ton. Report of Executive Meeting.
ship's command, the latest in that
“While they do not believe that
even lower cost.
Jim Flanagan, the club pro. back Report cf Committee on Credentials.
capacity being Jonathan. (If the
Senator Wallace H White Is going
from a successful winter at Palm Local Presidents' Hour. Music. AdYou would find a checking acend of this famous -h'p, whose chief
to have it so easy, they are confident
Beach ls ln rare form and patting, drws
Ad» Mae
guej,
count with this hank a help and
owner was Francis Cobb, we are
that he will defeat Oov Brann. who
old man par on the chin consistently I fpcakc. Nomination cf Delegate and
not informed. Built in 18^9, she
is to be hls Democratic opponent. All
a protection to you in many ways.
was in service thre" years later in
agree that it is going to be a fight Jim still thinks he can break 30 for Alternate to National Convention,
ROCKLAND
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18t>2. Perhaps the pirate “Ala
and one of the stiffest Maine has seen the lay-out and is going after It this Election of County Officers. Report; 519 MAIN STREET
summer.
of
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on
Resolutions.
ReadJr. years, but, they argue. Senator
bama'’ got her. I n a Maple street
ing Minutes. Music. Adjournment.
White has had some tiard fights in
home can be seen today a model of
Al Emery, the club champ, and Art
730—Worship Service, Rev W F.
the past, as a statewide candidate, Flanagan, one of the best amateur
staunch proportions.
Brown.
Camden.
Special Music.
whereas Oov. Brann has not. In shotmakers In the State, are playing
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, TNION, VINALHAVEN. WARREN
both hls campaigns for Governor, they good
for M farly ln
M>ason Medal Contest Mrs Clara Emery.
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say. his opponent was of different
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conslst. Rockland Address. Rev. Adah Mae
TO
calibre from White They were not
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experienced ln battling, not used to
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of England win his way into the
—
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resident
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the rough tough grind of a politics.
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hearts of his people. He began the
lead hy getting three runs ln the campaign and lacked the strength The High School team made up of EPlsr°Pal Church, and the second;
present year by ofticially making
THE K. & L. LEAGUE
A
fourth, fifth and sixth.
which the Senator has
Jim Accardi. Dick Harding. Mike Leo *°man “censed by the denomination
use of thc first person singular in
f
1
Vinalhaven put on a rally ln the
HOME
“These leaders feel that Oov. Bram and Teddy Benner Is going after the j to Preach ,h<f Oospct Mrs Adah Mae'
place of the royal “we” a thing that Today s Games May Make
last two Innings by scoring four runs. ls ln a decidedly tough spot tn this State title again this year and got HaKler ** outstanding as a church
never before had happened in
Some Changes In the A fine double play started by Morgan campaign They argue that he has Off tb a good start by trimming Houl- worker She began her licensed mtnWc makr loans on thr Direct Reduction Plan of $1000.00 which
British history. On this side the
arc repaid in 139 months at thr rate of $10.90 per month. Loans for
stopped the rally ln the eighth. Oray never been heart and soul for the New ton the other day. There is the mak- 15117 ln
Club's
Standing
,or
many
years
**
water the more ,.ait of us had
a longer term cost less per month, or if you want a shorter term
struck out two men to retire the side Deal that while he has been exceed- ings of
future champs in this fore that she had been a leader in
thc monthly payment is larger, so In this way wc can arrange a plan
grown up in the (Kited conviction i
In
the
ninth
with
the
bases
filled.
Coming Game#
church and temperance activities, and
lo meet your needs. Ixvans in any amount from SIOO.CO up to
ingly friendly to some features of it quartet.
that the employment of the plural
The defeat was Vinalhaven High's i he has decidedly frowned upon others
also ln Federated Club programs
$4000.00 in the same proportion.
Today—Vinalhaven at Thomaston;
....
of the first person singular was a
Rockland at Newcastle; St. Oeorge at first on their home grounds in six In this campaign, they declare, he Jtm Flanagan got himself an eagle She is a native of Illinois; her present,
right vested in the newspaper editor
years.
cannot do thia. He must accept and two on the ninth the other day. home ls ln Albion. Illinois,
alone. True, thc jse of it in the Camden.
endorse it in Its entirety and win on After a 225 yard drive he Ironed a
Mrs Hagler has been a member of
Roc kland
Tuesday—Thomaston at Rockland;
pulpit has somewhat fallen into
that If he can. Unless he does so. t-jgh one fOr the green and It the W.C.T.U. for 25 years, and is now
Lincoln Academy at Camden: St.
ab
r
bh
tb
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a
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recognition; but ,;s first in the
they believe, he will receive Uttle as- "(junked" in 150 yards away. Dick 'ice president of the Illinois W.C.T.U.
George at Vinalhaven.
Welch, rf ___ 5
1 2
field the newspaper n.an looks upon
59S'.f
sistance from Washington and with Harding, the caddie master, got a
Attractive in appearance and
Thompson,
c
....
5
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the "we” as an age-long privilege
The League standing
hole In one of the third but unfortu- charming in personality. Mrs. Hagler
out that he has no chance.'
Glover, ss ___ 5
not cursorily to be thought upon,
SPRUCE HEAD
wins friends for her cause even be
Rockland won Its sixth straight in Lord, cf ............ 5
nately he was only practicing.
and he in particular has sounded
fore she begins to speak.
Mr. and Mrs. J Merrill Connors of
Newcastle yesterday, defeating Lin-1 Peterson, If .... 3
approval of this bold stroke that
WANTS KNOX STAMP
Pete Moran former pro at this club
Mrs Hagler's speaking engagements Seguin Light Station and Mrs. Orover
coin Academy 22 to 9. and thereby Winchenbaugh. If 1
King Edward has launched at roy
and now at Damariscotta, has played In Kr.ox County are:
) Connors of Boothbay were guests
served notice that It Is a real pennant Oray. p ___
alty's long sustained infringement
So, Arthur Clark,
Well around several times. The writer got Camden—Knox County W C.TU. Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
contender this year The standing: LaCrosse, lb
of the editorial prerogative.
Burke.
Won Lost
Known Collector Asks almost as much of a thrill as Pete did Convention. May 28, 10 o'clock.
P C. I Murgita, 2b ..
Nor shoulJ the fact that the
when he saw him drop the only hole
Rockland—High School. May 29. 9
Friends are grieved to hear of the
Rockland
__ 0
0
1 000 Morgan. 3b__
James A. Farley’s Aid
King has ordered thc golfing links
j death of Otto Olsen which occurred |
in one of the Miami Biltmore $15,000 a. tn.
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1
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at Windsor enlarged from nine
Thomaston--High School. May 29 Monday at thc home of hls son John
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2
.600 j
Union. May 18. tournament at Coral Oables last
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holes to eighteen, fail to add to his
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1230 to 1
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Mr. and Mrs Charles Cleveland and'
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General,
well with the millions of golfers Thomaston
How much does it cost for a golf service. May 31. 10.30 a. m.
be?
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who heat the world (no pun in
outfit? That's the first question of a
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of
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Anderson. 3b
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tended) and like to think of him. in
St. George 9, Lincoln 1
} join hls son Darrell Mann and family
tion of Maine <Knox County) there lot of men who think of taking up May 31. 730 p m
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the game A beginner can get along L june ist she leaves the State, Mrs. on oreat Duck Island Light Statio l
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a
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a
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5
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ways by defeating Lincoln Academy ‘ Er’ck,on e
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and a cheap bag. These can be ob M Lawrence while ln the county.
Tuesday 9 to 1. Mills started for St
Mrs. Batty was recalled to Portland
Knox.
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friend
and
Revo

AT THE NEW DEAL
Oeorge but developed a wild streak Hobinson. rf
1
tained as low as $15 and are satis- I
Monday by thc serious illness of her
lutionary War hero. It is needless for
ln the fourth and was replaced by' ^oyd•••••••••— 3
factory the first season, “Pro''
mother. Mrs. Cavanor. Billy Bates is I
MONHEGAN
me to name any of hls achievements
In an address at Sp kane, as re Kinney and he held them to three
Flanagan will be glad to discuss the ’
staying with Mrs. L. C. Elwell during I
P
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without
doubt,
vou
are
far
better
ported by A. P„ Col. Frank Knox, hits and no runs in the last five inn Shields, p ...
Miss Ida Proper has arrived to open . her absence
acquainted with the history of his matter of equipment and can offer
Republican presidential aspirant, ings. St Oeorge used their hits and Nickerson. 2b
some
good
trades
in
new
and
second
!
her
summer home She has been passsamUel Batty and Joseph Oodfrey
life and times than I.
12 14 27 18
accused the administration of re base on balls to a good advantage
hand stock.
ing the winter in Washington. D. C. motored Friday to Millbridge with
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whole
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for
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pudiating major campaign promises' along with some faulty fielding by the Rockland
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Capt E H. Wallace made a trip to Mrs. R S. Foss who has been visiting
' was at one time included in hls
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3—7
The first of the weekend tourna- Thomaston Monday for Starr Pierce her son on Manana Peg Signal
and said returning piosperity was Lincoln boys. St. Oeorge on the other Vinalhaven
i estate, with his home town. ThomasI 0( Boston, who will spend the sum- Station.
not due to New Ileal measures. hand played errorless ball.
| ton. as a practical center of busi ments will be held soon.
I mer with his family at his cottage.
The Chicago publisher is not so
Two-base-hits, Thompson, Ander
Mackie and Patterson led the St
Mr. and Mrs. James A. King (Doro-^
ness. So to anticipate a little will say
Dr. A. W. Foss one of the club's
much interested in his own candi George team at bat with two hits son, Erickson. Double-plays, La
Mrs. Annie Elwell of Loud's Lsland.
Leach» are receiving congratula- j
t that of course Thomaston is the logi- most enthusiastic members ls taking Jnn for
sMson
dacy, he said as in “preserving thc apiece. Reed and Lewis led the Lin Crosse to Morgan; Morgan to La
tions
on the birth of a daughter May
J cal place from which “first day cov- hls early season swings and will be
Courtiand Brackett arrived 16 in Hyde Park, Mass.
freedom of opportunity’’ counter coln team with two hits apiece. Reed Crosse; Swanson to Bunker. Strike
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i ers" will be mailed,
up to hls regular good game ln a ha> rcrumw hpr worfc ftt the Lsland
Sounds a 1 moat too
acting thr effects of the New Deal, of Lincoln stole three bases The outs, by Brown 2^ by Shields 1. by
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0
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defeating coach Ollie Bergs' South These given are in a comparatively according to a summary made May cently passed a few days at the home
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Cook
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Merrill, c
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Blake. 2b ................ 4
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I Mank. cf.................. 3
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two veterans, Harden and Accardi
Capt Ford Davis recently brought
We collectors appreciate the many take full advantage of tht benefits of
which took a million men half a i
his boat here from Pleasant Point.' 1933 Plymouth Coach
who both had a snappy 81.
fine commemorative stamps that the act should they so desire.
century to build ur.iss 3000 miles ’
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The summary:
He is preparing for thc mackerel
1933 Ford Sedan
have appeared during your director
of mountain, and stands today a I Two base hits. Mackie. Hawkins.
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Harden «R> lost to Burney. (S P )
ship and have certainly done our small requirements under the five soil season.
wonder of thc world and looked I Lewis. Mank. Double plays. Smaller
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P) 2 up
memory cf Gen. Henry Knox thia planting rates, seeding rates and held at the Union Church at 2
world, with what regret one be bases. Mackie.
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Smalley, Dowling,
Leo (R) defeated Beal, (S. P.), 1 honored, I am, yours respectfully,
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other recommendations of the State oclock. standard. Rev. Louis Wat
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son will be the speaker. There will
conservation committee.
the bricks from the wall of it with
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Rockland gained two points on thc
also be a program of readings and
which to build them barracks.
Rockland High defeated Vinal1931 Oldsmboile Sedan
foursomes.
music. Pupils are asked to meet at
Aye, thc whole world has gone haven High at Vinalhaven Tuesday
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destructive. Think of this splcn- 12 to 7. The game was a free hitting
Now is the time to have your the schoolhouse at 1 o'clock, for the
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playing
on
processional
to
the
cemetery,
where
of Every Description
Feather Bed made into Mattresses
did creation of incirn' time and affair, RocKland getting 14 hits to
1928 Pontiac Coach
home grounds, tasted the sweetness of and Pillows. AEo Hair Mattresses appropriate exerctsxs will be held at
architects being made the object of vinalh&vens 12. Johnson led with the
and All Heels
1927 Whippet Coach
revenge Thursday night when it I made over. Drop a postal to
the monument. at 1 30 At various
a Japanese New Deal'
stick by getting three hits. He lined
Water and Drain Pipes
plastered a 96-pin defeat onto the!
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points in the town women will meet
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out on his two other attempts. Five
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during the week to make the
ISLE au HAUT CHANNEL
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Vinalhaven held the lead for three
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Cellars Repaired, White total. The summary:
graves.
Modification of the proposal to innings but Rockland soon took the
We Buy Used Cars
Waldoboro Locals—J. Miller 410. F.
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WE BUY
dredge the Isle au Haut Channel has
Genthner 447. E. Smith 463. T. Lud-i
Thirty fanners of Lee, Maine, en
been recommended to Representative Tlie District Engineer recommends
Cement Work
E
wig 465. E. (Benner 407. total 2192.
rolled in an evening class ln agricul
Moran by friends of the project, the dredging of a channel 1200 feet
SHOE STORE
Rockland Star Alleys—Brault 427. CLARENCE E. DANIELS ture organized by F. J. McDonald,
Without modification there is no long. 75 feet wide and six feet deep
438 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, ME. Howard 420, McKinney 401, Roe.- 427,
TEI- 1187-R,
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Lee
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chance of the project being approved at mean low water, at a cost of
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<1
Olidden 421, total 2096.
Academy,
by the War Department, they say $25,000 to $30 000.

THF. JENNIE BEALS

to Moiq People

The political situation ln this State,
as sized up by that keen observer
Sam Conner of the Lewiston Journal,
is thus summarized;
“As a whole Republican leaders
feel confident of a victory in Septem
ber
"All of them are careful to main
tain strict neutrality as between the
two candidates for the Republican
nomination for Governor, so tar as
public utterances are concerned Sonic
of them even decline to express privately what thev think of the present
situation, but all insist that whichever man. Lewis O. Barrows or Blin

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

THE EASY WAY

bh

THE SURE WAY
THE BEST WAY

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

A COMPLETE
NEW SET

of Breakfast
Room Furniture

Choice of 18 bright,
modish colors

umaaAun

ENAMEL-KOTE

Selected

House-Sherman, Inc.

Weekly

Special

50 PAIRS

WOMENSPUMPS

$1.00 U.50
WHITE SHOES

NOW IS THE TIME!

$1.98 and $2.98

S. E. EATON

OLD GOLD

R. E. NUTT

Every-Other-Day
Supper at the Elks Home Monday
A benefit dance and card party
night at 6.30. Meeting at 8.
will be given Tuesday night at Owls
Head Town hall.
J. E. Roberts, Janitor at the Court
House, ls at Knox Hospital for ob
Favorable reports continue as to the
servation.
condition of John O. Stevens of Tal
bot avenue. He ls now able to walk,
Capt. William H. Wiricapaw has with assistance.
MAY
1936
1936 been spending a few days’ furlough In
Rockland, the famous flyer getting the
The question Is being asked as to
• rr/
r.*glad hand from friends.
who
the oldest man in town is; like
* 5
3 4
wise the oldest woman. The CourlerII
12
13
J4
.I51
16
IO
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary Oazette would also like to know.
17 18 >9 20 21 22 23 are to meet at 'Legion hall Sunday at
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 Hi o'clock to attend memorial services Prof Harry T. Baker of Goucher
at the Congregational Church.
31
College, Baltimore, will be guest
1 speaker at the Kiwanls Club meets
A Christian Science program. lng Monday night.
"Newspapers,
Church of the Air Series, will be Oood and Bad" will be his subject.
‘broadcast over WLBZ, Bangor. Sun
day. May 24. from 12 to 12.30. Erwin At Pleasant Valley Orange Tuesday
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 28—Buddy Poppy sale by Veter O. Conham will be the speaker.
night Memorial service will be held
ans of Foreign Wars
The program will be furnished by the
May 24- Memorial Sunday services at
Mow your lot at the cemetery to
the Congregational Church.
May 25-Vinalhaven—Fox Island 4-H morrow or the first fair day there women and each is asked to help.
Club present "The Making Over ot
The men furnished thc entertain- ;
Sadie" ln Grange hall
after. 'Don't wait until the last
ment at the last meeting with Fred
May 29- Appleton — Commencement
-minute. Saturday is Memorial Day.
exercises ln Riverside hall.
May 28 Knox County W C.TU. meets With theae long evenings there is erick Bartlett as lecturer.
at Baptist Church ln Camden.
May 30—Memorial Day.
little excuse for neglecting this
There will be a meeting of the
Mav 30 Opening of takewood Theater.
very’ important Job. Do it at once.
May 31-Whltsunday.
Rockland
Baseball Association at ;
June 5—Dance Recital by pupils of
Ellse Allen Corner School of the Danes
Funeral
services
for
William
Drls-)
7:30
Mond,y
nl*hl at lhe O'«mber
at Park Theatre.
June 5-8-Fiftieth Anniversary Patri coll were held from Russell Funeral of Commerce rooms. The feature of j
archs Militant to be observed ln Bel
fast
Home Wednesday. Father Young summer baseball ln Rockland may !
June 7—Trinity Sunday.
. j
m
depend upon the attendance at this
June 9— Hrp'ihitcan National Conven-/ officiated. Tlie Bearers were: Liber
session
tion open* ln Cleveland.
ale
Paladino
Jr.,
Dennis
Cronin.
June 9-11—Annual convention O.AR.
and allied bodies ln Rockland
Raymond Moulaison and Donald
June 18—Annual meet'ng of UnlverAU patriotic bodies are Invited to
eallxt Mission Circle with Mrs Katheryn Coughlin. Interment ln St. James
' attend Memorial Sunday services
Ft Clair. Crescent Beach
June
11—Vinalhaven—High
8chool cemetery, Thomaston.
_____
I with Anderson Camp. Sons of Union '
commencement exercises In Memorial
hall
BllnW. Page, who seeks the nomlna- Veterans, to be held at the CongreJune 11—Thomaston—Alumni banquet.
June 14—Flag Day.
tion for governor on the Republican, 8ational Church tomorrow morning,
June 15—Primary Election.
June 18—Camden—Whitehall
Inn ticket, was a visitor in the city yester- A" #re a-<'ked to meet at O A R. hall
opens.
day, coming by airplane from Ma- al 10 •• m- t0 attend lr a body,
June 15—Park Theatre reopens on full
time.
chias ln one hour. Mr. Page's candi-------June 18-21—Annual encampment of
American Legion Sewing Circle
the Maine Department. Veterans of dacy has been taking on a decided1
Foreign Warn,
in this
_ _______
„ city.
boom of late, and to a Courler-Oa-, meets Monday afternoon. Picnic supOrange meets at Vinalhaven with Pleas- ^zette reporter he expressed himself as Per wlllme served and there will be a.
ant River Orange
He business meeting at 7 30. The departJune 28-28—Lewiston—American Le very happy over the situation,
gion and allied bodice, hold State con spoke in Bath Thursday night.
ment president, Mrs Alta Cutler of
vention*.
Old Town will be the Auxiliary's guest,
July
29—Rockport—Baptist Ladles
Circe midsummer fair.
Another picture destined to pack and units from Thomaston, Camden
July 30-31 — Warren'a bl-centennlal
celebration.
Strand Theatre is “Little Lord Faun- and Union are invited.
Aug. 6-8—Rockport—Carnival-Regatta. tleroy," which is coming for 8unday
-------Aug. 12—Owl* Read—Church fair.
and Monday, with Freddie Bartholo- Representative Moran was in
Millard Hart will be leader of the mew, the delightful Juvenile actor, in formed yesterday by the Navy Dcservice at Ingraham Hill chapel at the title role. Also ln the cast ls partment that two destroyers have
2 33 Sunday. Oladys Grant will sing Delores Costello Barrymore. The fea-] been assigned to Rockland for the
tures for the remainder of the week convention of Veterans of Foreign
Virginia Healey, formerly of this are: Tuesday, Jack Oakie and Sally Wars June 19-21 and for Old Home
city, has written the class hymn at Filers in "Florida 8pecial;" Wednes- week. Aug a-7. The Old Home
Framingham (Mass > Slate Teachers day, Oeorge Raft in "It Had To Hap- week celebration has gone Into the
pen;" Thursday. Bette Davis in "The discard, but send the ship along just 1
College, this year.
Golden Arrow;" Friday and Saturday, the same
The Cushing Ladles' Aid invites Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurRocklar.d people to its public .supper: ral' ln "Princess Comes Across.
Manager Joseph Dondis made
known yesterday that the Strand
in the Town hall next Wednesday
An exhibit of colored plaster Theatre front is to be remodeled and
evening at 630.
models under thc subject "Visual; that the work will begin in two or!
, Education" was presented by Dr. E. I
three weeks. The announcement fol-1
Thc lire apparatus was sent to 18
W. Peaslee at the Dental Gchool of lowed a visit from Paramount officials
Thomaston street Thursday afternoon
the University of Pennsylvania ln I this week A new power unit is also;
because of a chimney flre at the homi
Philadelphia during a visit from to be installed for the purpose of j
of Mrs Helen Labranche.
which he returned Saturday. Dr. ) eliminating the batteries in the!
Peaslee
made the trip from Boston to booths. The result will be a greater J
The hulled corn editor has been
enjoying this week a home-made Newark. N. J, by plane and avoided volume of sound and more uniformity ]
specimen of that delicacy furnished the more or less persistent showers I
with thc compliments of C. Clifton by the simple method of rising above | The election of oflicers at the
them. Baseball games, banquets and j
Lufkin, the manufacturer.
Community Chest meeting Wednes
luncheons supplied a week of active
day afternoon gave these results:
pleasure mingled with professional
The regular meeting of the Scrib
i President. Rev. Corwm H Olds; vice
Interests.
bler's Club has been postponed until
president Alan F. McAlary; secretary.
Monday. Junel. when it will be held
The speaker at yesterday's luncheon Miss Lenore Benner; treasurer
with Mrs. Edna Robbins in the aft hour of the Rotary Club was Warden Chauncey M. Keene The executive
ernoon at her home in Rockport.
Johnson of the Maine State Prison. committee comprises H P Blodgett
Out of his intimate contacts with!
A- Emery.
I. Ayer. Frank H. J
All members of Winslow-Holbroox criminal life as revealed by prison; Ingraham and E. L. Toner. Mr
Post. A. L, and the Auxiliary, are experiences was told a story of crime Ingraham having been president
asked to report at Legion hall at 10 in its special reference to juvenile since. 1932. declined to serve again,
a. m Sunday for the purpose of at life in the home, where much of what and his wishes were regretfully ac
tending memorial services at the Con is wrong today finds its beginnings ] ceded to. The fiscal year of thc
gregational Church.
It is with the youth of both sexes, Community Chest now ends June 30
he said, that proper teaching and The drive will be after July 1st.
From a Boston newspaper: “Adriel example must be had of coming gen U. Bird, a Boston business man who erations are to be good citizens. The
SWAN'S ISLAND
has flown nearly a .quarter of a mil warden's address was listened to with
lion miles as a passenger, will have a much interest and warmly ac
An Impressive baccalaureate sermon
new experience in air travel next knowledged.
was delivered Sunday ln the Metho
month when he crosses the ocenn on
dist Church by Rev. Nell Bosfield.
the new German dirigible, the HinA motor car ran amuck on Main
Mrs Henry Beaut of Massachusetts
denburg. He will leave from Lake street Thursday afternoon with the is visiting her father, James McKay.
hurst, N J June 24 and will go to driver slumped over the wheel in an
Sherman Joyce is having extensive
Frankfort-on-Main. Germany.”
intoxicated condition. Seeing that repairs and remodeling done on the
lives and property were imperiled. Al homestead formerly owned by Alden
Another group of Ltn-Glo string den Ulmer, Jr., an automobile me Joyce.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met
knit suits, pastel shades. Women's chanic. took possession of the car
and
ejected
the
driver
who
was
ar

Thursday
afternoon at the Milan
and misses' sizes, $355. Burdell's
rested by Patrolmen Chapman and store.
Dress Shop. —adv.
Misses Leila Stockbridge and Irma
Achorn. He gave the name of W. J.
Just received—very
handsome f*au' of Philadelphia, and ln Munici- Morse are patients in the Mayo Me
coats in the new pastel shades, all paI Court yesterday was fined $100 morial Hospital. Dover-Foxcroft.
colors, exceptional quality. Lucien K. and costs by Judge Dwinal. The re
NORTH WARREN
Green, 16 School St, Odd Fellows spondent accepted the Jail sentence
alternative. Vincent H. Nelson of
Bldg. —adv.
Camden was fined $10 and costs on Rev. Corwin H. Olds of Rockland
two counts, one for driving an un will preach in the Anderson school
registered car, and one for using a Sunday at 2 standard, supplying for
number plate which belonged to an Rev. H. I. Holt who is 111.
other car. He was unable to pay and
| was also committed.

TALK OF THE TOWN

W.

A Large Selection Of

Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS
on display for

Prompt Delivery
QUALITY AT
REASONABLE PRICES

W. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
Distinctive Memorials in
Granite and Marble
Thomaston, Me. East Union, Me.
Thone 114-3
Phone 13-31
.
43-448tf
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Supper was served by Baraca Class
of the Methodist Church Wednasday
evening, with the captain nf the Reds,
George Orcutt and captain of thc
Blues. Mrs. Esther Dolliver in charge
This contest has been conducted for
ten weeks, and has brought a great
deal of interest to the class, as well
as a greatly increased attendance,
fifty being present on Sunday. Mrs
Leona Flint had charge of the din
ing room, which was prettily deco
rated with red and blue crepe paper
and bouquets of spring flowers on
each table. About 90 enjoyed the
delicious banquet. A brief business
meeting followed, and Mrs. Laura
Buswell was elected president to sucj ceed Oeorge Oay. who had served
I very efficiently for thc last two years.
Mrs. Maud Hall. Mrs. Velma Ward
and Mrs. Bernice Osler were voted to
become new members. A social hour
under the direction of Miss Sherman
completed the evening.

&
DEPENDABILITY
To be ready to serve at a mo
ment's notice; to be ready to serve
loyally and well at all times; such
is a part of the task of a depend
able funeral director. Such has
been a duty faithfully performed
by the Russell Funeral Home.

Russell Funeral Home
TEL 662
8 CLAftKMONT ST., ROCKLAND

HOWARD K. HAGAR

SERMONETTE
Birth Control Controversy Over
shadowed by Modern Liberalism

(No. 3)
Let us forget Cardinal Hayes'
sermon on birth control and leave
that to the consciences of the in
telligent women of his and Other
faiths that we may study the at
tack. made by these other great
religious divines, on the Cardi
nal's understanding of thc Bible
as the revelation of Ood.
The Protestants and Jews said
Cardinal Hayes was clinging to an
outmoded Deity, "the God that is
found ln ancient myth and
legend." under that conception of
Ood. birth control is a sin, they
agreed; but they advanced an
other Idea of the Deity. "The
Deity we mean is ihe Ood who is
revealed ln the endless sweep of
evolution and whose majestic
message is being slowly translated
by science into the accents of the
human tongue. If the Cardinal
chooses to accept the literal inter
pretation of Old Testament state
ments as Infallible doctrine, we
register no complaint, nor should
he complain If we choose to base
our faith upon the evidence, the
knowledge and experience avail
able in our own time.”
If Patrick Cardinal Hayes has
the usual Irish .tense of humor he
must be amused to hear these
Rabbis abandon their scriptures
as "myth and legend” and thc
God of thetr fathers as an "out
moded Deity.”
For these Protestants he is
acutely aware that they have
abandoned the Old Testament as
a library of folk lore and legend
He knows that uiese hand picked
theories and Deities is what is
troubling Protestantism.
The differences between the
liberal modernists and free think
ers are few. If the interpretation
of the New Testament, by these
ministers is no better than that
of the Old Testament we stand
with the Cardinal.
William A. Holman
"Millions On Deposit” will be the
subject of Dr. Lowe's sermon at the
Universalist Church Sunday morn
ing. Church School sessions at noon.
• • •> •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the serv 
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
for the Sunday after the Ascension:
Holy Communion at 7:30; church
school at 9:30; Holy Eucharist and
sermon at 10.30; Vespers at 7:30.
fe • • •
"Some Characteristics of True
Patriotism" will be the sermon topic
of Rev. Charles E. Brooks at thc
Sunday morning service at the Pratt
Memorial Methodist Church. At 7.30
the topic will be "Good Soldiers. ’
The Friendly Men’s Bible Class will
meet at 9:30 a. in, Baraca Class and
church school at noon. Epworth
League service for young people at
6:30 p. m, with Miss Carra McKnlght
as leader.
• • • •
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday morning at 10:30. (Rev.
Charles A. Marstaller will have as
his sermon subject "Enduring Monu
ments” There will 'be a sermonette
for the children, church school will
meet at 11:45; Junior C. E. at 5 p. m„
and senior C. E. at 6:15, at 7:15 the
sermon topic will be “The Manliness
of Jesus." Prayer meeting Tuesday
evening at 7:30. The Ladles Aid will
have a covered dish supper in thc
vestry Wednesday evening.
• • • •
Memorial Sunday will be observed
at the Congregational Church, with
services beginning at 10:30 a. m
Among the guests will be The Orand
Army of the Republic, the Veterans
of the Spanish War, the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, and the American
Legion, with the affiliated bodies ot
each of these organizations; also
members of other patriotic organiza
tions, and the. Coast Guard. The
music by the mixed quartet will be
appropriate to the occasion, and the
theme of the sermon by Mr. Olds will
be. "Ideals Worth Dying For.” There
BORN
HYLAND At Rockland. May 22. to Mr.
and Mrs Oeorge B Hyland, a daugh
ter, Elizabeth Ann.

DIED
HUPPER—At Tenants Harbor. May 23,
Pauline Margaret, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Colby S. Hupper, nged 5
menths. 28 days.
Private funeral
Sunday at 2 o’clock daylight from
residence of Willis Wilson, Tenants
Harbor Interment In South PsJ.'h
cemetery.
CUNNINGHAM -At Searsmont, May 22.
Oladys M wife of Benjamin Cunning
ham, aged 38 years. 7 months. 14
days. Private funeral services Sun
day at 2 o'clock from the residence,

Brown or Black Calf
$5.00 pair
Widths to fit
Barked by over 50 years of good
shae making

McLain Shoe Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

will also be a Junior sermon for the
Sons of the American Legion and
other children present. The Sun
day School will meet at 9:30 a. m,
and there will be an Informal meet
ing of the Comrades of the Way at
6:30 p. m.
• • • •
"Nevertheless, Ood!" will be the
subject of the sermon at the First
Baptist Church Sunday morning.
The church school with Its classes
for ail ages will meet at noon. The
Endeavorer's Inspiration Hour with
Emily MacDonald as leader will open
at 6:15. The people's evening service
will begin at 7:30 with prelude and
big sing assisted by the organ and
piano. Mr MacDonald's subject will
be. "A Call to the Lowest by the
Highest." There will be a baptismal
service at this hour.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHl'RCH
“Soul and Body” is the subject of
the Lesson-Sermon that will be read
ln all churches of Christ, Scientist,
on Sunday May 24.
The Golden Text ls; "Dearly be
loved. I beseech you as strangers and
pllgTlms, abstain from fleshly luMs,
which war against the soul” (1
Peter 2: 11).
Among the citations from the
Bible ls the following: "This I say
then Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall
| not fulfil the lust of the flesh. For
! the flesh lusteth against the Spirit,
and the Spirit against the flesh: and
these are contrary the one to the
other: so that ye cannot do the
things that ye would ' (Gal. 5: 16,17.)
The Lesson-Sermon also includes
the following passage from the
Christian Science Textbook. "Science
and Health with Key to the Scrlpj tures" by Mary Baker Eddy; “Paul
said, ‘Walk in the Spirit, and ye
shall not fulfi) the lust of the fl»sh.'
Sooner or later we shall learn that
the fetters of man's finite capacity
are forged by the illusion that he
; lives in body instead of in Soul, ln
matter instead of ln Spirit" (Page
223: 2-61.

THOMASTON
The Woman's Auxiliary of Knox
Hospital, ls to sponsor a tea and
musicale at thc Bok Nurse's Home
next Tuesday at 2:30 o’clock, for
thc benefit of the Incubator fund,
Tickets In this town may be pur
chased from Mrs. Lee W. Walker,
Mrs. Charles B. Singer and Mrs.
Arthur J. Elliot.
Alfred Chapman. Jr. entered the
Knox Hospital this morning for a
tonsil operation.

ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tonseth and
daughters Selma and Dorothy of
Reading. Mass, arrive Saturday to
be guests of Mrs. Tonseth's father,
H. O. Heistad. Mr Tonseth will re
turn after the weekend, Mrs. Tonseth
and daughters remaining for the
weak.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE
AND

FUNERAL PARLORS
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone

450
Representatives in all large cities
in the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on dutv.

Day or Night Telephone
450
361 MAIN ST, KOUKLAND, ME.
20-tf

Funeral services for Howard K.
Hagar were held from hls late resi
dence ln Union, with Rev. John
Smith Lowe, pastor of .the Univer
salist Church of Rockland officiat
ing. Union Lodge of Masons con- j
ducted the service, attending ln a
body. The bearers were Charles !
Smith. Harold Fossett, Dr. M. C. '
Stephenson and Clarence Leonard,
of Union, Clayton Foyer of Skow
hegan and Arthur Cummings of
North Anson.
Mr. Hagar was a member of
Storer-Collins Post A. L, Union
Lodge, F.AM., Henry Knox Chapter;
of Thomaston and the Mount Moriah
Council of Skowhegan. The floral
tributes were many and beautiful,
testifying to the love and esteem ln
which the sterling character of Mr.
Hagar was held.
Mr. Hagar was born ln Union. Nov.
23. 1896. son of the late R. Herbert
and Elsie Kavanah Hagar. He at- :
tended 'the schools of Union and
graduated from Shaw's Business
College of Portland. He also at- '
tended the Bentley School of Ac
counting and Finance in Boston for
three years.
He had been ln falling health for a
year. Winters he was accustomed to
spend in St. Petersburg and sum
mers in Bingham, thus he had been
home only three weeks. He was
tenderly cared for by hls wife. Mrs.
Blanche (Hilt) Hagar who survives
him. with a brother, Harold Chester
of Union.
A funeral was held at the Bingham
Congregational Church conducted by
Rev. Arthur MacDougail, Jr. Mrs.
Florence Taylor Woodard softly
played hymns preceding the rites.
The bearers were Vernard Pierce,
Bert Hunnewell, Joseph Oamache,
Walter Perry, Otto Thompson of
Bingham. Clayton Foyer of Skow
hegan and Arthur Cummings of
North Anson.

Look Your Best
for the Holiday
Dry Cleaning Puts New Life
Into Your Clothes

Dresses 29c
Plain, One-piece

All Other Garments At Equally Low Prices
Free Delivery Service

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

TEL. 170

ROCKLAND

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

TWO CENT WALL PAPER SALE
One Roll At the Regular Price and Another For
TWO CENTS

Two
Two
Two
Two

Rolls of 10c
Rolls of 15c
Rolls of 25c
Rolls of 35c

Paper......................................
Paper......................................
Paper......................................
Paper......................................

E. B. HASTINGS & CO. I
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ARTHUR II. SICOTTE

Funeral services for Arthur H. Si-1
cotte of Needham, formerly of Boston
and Rockland, were held at the!
Waterman Funeral Home. Common
wealth avenue. Boston. Friday after- 1
noon. May 15. William McKee, reader
cf the Church of Christ Scientist,
Ncw’tonvllle, conducted the services,;
after which the body was taken to]
Forest Hills for cremation. The dis-1
play of floral tributes testified to the
esteem in which Mr Sicotte was neld ■
by friends and former business as-1
sociates.
Mr. Sicotte was borr. ln St. Hyacinthc. ton of Hon fouis Victor 81cctte and Margaret Starnes Sicotte,
daughter of Benjamin Starnes and
sister of the Hon. Henry Starnes of
Montreal. Hon Louis Sicotte was
prominently known to the older gen- j
eration in Canada as a member of
Parliament from St Hyacinthe, Judge]
o’ the Superior Court and Commis
sioner of Public Works in the Carticr-MacDonald government.
Mr Sicotte came to this country as
a young man anJ settled in Provi
dence, where he was married 47 years
ago to Miss Anna S. Ladder, daughter'
cf Mr. and Mrs. William Lodder of]
Ingraham Hill. South Thomaston,;
who survives him. as docs one daugh- j
ter. Mrs. Willa 8icctte Harvey of
Ncdham. An older daughter. Irma,
Sicotte, passed on 11 years ago.

52>
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NEED RANGE OR FUEL OIL TODAY?
CALL US FOR
VERIFIED PRINTED METER SERVICE

Two Tickets Free To Each Theatre
First Prize—Dorothy Robinson, Broadway
SHOWING AT STRAND THEATRE
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Freddie Bartholomew in “Little Lord Fauntleroy’
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Only$2'95 down

HOWARD K. IIAGAIt
The death of Howard K. Hagar |
occurred suddenly last Monday fol
lowing a long period of ill health.
Mr Hagar was born in Union, Nov.
23. 1896. son of Herbert and Elsie
Kavanah Hagar. He was a graduate '
of Shaw's Business college in Port- ]
land and the Bentley Accountant;
Srhool in Boston. He came to Bingi ham. eight years ago during the
] construction of Wyman Dam and
had made his home here since, pass
ing the winters at St. Petersburg.
! Florida.
He was a member of the F.A.M.
lodge of Union, of Mt. Moriah Coun
cil of Skowhegan, Henry Knox
Royal Arch Chapter of Lewiston and
Storer-Collins Post, American Legion
1 of Union.
Surviving are his wife, Blanch Hilt
I Hagar formerly of Augusta whom he
married in Baltimore. Aug 22 1924,
and a brother, Harold C. Hagar of
Union. Funeral services were held
from Dinsmore's Funeral parlors, in |
Bingham, Wednesday and there will
be services at 2 p. m. in Union Fri-1
day. Interment will be in the Lake- ]
view cemetery in Union.
6

For Air Mall correspondence you
will want a box of Rytex Feather
printed Stationery. This is an extra
light sheet of paper printed with
your name ana address to match the
colored printed lining in the enve
lope. The price is only $1.50 a box
for 50 double sheets and 50 envelopes,
including the printing See samples
at Thc Courier-Oazette office. Post
age 10 cents.

PUTS A O-» v“
in your home

• FULL SIZE

• LIGHT
WEIGHT
• EASY TO USE

• POWERFUL
SUCTION
• MOTORDRIVEN
BRUSH

• OILLESS
G-E MOTOR
• OPERATES
ON A.C.orD.C.
• NOZZLE ADJUSTMENT
• 1-YEAR
GUARANTEE

A Good and raithful Servant
Monthly. Cash Price Only

1855

12c
17c
27c
37c

1936

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
122Stf

Artistic Memorials in Stone

A

ra ma INE
CENT Wfc^COMPAM
POWt
IMPART

$29*95

I

Every-Other-Day
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FRIENDSH1P

APPLETON RIDGE
THE HOME GARDEN

Rev L. E Watson and family spent
i part of last week with his parents in
ij Madison.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl and
Mrs. Blanche Brown were Augusta
visitors last Saturday.
Cauliflower is closely related to the
Friends here were grieved to hear i
Cabbage but ls more sensitive to soil
and weather conditions, says Mrs. j of the death by pneumonia of MauIva M Burgess of the (Maine Agrlcul- rice Butler of New Hampshire, a fortural Experiment Station. It de- mer resident of this town,
velops best in cool weather, and when ; Ormand Keene and L N Moody
r.ot too dty. It should do well ln were visitors last Saturday in Aumost of Maine, especially in the j gusta.
northern rart and along the coast, i jjrs Alice Tobey Cummings of AuGood seed is highly essential.1 gUsta visited Sunday with her sisters
Snowball and Erfurt are two com* Mrs Oertrude Moody and Mrs. Ethel
mnn vatietles and there are numer- ■ Moody.
ous stialns of both. Super-Snowball
Mrs. lizzie MoCorrison. Mrs Evels a sure-heading early type but does Jyn p,tman Mrs Ada p^tor and
not produce as heavy compact heads Mrs Qrace Brown weie among those
as do some of the others.
j attendjng the district meeting of Re-1
Various types of soil will grow good hekahs last Saturday in Waldoboro
crops of cauliflower but the medium
Mrs Addie Robins and Miss
heavy ones are probably the best. It Murle,
were visitors last
Ls essential for any type to be well weekend ln Rockland.
supplied with organic matter so as to
Rev. L. E Watson i.nd family were t
furnish a uniform supply of moisture.
The soil reaction is also very im.
portant A soil only slightly acid is
Mr. and Mrs Leroy Moody and Mr
considered the best. On very acid a"d Mrs ° W Currler were
soils, cauliflower is subject to two ^ose who went Monday to Soutn .
serious troubles-clubroot and whip- Montvllle to hear Rev J C LeekTimely Information For Home
Gardeners Prepared By Mem
bers Of the Faculty Of the Uni
versity Of Maine

ROCKPORT

AT THE STRAND SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Emery
Simmons.
Mrs.
Jane
Stated meeting of Harbor Light
Murphy. Russell Carter. Lloyd Well- i chappy OES.. was held Tuesday
ington and Miss Edith Orne motored wRh r
,ttendance
members
last Saturday to Bath for the day.
I and guests. The degree were conMr and Mrs M P Orne were call_ .
ferred on Mrs Oliver Ingraham,
ers Sunday on Mrs. Ella Cook.
_
. Readings were given by A. M Marion
Mr. and Mrs Bedfield Miller ann
8
8
daughter Lorna, were recent visitors Upham. W. P Oliver Ingraham and
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Mrs. Elsie Hawkins. Preceding the
Miller. Dutch Neck.
meeting, picnic supper was served
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver passed a day with Mrs. Susie Ausplana and Mrs.
recently with Mrs Karl Stetson in
Bua,en ln charge. The menu
Thomaston
featured a fish chowder. The atMr and Mrs. Sidney Carter were ,tendance contest which the Star has
guests Sunday of Mrs. Carter s par been conducting for several weeks
ents. Mr and Mrs W. G Wallace. closed with this meeting, the team
captained by Mrs. Alice Marston
South Waldoboro.
Mrs Bertha Jameson. Mrs Annie ■ winning over the team captained by
Doe, Mrs Daisy Simmons and Mrs Mrs Hattie Spear. Preceding the
Oertrude Oliver motored Tuesday to next meeting. June 2. the losing team
Portland where they attended the
serve a supper to the winners.
Orand Lodge of Pythian Sisters.
j At last weeks meeting of the
' Copper Club held at the Norton Pond
1 Mrs. Lura Morse and daughter.
1 Nancy, spent last weekend with Mrs.) camp of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ingra
ham. the husbands were special
! Granville Brow.
Howard Beale has returned home | guests, the occasion celebrating the
wooden wedding anniversary of
following a few days' visit with hts nHv
„ P.
p ,Ingraham,
aham Hefreshmenu
Oliver
mother in Augusta.
were aufynented |by an attractive
Visitors last weekend at the home anniversary cake the handiwork of
of Mrs. James Murphy were Miss Mrs. E. E Ingraham.
Edith Orne of Cushing Mr and Mrs
Tlie NiLsumsosum Club and hus
| Emery Simmons and family of War bands met for bridge Monday at the
ren. Mr and Mrs Ivan Morse of home of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Friendship. Long Island. Miss Doris Richards Honors went to Mrs.
Frlor and Miss Ella Williams.
Clarence Munsey and A V. McIntyre
James Murphy. Allie Crouse and with Mrs. McIntyre and Walter CarMrs Eva Mooers were in Washington roll receiving low.
Mrs. <B P Wooster and Mrs. Frank
■'reddir Bartholomew, llenry Stephenson and C. Aubrey Smith in a zeene last Sunday on a mo or trip.
"Little Lord Fauntelroy. '—adv.
Mrs. Ralph Starrett and daughter J. McDonnell passed Sunday ln
passed Sunday in East Friendship. Bangor as guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Ralph Wooster.
Miss Blanche Prior who has em
Mrs. Edith Overlock was hostess
ployment in Thomas’.ir. visited last
Monday evening to Trytohelp Club
weekend with her parents. Mr. and
Next week the members will enjoy a
Mrs Crosby Prior
covered dish supper at the Baptist
Charles Sylvester. Jr., who has vestry.
been on a fishing trip recently spent
Mrs. J. C. Davis returned Sunday
a few days with his parents
from a visit in Boston. Mr. Davis
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HORIZONTAL
1-A dipthong
3-Larger
8-Exnt
10-A gay frolic
12-Shape
14- A grain
15— Full of moiaiure
17- Falte covering for
the head
18- Perform
19- Passage money
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2b

29

Lb

9

13

11
W
Ib

18

7

HORIZONTAL (Cont.) . VERTICAL (Cont.)
41- A metal
11-A rodent
42- Pronoun
13-Excavate
43- Taste
15-To decline gradually
4&-Fabulously rich man 18-Canvat shelter
47- Length measure
18- Censures
48- A title (Sp.)
19- Agitate
20- Ocean
50- Vehicle
51- Direct
22- Decided
52- Rhythm
24- Muaician's rod
54-A tree
25- Broaden
56- Suffix to form past
23- Allow
tense
30-Lick up
57- Particular faculties 34- Edge
58- Very
35- Heroic poem
36- Heavenly body
37- lt ia (contr.)
VERTICAL
39-Helped
42-Oominicles
1- Because
44-Kitchen utensil
2- Era
46- Ventur»
47- Tear
3- Obtain
19-Snare
4- Musical note
5- State
51- Animsl
6- Type measure
52- Myself
7- Propel
53- Egyptian god
3-Started
54- Near by
9-The (Sp.)
55- Negative

tall. Symptoms of the first are j *mby.
stunted plants with roots much enMisses Maude Fuller and Murie 1
larged and distorted. Whiptall ls Robbins attended the recent audition
characterized by leaves being dis- at South Montvllle.
torted and sometimes consisting of
APPLETON MILLS
not much more than the midribs
<pl.)
Such plants do not develop usable
Golden
Hod
Rebekah Lodge
21-Auto fuel
heads.
23- Shilling (abbr.)
Cauliflower is a •'heavy feeder-' recently entertained Marie Hoffman,
24- lnterdict
warden
of
the
Rebekah
Assembly
of
25- Recent
and needs a plentiful supply of plant
27- A compass point
food, especially nitrogen. 4-8-7 ferti Maine, exemplifying the degree.
(abbr.)
lizer. broadcast at the rate of one Luncheon was served after the meet
28- Narrow thorough
ing.
pound to 20 to 30 square feet, or
fare
29- Pendant
broadcast at the rate of one pound to j Dana Ourney. who ls in the Knox
31- Assitt
44 square feet with an additional ap Hospital recovering from an opera
32- Start suddenly
tion,
is
making
rapid
progress
to

plication of one pound to 40 feet ln
33- Lacerated
ward health.
36-Walk
the row should give good crop6.
38-Musical note
In order to obtain white heads it
Mr. and Mrs Joshua Wentworth
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Winchen- who accompanied her there will re40-Pinch
is necessary- to tie the leaves together and grandson Carleton, have re
bach and son called Sunday on Mrs turn the latter part of this week.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
over tlie heads a few days before they turned from spending the winter in
Julia Wlnchenbach in South,Waldo
Charles E. Rhodes. Sr., Leland
are ready for harvest.
DeLand Fla Their daughter. Mrs
boro
Coose,
Mrs
Maude
Peterson
and
Hawkins. Arthur Clough with Rollo
Helen W Gushee, returned with
Miss Letha Carter was a Rockland Oardner of Camden were at Moose- Mrs. Inez Orant.
them, after passing last month in
visitor Thursday.
Following the meeting, adjourn
STONINGTON
head Lake last week-end on a
Florida.
Mrs Elizabeth Riskell and daugh- fishing trip,
ment was made to the banquet hall
Miss Louie Eaton and mother have
ter Helen, have opened their cottage
Earl Sprowl is improving, after an
The Dandylions met Tuesday night where a buffet lunch was served. An
moved to their home on Eastern ave illness of several weeks.
for the summer
at the home of Mrs Clarence Fish unusually attractive cake, with
nue.
Mr and Mrs Franc Winchenbach in Camden for the annual business frosting decorations in patriotic
Oood Luck Rebekah Lodge of
Mrs. Nora Orant of Isle au Haut
colors and bearing an American flag
and family of Davis Point were at meet'ng and election of officers.
Waldoboro was host last Saturday at
visited friends here recently.
the Ray Winchenbach home. Dutcn
Mr and Mrs Frank Winchenbaugh oeslgn was made and presented by
the district meeting. District Deputy
Capt Stephen Sellers is recovering
Neck, on a recent visit.
and children. Miss Marion Starrett the Corps president. Maude Peterson
President Annie Pease ln charge.
from his recent illness.
Mr and Mrs Charles Murphy were and Alvin Pottle of Friendship were who also .presented' to each past
Oolden Rod Lodge was represented
Carl Melin is home from Bangor
callers Sunday on Cap;, and Mrs guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs Elmer president small baskets filled with
by a large delegation, as its staff
Hospital.
candies.
Melvin Lawry.
St Clair.
worked
the
degree.
Mr and Mrs Melvin Duke who
An invitation was recoiled from
Mr and Mrs Perley Hall and fam
The Fire Department was called
Friends here learned with regret
have been visiting friends here
Rev.
O. I. Currier to attend divine ~
ily,
Vinal
Kelleran.
Mr-.
Lura
Libby
yesterday
at
2
a
m..
to
the
home
of
ot the death of Maurice Butler, a
have returned to Medford. Mass
i and daughter Nancy, all of Thomas- Ladoc Knight on Camden street to woishlp next Sunday at 11 o'clock presented a gift by Miss Butler in
former
graduate
of
Appleton
High.
Lawrence Bray has moved to his
| ton and Mr and Mrs. Granville Brow extinguish a fire caused by an over at the Baptist Church, the invitation I hehali of the contestants in apprecaSchool.
new home at Oreen Head.
Jack Oakie tells off J. Farrell MacDonald and one slightly bewildered were at the home of Mr and Mr, heated stove In the brooder house. also including soldiers of all wars I Uon of the service she had rendered
Mrs.
Alice
Sherman
has
returned
George Webb has returned from a
Pullman conductor as Kent Taylor lounges in the background, It's a scene Wardell MacFarland last Sunday on Fortunately the wind was such as to and all allied bodies.
them.
week's vacation passed in Portland. to the home of her daughter. Mrs. from the comedian's new picture. "Florida Special"—adv.
)
a
social
call.
keep
the
flames
away
from
the
other
Mrs Barbara Webb substituting ln Inez Ames. She has been visiting
Studfnt* in Declamation
Clayton Oliver and son Llewellyn buildings, but the brooder house was
WASHINGTON
her daughter Mrs Oertrude Water
the store during hls absence.
JEFFERSON
1 motored Sunday to North Waldoboro destroyed with a loss of about 350
EAGLE
man.
in
Camden,
and
while
there
The
R
HS
freshman
prize
speak

Charles Bowen of Isle au Haut
Clever Amateurs Entertain
j with Chester Brown, and visited' chlckens.
j was a patient at the Community and
ing contest rwas held Wednesday
called on friends here recently.
Mrs. George Ogilvie Mrs EUa
Mr. and Mrs James O Quinn have
At the Baptist Church Sunday night at Town hall with a good at-' Tlie Major Bowes Amateur prothere
Mr
Oliver's
parents.
Mr.
and
Knox
Hospitals
Betty Knowlton and Verna Knowl
Bond. Mrs L. C. Bryant, Mrs Ina
removed here from Crmden.
there will be a union service of wor- tendance. Each pupil participating P-8"1 Put on b> local talent at
Mrs Llewellyn Oliver.
ton of Deer Isle were recent guests
Edwin Howard has returned home Moody and Miss Evelyn Flagg atMrs
Jane
Murphy
teceived
a
radio
shlP *°r Memorial Day with the showed the result of the efficient Grange hall May 15 was a decided
EAST UNION
of Mrs Annie Richardson and Miss
after passing a few day: at the Ban tended Pomona las-. Saturday at I as a gift from her children on members of Fred A Norwood WJUC coaching received from Doris Oraf- success and much credit is due the
Abbie Montelth.
Bunker Hill.
and other patriotic bodies as invited fam. English and French instructor sponsors. Robert Cunningham and
Mrs Maud Payson had as recent gor hospital.
Mother's Dav
Mrs Abbie Bpargo has returned
Mrs. Lucy Sylvester arrived home
capt. and Mrs Perley Lawry of fhiests. the service to begin at II
i dinner guests. Mrs. Lottie Wellman
Bonney Quinn spent last weekend
Miss Mildred Butler was awarded Stewart Prescott, students of WH8.
from a trip to Boston.
Sunday Mrs Florence Campbell of South Portland have made recent I °'clock' special music by the united first prize of 85; Earl Upham, second an<* L-H S .
with Mrs Harriet Quinn.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Colby have i and daughter. Helen, of Hope.
Lewis Quinn and son-in-law Sam- Mlddlet0’n Conn • U wlth her for a calls on Mr and Mrs Albert Lawn cholre of th* tw° churches; sermon. prize of 83. and Pauline Tatham,
The program was made up of boys
Early apple trees are in full bloom.
moved to the Joseph Eaton house.
time
—
----—Paltern
■
*for - - -in
Back
Cove
and
Mrs
Charlena
!
"
The
1936
Patriotism.
third
prize
of
81.
The
judges
were
1
an
d Kiris from the High and Grade
uel
recently
visited
Mi
and
Mrs.
Merton Cleveland has Joined the
The May meeting of the Farm
church school at 10 o'clock Evange Miss Katherine Veazie of Rockland, schools, with the exception of Erville
The Jefferson Publicity Committee Lawry
Bureau will be Wednesday with Jen- Erland Quinn
yacht Viking.
listlc services Sunday at 7:30 with Miss Hester Ordway and Milford Bartlett and Howard Bryant. The
meets Tuesday night at the Town
Miss Beulah Oross is employed at I nje payson in charge. 'lhe study topic
Mrs Earl S. Brown and grandson
sermon by Mr. Sylvester, subject Payson of Camden High School presentation consisted of guitar and
hall.
the home of Mrs Herbert Warren. ■ will be "Restful Bedrooms" and will Andrew are spending a few days with
LIBERTY
! "Heaven" also services Tuesday. faculty.
piano music, singing, recitations, and
Oeorge
Ogilvie
and
Lincoln
Hodg

Mrs. Maud Allen is visiting friends start at 10, instead of a half-hour her parents. Mr. and Mrs. George M
| Thursday and Friday evenings
The
program
was:
"The
Patriot"
cl°8 dancing Stewart Prescott, as
kins
were
present
Sunday
at
a
meet

Mrs. O Eva Bennett who passed
earlier as is customary. Ora Merri Dodge
in Prospect
w M. Marion Cash w P Oliver
by High School orchestra; "Appe- Major Bowes, stood ready to give the
ing of the State Federation of Men’s
field and Olive Orassow are on the
*’Lnttr_Wlthdau«ht*r' Mrs Ingraham A M Marion Upham,
A surprise party given recently in
tite," Robert Marcello; "What the ' song whenever it was necessary.
Bible Classes in Augusta
dinner committee.
William Jones, of Hartford, has re Mrs Edna Robbins. Mrs Louise HolDEER ISLE
honor of the birthday anniversary
Little Girl Said," Vera Easton; “The 1 Dancing with music by Overlock
Mrs.
Florence
Meserve
and
daugh

sumed residence here.
Sunday School, under the supervl- of Beulah Quinn, numbered among
, brook and Everett Humphrey will Last Leaf," Mildred Butler; “A Very after the entertainment, was enjoyed
Rev and Mrs Ralpn White recent
j slon of Miss Knights opened here those present: Mr and Mrs Frank ter Laura, have returned home from
Mr and Mrs T. E. Rowell of represent Harbor Light Chapter Naughty Little Girl's Views of Life", After the entertainment the audily attended the State Conference of
' May 17 with 29 pupils attending
E Bracey and daughter Shirley Augusta where the latter attended Thomaston were in town recently OES at the Orand Chapter session
Congregational Churches of Maine
Grace Zoppina; "The Rose Bud," ence voted on the most popular amaJohn Littlefield. Mrs Harriet Quinn. , the Western Maine Music Festtval, tc make repairs on the lr home.
| in Lewiston Tuesday and Wednes- Hlgh School orchestra; “TheSenator teur and prizes were awarded Bernice
The
Bailey
family
of
Milton.
N
H„
at Machias There were 400 dele
■ having a part in the program Mrs.
were guests last weekend of Mr. and Bonney Quinn. Miss Barbara Blake
Memorial Day services were held day. Mr Humphrey and Mr. Ingra- Rests," Robert Cain; "As the Great-' Linscott, Edward Ludwig and Robert
gates
Edith Hawley of Augusta Ls visiting
Mrs
Earl
S
Brown.
Mrs
Wilbert
C
here May 14—somewhat ln advance ham will also serve as ushers Mon est Only Are," Phyllis Crockett; “My Cunningham in the order named.
Ernest Pickering is in New York. Mrs. J. L. Dornan.
at the Meserve home
ol usual schedule.
day night at the reception to Orand Financial Career," Earl Upham; The judges were Mrs. Clara OverSeveral from here attended the Oove and sons Andrew and William.
The High School girls- soft ball
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Erland
Quinn
and
The Jefferson mixed quartet will
Officers.
“Romola and Savonarola," Pauline j lock. Donald Cunningham and Stewfuneral
servloes
held
ln
Union
for
Mrs.
A.
J.
Skidmore
is
at
the
Brad

team won over Stonington 22 to 12 in
children John and Arhne. Ices and sUlg over WRDO Wednesday noon on
The Trytohelp Club will hold
Mrs. Lucy Robbins.
bury Memorial Hospital for treat
Tatham; "America's Finest" High art Prescott.
Especial mention
the Wednesday game
cake were served lhe merry group. the Oran«e program
covered dish supper for members School Orchestra. Supt E. L. Toner 1 should be made of Lou Linscott and
ment.
Mrs. P. S. Knowlton nnd grandson,
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Brayton
-------------------Mr. and Mrs. Walter Strout and
acted as chairman.
Bernice Linscott. also Ivan Prescott.
Richard spent last weekend with her are entertaining guests from Provl- 1
Walter Flint of Shawmut was a Monday at the Baptist vestry.
Miss Margaret Simmons attended the
At the Methodist Church, the Sun
BURKETTVILLE
At the close of the program Mrs. seven years old. who played a selecdaughter Mrs. Edward Dunham of denoe.
visitor last weekend in this com
recent Federation of Music Clubs in
day School will convene at 10 o'clock Oraffam was called to the stage and tion on the piano.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton and
munity.
Ellsworth.
Medomak Valley Orange worked the Bangorbut the morning service of worship
Miss Selma Simpson has been ap Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gould were in
Senator Roy L. Fernald of Winterwill be omitted. The Epworth League
^rs Frank Richardson returned
pointed as delegate from the Hing Waldoboro last Saturday to attend the third and fourth degrees last Saturport and Ralph Light, turnkey of
day
night
on
four
candidates
Sup^
ome
<
Thui
'
sda
>'
after
'lsitlng
in
Au
will meet at 6 o'clock and evening
district
meeting
of
the
Rebekahs.
ham Red Cross Chapter to attend
the Belfast jail, where callers here
Your FIRST AID Kit
burn for a week
praise service at 7.
the National Congress of the Ameri Memorial exercises had been ar per followed the degree work.
May 15.
is not complete—
Allen Tibbetts is a patient ln the
Francis Gilbert arrived Thursday
Harry Edgecomb has a crew of men
ranged for this session, local mem
can Red Cross In Chicago.
Mrs P. O. Baker of Providence
unless it contains a jar of this
Damariscotta Hospital
from Utica N. Y„ to spend the sum
Henry E. Sheffield of Cleveland is bers taking an active part in the at work sawing in his mill.
visited recently at the home of Mrs.
soothing ointment for quick,
The primary school at the village,
mer at his cottage on Russell avenue
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grinnell and
spending a few days at his cottage at inspiring program.
Walter Ordway,
It
• • • •
Mrs. Walter Maddin, teacher preeffective relief of skin in
sons
of
Springfield,
Mass.,
were
promptly
Sheep Island.
With sorrow townspeople learned
subduct burn
guesLs last weekend of his mother. sented a delightful entertainment of the sudden death. May 15, of
juries and common
W. R. C. President's Anniversary
Capt. Alfred Dunham and son
CUSHING
ing, itching, smarting
Mrs.
Cora
Grinnell.
1
'
ast
Saturday
night
at
the
Grange
skin
irrita

Rodney are in the Adirondacks where
Augustus B. Sherman, a beloved
At its recent meeting the Fred A.
torment,and hastens nature's
Henry Turner of Bangor spent last1
tions.
Mrs. Susie Davis of Rockport has
they will be employe 1 ior the sumcitizen who ever held the interests of Norwood WR.C. celebrated past
healing—lessening the chance ol
weekend
with
his
family.
j
Mrs
R°
se
Ja
8°
and
Mrs.
Dorothy
been guest of relatives here this
lu-r
infection. Ute it freely anywhere on your
the town at heart.
presidents' night and the anniversary
Mrs. Maude Overlock and Mrs. Doris Randspiker gave
Miss Isabelle
body for:
Miner Burnt
Insect Stings
Mr ai i Mrs. Ocrdon MacKay are week.
Rev. Harold Nutter conducted of Emma L. Torrey’s year as depart
Sunburn
Skin Scrapes
Simple Rashes
The mercury reached the 84 mark Miller visited Sunday with Miss Min Choate a surprise birthday party committal services May 15 at the ment president.
o.Tupv g tnei: .'.un.mer cottage at
Past presidents
Chaflngs
Ivy Poisoning
Eczema Itching
Tuesday
night.
Two
birthday
cakes
nie
Light.
Monday, concluding with a thunder
Sunset.
Village cemetery for Clebber Knowl filled the chairs, with Cacilda Cain
Gel a Jar from your t/rugfltt today!Robert Thurston has returned to as weH as ice cream had a place on
shower—a form of visitation which
ton of Richlnond. a company of as presiding officer, being the oldest
Rome. N. Y , for a few weeks. Miss Ibe menu and Miss Choate was genhas
been
frequent
the
past
few
weeks
relatives and friends being present. past president and also serving her
SOUTH WALDOBORO
and with resultant damage in nearby Katherine Thurston is with her sister. erously remembered with gifts.
Mr. Knowlton was a brother to the 18th year as treasurer with a mem
Mrs. Alexander Mayo, in Thomaston.
Mrs. G H. Schofield was a Port towns.
late Willis J. Knowlton and was well bership covering 48 years.
Frank Hatch is sawing for Oeorge) Tlie person who lives a normal,
Hiram Ulmer of Waldoboro has
land visitor recently.
known to the older residents of the
Only one charter member is living,
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
| healthy life of average length spends
Mrs. Reddlngton Delano is recover been a recent visitor in this com McClain in Liberty.
town.
Mrs.
Ethel
York.
The
Corps
has
had
RATES:
j a quarter of a century ln bed.
munity.
ing from measles,
only 20 presidents in its 49 years of
Jmgle ’2» S»-3»
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Mrs.
Olive
Stone
is
at
home
after
NORTH
WARREN
Mrs. Gertrude Pinkham has as
existence,
of
which
nine
are
living
Oe,bi.
sJ»-an-4l»
SOMERVILLE
guests her daughter and three chil-1 passing the winter in Thomaston
and four of these were present at
Ml SOOMS WITH |ATe
j with her daughter Mrs. Evilo CreamFriends of Frank Teague or North
dren of Boothbay.
W. H. Chadbourne of Auburn has this meeting. Mrs. Cain. Mrs. Torrey,
500 Rooms
Srecsi w«Uy rstsa
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge T Palmer I er, who is now with her for an in- Waldoboro were pleased to give him
sold that portion of the Fred A. Mrs. Ellen Bohndell and Mrs. Mil
REMOVES
the glad hand Tuesday w hen he ar
and children visited A M. Little in definite time.
Turner farm on the easterly side of dred Holmes. Mrs. Torrey paid a
RADIO
rived
here
with
his
grandson,
Arnold
Mrs.
Silas
Hyler,
daughter
Mrs.
Bristol Sunday
SERVIDOR
the road to Harry Percival of Bel fitting tribute to deceased members.
TUBSHOWER
grade.
Sherman Vannah has been home Cornelius Morse, and granddaugh Teague.
The program consisted of a piano
ter, Nancy of Friendship have been
J. N Robbins Ls working at the , n„_,,
,, .. .
from U. of M. on a brief visit.
The
Wadleigh
brothers
are
engaged
solo
by
Lula
Rice
and
readings
by
non t worry if your clothes
t
MANGER
Austin Kalloch home.
j become mildewed.
Cote's
Mrs. Della Winchenbach of the callers at the Harry Young home.
Mrs. Caln, Mrs. Torrey, Mrs. Holmes,
ln planting at their Belgrade home.
Mrs. William Morse has returned
Akusta Ahlholm has employment Magic Water is the finest
Cove died Monday in Damariscotta
Mrs. F. A. Turner visited a few Mrs. Bohndell. Mrs. Stella Simonton,
« NORTH STATION
i
you ever used for
from Reading, Mass., where she in Rockland.
days recently her daughter and son- Mrs. Louise Melvin, Mrs. Hazel Cain,
•* STEP-Aaatyau- TRAIN-rayavr ROOM"
Thunder storms are coming thick ’ ^in5 ,out
in-law.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
R.
Soper
of
Mrs.
Addie
Wentworth,
Mrs,
Carrie
Fourteen blind boys at the Pen passed the winter with her daughter,
J
x
„
out '"jury to the fabric
Waterville. Mrs. Turner and Mrs. Grey. Mrs. Villa Simmons. Mrs. Oer
nsylvania Institute for the Blind Mrs. Fannie Stokes. Her grand and fast for so early m the season. , Por sai,, at „n Grocers.
Clifford Robinson Is engaged in ( Beware of Imitations,
Soper were guests Wednesday of Mr. trude Havener, Mrs. Sarah Prince,
have organized a 4-H club and are daughter, Mrs. Muriel Morrison of
Rockland is now visiting Mrs. Morse. shingling at the village.
and Mrs. F. L. Turner In Augusta.
Mrs. Anna McGowan, Miss Gladys
caring for 350 laying bens.

TUESDAY

n°v

MAGIC

WATER

MILDEW

o'
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T. E. Lawrence himscll would have
INDUSTRIAL TESTS
WARREN
approved.
• ♦ * •
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Starrett. guests Analysis Of Marine Growths
A motion picture edition of
for several weeks of Mr. and Mrs.
May Result In Manufac
“Romeo and Juliet" is now off the
George Gonia at St. Petersburg, re
press (Random House). It is an J
PICTURE or A MAN WNO NEVER
turned home. Tuesday.
ture Of By-Products
[ unusual volume, and contains be- 1
NAO TIME- TO WAIT TOR GREEN LIGHT
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Fisher of
! sides the original text of Shake- i
Engineers of a nationally known
' Providence called here by Lhe death
Have you read "This Simian speare's play and the shooting script,
chemical manufacturing company
j of Mrs. Laura Brackett, returned
who were here last week investigating
World" by Clarence Day? It es J a preface on "Picturizing Romeo and
i home Wednesday after being guests
the possibilities of opening a branch
tablished Day’s reputation among j Juliet" by Irving Thalberg, the pro
ol Miss M. Grace Walker. Mr. and
plant for the purpose of utilizing cer
the discerning. Over the years often ducer of the film; an essay on the
Mrs. George Weaver of East Green
tain marine growths, have notified
play by William Strunk Jr., Pro
wich, R. I., also guests of Miss Walkthe word “priceless" has been used in
Commissioner Feyler of the Sea and
fessor of English at Cornell Univer
j
er,
will remain until Friday.
the characterization of this little sity; articles on the shooting script
Shore Fisheries Department, who has
At a meeting of the officers and ^en co-operating with them to bring
masterpiece.
by Talbot Jennings, on the direction
executive committee of the High a new lndustry l0 Maine. lhat the
To Clarence Day's friends his by Oeorge Cukor, on the stage design
School Alumni Association Tuesday sampipiS taken to the laboratories had
death seemed slightly implausible." by Cedric Olbbons, on the costumes
night it was decided to eliminate the spoUed enroute They asked for more
sc spoke a critic in The New Yorker, by Oliver Messel; and a guide to the
annual meeting this year, because of t0
them and another ship"Arthritis had crippled him, but the study of the screen version, for
the Bi-centennial celebration.
ment b on
way from the Cornmore lt stiffened his body .the more students, by Max J. Herzberg. It is
Mrs.
Bertha
(Butler)
Chase,
form(
missioner.
it seemed to unllmber hls mind; and profusely illustrated with photoer resident of this town, drove here
Results of the tests are expected to
In the last few* years he gave one graphs taken from the screen play. '
; Tuesday from Conway. N. H„ bought be announced within a few days and
the impression of having pretty well Norma Shearer plays Juliet and
a resident's fish ticket, which en- ‘ it is believed probable that if they
eliminated the vexing problem of Leslie Howard. Romeo.
! titled her to 300 or two bushels of are satisfactory, arrangements to
life and death. We never knew any (
-----------------Here is an example of what too ■ alewives, and returned home the manufacture certain by-products will
body who seemed so deathless
VINALHAVEN
many pedestrians do. The person same day.
I be made here immediately.
His sudden demise, from pneu- [
------illustrated above never had time to
Miss Winona Robinson is employed
"An investigation of the facilities,
monia. has been regarded by many as
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Coombs and wait for the green light, but now, as
almost the worst blow to American daughter Edith were gueste last week- all will admit, he has P-L-E-N-T-Y as waitress at the Life Saver tea, finances and reputation of this conj cern have proven to be entirely satisletters It could have sustained in this • end of Mrs Coombs’ parents, Mr and of time. No doubt any person who | room.
has
had
such
an
experience
will
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Gray
are
attactory," said Commissioner Feyler.
day. Having suddenly attained at 60 | Mrs. John Hildlngs. at Pleasant River
decide it’s better to wait a few sec tending the Grand Lodge K. of P.
-----------------a country-wide recognition he had Farm.
long deserved, he seemed to be. and
Mr. and Mrs Harvey Tolman. are j onds than to spend weeks and even ' and PS in Portland as representa- j
months getting over injuries suf
- tlves of the local lodges.
surely was. at the very height of hls receiving congratulations on the fered because ot impatience.
THE K. C. A.
Callers Sunday at the home of
Last year there were more than a
powers. His restless mind was teem- birth Tuesday of a son.
lng with new intellectual ventures—
M R Morrison keeper of Egg Rock thousand pedestrians killed when Mrs. Isa Teague were Mr. and Mrs.
I*OW RURAL RELIGIOUS
a life of Swift, a life of W. 6 Gilbert, Light, North Haven, was in town they crossed at intersections against Lexton Mank. and Misses Marion
1UUCATION PROSPERS
the signal, and there were more than
another book on Father, one on Tuesday with Greta Willard and 36,000 who were injured, according and Helen Levensaler of North
Mother, a series of articles ln which Harold Morrison and Mr. and Mrs. to the Travelers Insurance Com Waldoboro.
May 12, the Mother and Daughter
The E. A. Starrett Camp Sons of
a masreur was to be the principal Norman Morrison.
pany. Many of those killed, If they
Banquet, the third annual, took place
figure
What their salty quality
Capt. and Mrs. Leroy Ames, who had a chance to do It over again, Union Veterans Auxiliary will be at Hope, with covers laid for 50. The
would have been may be imagined, were in town for over Sunday re- would be more than willing to wait guests at a special service Sunday hostesses were Mrs. Evelyn Brown,'
for the light to turn ln their favor. morning at the Congregational
The loss to our literature is deep and turned Monday to Camden.
Mrs Brownell. Mrs. Wright and Mrs.
Very likely those Injured feel the
Mrs. Leah Hopkins of Camden ts ■ame way. It may be a little Irksome Church. Rev. H. I. Holt will preach Baird. Table decorations featured |
real.
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
to wait for the signal to flash "Go,” a service fitting for Memorial Day. carnations, and there were dainty '
Robert
Arey.
but one remains dead a long time, Mrs. Sidney Wyllie will be the soloist, place cards. Present were Miss McThe Book-of-The Month Club Ls
All patriotic orders are requested and It’s far from being funny to be her number. "Resignation" (Roma). Knlght, director. Miss Carra Me- j
distributing as its April dividend
kept in bed recovering from injuries. She will also sing with Miss Evelyn
Knight, Mrs. Fernald. Bessie Hardy.
"The Bedside Book of Famous to meet at the OAR rooms Sunday
■ Berry, the duet. “Oh, Love That Will
at
10:30
to
attend
Union
Church.
Mrs. Herrick. Mabel Herrick. Mrs.
American Stories,” edited by Angus
Not Let Me Go."
Burrell, professor of English at
'»stor
N p A,wood wlU
Baird. Dorothy Baird, Mrs Beverage,
SOUTH WARREN
Guests of Mr and Mrs. Elbert
Edith Beverage. Mrs Wentworth.
Columbia University and Bennett A preach the Memorial sermon and the
Vinal Kelleran of Thomaston Ls Starrett are Miss Marion Eaton of Mrs. Estelle Beverage. Mrs. Gould.
Cere, editor of The Modem Library vested choir, will sing special music.
doing the carpenter work on the Lewiston. Mrs Mabel Eaton of Dorolhy Beverage. Mrs. Mank. Louise
Past
Matron's
and
Patrons'
Night
Designed for the /r.oments which
Cumberland Centre, and Leroy Mc
Mank. Mrs Allen. Anna Hart. Mrs
many of us find most deeply enjoy will be observed June 1 by Marguerite addition to the Spear garage.
Cluskey
of New Haven.
Early risers last Saturday noted a
Weaver, Virginia Hart Mrs Pearse,
able for reading, the quiet hour be- Chapter OES. There will be a
The telephone lines have been ex
fore sleep, this remarkable anthology rov*r*<J dlsh suPPer at the close of temperature of 34 degrees. Very little
Lois Pearse. Mrs Robbins. Bertha
can safely be declared the most rep- the
^eryone not solicited damage resulted In this locality, as tended to residents of MlUay Hill. Pearse. Mrs. Marriner. Mary Herrick,
resentative collection of famous »»
* «W>>y
The past not much farming has been done and North Warren. John Niemi, 8-21 and Mrs. Ludwig. Faith *Herrioki Mrs.
American stories and short novels matrons and patrons are requested the trees not budded enough to be WLll‘am Antilla. 8-12
Erown. Sally Herrick. Mrs Brownell,
Mr and Mrs James MacDougall
injured.
that has ever been published. It not t0 furnUh for the “W»r
Viola Herrick. Mrs Mabel Wright,
are occupying the Broadman place
bears the imprint of Random House.
CaP‘ J«*Ph Hutchinson, returned
Lorraine
Hatch.
Mrs.
Wright.
Mrs Mollie Johnson has returned
which they bought recently.
and is a worthy representative of the Wednesday from Rockland
Madeline Hatch. Mrs Reed. Vida
to Owl's Head after spending a few
S F Copeland. Oeorge W Walker.
fine literary conscience which has al« *1U ** 8 bl« day Sunda>’ at the days at the A R Jordan home
Reed Mrs. True. Joy True. Mrs.
Oscar Starrett, Fred Mathews were
ways distinguished that Imprint. The bas®
Park when Th<’
Sidney Lermcnd ar.ti niece Mrs In Portland Thursday to attend the Noyes. Pauline True. Mrs. Pendleton.
foremost American writers from Irvth® Brew'*r l*am of tl* Eastfm Ethel May of Bath were callers SunVirginia Pendleton. Mrs. Hall, Nancy
wimiiiw* League.
le-HRiir There
aiwir- will
... ur
Milne COn$lStOr\ .
Maine
be na Flag
lng and Poe to Hemingway are In“* day at the home of O. A Copeland
„
. v
Wv,i> Mr Pendleton. Mrs Hobbs. Clara Brown____
-Ith
raising and Vinalhaven Band will be
'
Mr ann Mrs vnesver wyine, Mr
l.Td
t
Mr Their
’“'"dan-e Officers of the Chiefs
Mr and Mrs Walle‘ Bucklin' Uvl and Mrs John Robinson. Mrs. '11. Miss Bartlett, Thelma Brownell.
Mrs Etta Fernald as chairman was
which laid the basis for their fame.
Bucklin and Miss Eva Bucklin mo- Martha Burgess were supper guests
Association are: President, Alex
assisted by Mrs Baird. Mrs Herrick
They Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Hans
' Christie; secretary. Donald O Poole; tored to Bridgton Sunday
and 'Mrs. Wright, as food commit
were accompanied home by Fred Heistad ln Rockport
Books recommended ln the April manager. Edward T White
tee: Mrs. Beverage, for place cards;
Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Gray relist of Book-of-The Mouth Club are:
Hugh Dyer, arrived Friday from Bucklin, student at Biidgton AcadMrs Brown for decorations, and Mrs.
emy.
turned Wednesday from Portland
Darkness and Dawn by Alexei Tols- Miami, and is guest of hls mother,
Brownell for Invitations.
Mrs. Lula Libby and Mrs. Ada where as representatives from the
tol; South Riding, by Winifred Holt- Mrs Elisha Brown,
Just before the program began, a
by; The Tavern, by Marguerite
Oscar Nelson and Fritz Swanson Spear returned Sunday from Au- local lodges they attended the K P. huge birthday cake was brought in
-burn where they have been spend and P. S. Orand Lodge. Mrs. Jesse
Steen; Hall. Caesar! by Fletcher went Thursday to Milford, N H
and placed before Miss McKnlght
Mills and Mrs. °ercy Bowley also at
Pratt; We In Captivity, by Kathleen
Mrs L R Smith and Mrs F K. ing a week
who was celebrating her birthday on
Mrs Laura Copeland recently en tended the Orand Lodge sessions.
Pawle. a novel of the Ir’sti revolu- Coombs visited Thursday tn Rockthat date. There was also a smaller
Efl.T. Hilchey economist from the
tertained the Orange Sewing Circle
tlon; Young Mr. Disraeli, by Elswvth land.
cake for Mrs Brown. The presenta
Thane, a delightful book that Is a
Officers of Marguerite Chapter at her home An added pleasure was Townsend Plan Headquarters of tions were made ln a happy manner by >
most successful marriage of history OES. who will go Monday to Lewis- the presence of Mrs. Minnie Lud- Maine was guest speaker Thursday Mrs. Wentworth, and it was learned
and fiction; Voyage to Galapigos, ton to attend grand Lodge are: wig who has been confined to her night before a meeting on the Town- that the delectable cakes came
by William Albert Robinson.
Worthy matron. Leola Smith; as- home by illness for more than a year, send Plan at Olover hall, presided from the skilled culinary gift of Mrs.'
Recent books which sre proving sociate matron, Lucille Carver; and The next meeting will be Wednes- over by J. E. Rawley of Rockland, Baird. The cakes were cut and served i
most popular are: The House ln secretary. Eleanor Gregory.
day at the home of Mrs. Nettie Cope- Musical selections by Miss Bertha to the guests.
McIntosh of Rockland were enjoyed.
Paris, by Elizabeth Bowen; The Last
Mrs. Irving Fifield was a Rockland land.
With Pauline True as announcer
Present were members of Townsend
Puritan, by George Santayana; If I visitor Thursday.
this program was given:
Clubs of Rockland. South Thomas Songs of Greetings—How Do you Do,
Have Four Apples, jjr Josephine
Miss Maude Grant returned Wed
NORTH HAVEN
Mother Dear?
ton. Thomaston and Friendship.
Lawrence; Life With Fa'hc. by nesday from Rockland and is spend
Mother Will Shine Tonight.
• • • •
Clarence Day; National Velvet, hy ing a few weeks with her sister. Mrs.
Welcome
The Jolly Islanders met recently. 10
Welcome extended by 8ally Brown, age 4
Laura
E.
Brackett
Enid Bagnold; The Exile, bv Pearl Ernest Mills.
, members being present besides the
Joy True, age 5
Funeral services for Mrs Laura E. Song of welcome
Buck; Hurricane, by Charles NordhThe Fox Island 4-H Club, will meet leader. Arthur Beverage, and his as
Mother's Day Exercise
off and James Norman Hall; Silas at Pleasant River Grange hall Mon sistant Alton Calderwood. Talks were Brackett, who died Sunday at East
Viola Brownell. Elvira Reed. Thelma
Brownell. Dorothy Baird. Virginia Hart.
Crockett, by Mary Ellen Chase: Thc day featuring the play “The Making given on the various projects, and re- Greenwich, R. I., in the home of
Mabel
Herrick,
Madeline
Hatch,
Edith Beverage. Virginia Pendleton
her niece, Mrs George Weaver, after
Woollcott Reader; Europa, by Robert over of Sadie" with Miss Carolyn j freshments were served.
and Lorraine Hatch.
Briffault; Kristin Lavransdattcr by Dyer in the title role. The cast:
Mrs Eva Crabtree has been attend- an illness of more than a year, were Poem My Mother
Anna Hart
Sigrid Undset; Arctic Adventure by Sadie, Carolyn Oyer; her Aunt, ing sessions of the Grand Ledge of held Wednesday at the Warren Con Solo—That Wonderful
Mother of Mine
Miss Carra McKnlght
Peter Freuchen; Old Jules, by Mari Virginia White; her daughter. Edith Pythian Sisterhood in Portland this gregational Church. Rev. diaries E.
Poem
Brooks, pastor of the Rockland M. E.
Sandos; The Seven Pillars of WIs- Roberts; the maid, Dorothy Young; week.
Pauline True
by the daughters—Faith of Our
dom. by T. E. Lawrence; I Write As the madam. Elizabeth Hopkins. Mrs.
Marion Howard and Myrtle Green- Church officiated, ln the absence of Song
Mothers
I Please, by Walter Duranty; Why Cora Peterson, leader is coaching the law were in Bangor this week. Miss Rev. H. I. Holt who was ill. The Playlet
written hy Clara Brownell
Keep Them Alive? by Paul de Krulf; play. Club songs will be sui« and Howard to visit her father who is a flowers were many and beautiful,
Cast: Dorothy Beverage. Mary Herrick.
Estelle
Beverage Pauline True. Clara
bespeaking the love and esteem ln
Mrs. Astor's Horse, by Stanley Walk- , exhibits and demonstrations of work hospital patient.
Brownell and Carra McKnlght
er, and. of course. North To The will be submitted by the girls.
Lloyd Crockett, Blanche Crockett. which Mrs Brackett was held by
• • • •
Lucy Ames. Milton Beverage and friends and associates of the many
Orient, by Anne Morrow Lindbergh. |
------------------On Sunday. May 17, East, Union
others attended the Vinalhaven organizations of which she had been Sunday School had its opening
GROSS NECK
an active member. Present were service, with 29 present. This service
Grange Wednesday night.
Much interest is centering around
Residents here were deeply moved friends and relatives from Thomas was held at 9:30 standard time, and
Arctic Adventure, by Peter Freuchen.1 Mrs' Melvin Oenthner recently
It is an account of the hearty, digni- v^sited her aunt Mrs. Charles N at learning of the seaplane mishap ton, Waldoboro. East Greenwich, R. was in observance of Mother's Day
Wednesday. Sympathy is expressed I. and Providence R. I.
entitled "Remembering Mother.”
fied Eskbno race and of Peter Kaler of West Waldoboro
to the friends of Mr. Montgomery
Bearers were Benjamin E Watts.
The Clark Island Sunday school
Mrs.
Eldora
Gross
was
guest
Frt
Freuchen. their friend, not a travel
day of last week of Mrs. Emily j w'10 lost his life, and others who were Judson E. Benner. Willis R Vinal met at 1:30 daylight time, wtth 27
book of wonders, not an account of i '
i
__ Th»
1 Winchenbach, West Waldoboro.
j injured and suffered shock.
The and Elbert Starrett. Interment was present. At North Warren the open
the quaintness of the Eskimo, not a ,
island sympathizes with Stanley ln Sterling cemetery following a ing service took place, 19 present,
Mrs.
Alfred
Waltz
was
a
Rockland
sociological study. As one reviewer
Boynton tn the grief the accident brief committal service.
I visitor recently.
with Rev. Howard Welch acting as
has said, it can best be described by
brings to him. It expresses confi
Mrs. Brackett was bom ln Port preacher. The Sunday School at
William
Havener
and
two
sons
of
saying here was a man who for his
dence in him and hopes efforts to re land. one of three children of the late Hope had 28 present.
own purposes lived for 15 years with i East Friendship called last Saturday organize airplane service may be suc
• • • •
Emerson and Martha (Kilpatrick)
[ on relatives here.
in the Arctic Circle, married there,
cessful.
The North Hope school ls closed on
Griffen. As a young woman she was
Fred
Collett
of
Frankfort
made
a
became far more at home there than
Mrs. Morrill of Gray, daughter of employed ln Jefferson, but most of account of measles.
' call last Saturday at Melvin Oenthnin Europe, and told his story ln writ
• • • ♦
Dr. and Mrs. Woodman, is visiting her life was spent in Washington,
.1 er's.
ing because there was so much to
Miss
McKnlght
was unable to
her
parents
for
a
few
days.
Warren, and Waldoboro. She was
Congratulations are extended Mr.
tell.
Mrs.
Laurie
is
guest
of
her
sister,
married
to
the
late
Frank
Brackett
of
make
her
usual
Wednesday
calls last
and Mrs Daniel Halloran of Con
Freuchen crossed the Greenland
this place who died some years ago. *eek du€ t0 car trouble.
necticut on the birth of a son Mrs. Mrs. Chester Dyer.
lee cap as an explorer and was en
After ten days' touring trip into Nearest surviving relatives are her,
8
Halloran is the former Evelyn Waltz
gaged ln many other scientific ex
Maine and a visit with her brother in niece, and three nephews.
Christian in every sense of the word,
of this place.
peditions. He went into trade; he
Miss Sylvia Genthner has returned Portland. Alice Woodman is at home.j gj^, was a member of Ivy Chapter I and hcr hospitality to guests was well
hunted; he was in extreme danger
Worship Sunday will be at 11 o’clock 'oeb. and Sewing Circle. Woman's known- Her s®"1* of humor was
from Camden.
many many times. There is beauty j Mr and Mrs. Dolham of Warren with sermon by the pastor. "Faith- Club, Mystic Rebekah Lodge, the E. str°ng, a«d she will be greatly missed
tn his telling of hls native wife,
called on Mrs. Clayton Littlehale re the Indispensable Element in Rc- A. Starrett Camp Sons of Union by her friends, especially at thp
Navarana. with her nice smile,
ligion.” Singing by the young ladies veterans Auxiliary; White Oak home of Miss M. Grace Walker,
cently.
• • • •
Mrs. Eldora Gross vas a Damari- chorus under the direction of Barbara orange. Social Club, CongregatlonaJ where she had been employed for
A. W. Lawrence asks all who pos , scotta visitor Sunday.
Stone. Sunday school meets at 10. church and Ladies Circle, Dorcas several years.
sess letters from his brother, T. E.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner called re The attendance last Sunday was 83. Circle of King's Daughters, and “The J
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB’T CO
Lawrence, to allow him to have them ' cently on Mrs. Aaron Nash and Mrs. Evening service at 7.30 with brief ad Jolly Fi*e.”
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
stonlntton, Isle au Haut, Swan’i
dress
by
the
pastor.
copied, the originals to be returned Dewey Winchenbach of West WaldoMrs. Brackett was tenderly cared
Island and Frenchboro
promptly or to send him copies. Hls boro.
•sifectlve Oct. 1, 1935
for the past year at the home of her
Winter Service 1935-1930
address Is "Care of Raymond Savage.
niece. Mrs. Weaver, and although
Dally Except Sunday
Turn That Vacant Room realizing some months ago that her (Subject to Change Without Notice)
Esq., Princess House. 39, Jermyn
“From what you tall me you appear
Eastern Standard Time
street, London., (W. I.” He hopes to lead a very sedentary life, and yet
Into Cash With a
Read Un
j trouble was incurable, had faced lt Bead Down
A M
P. M
eventually do edit and publish a you're not flabby. You look, In fact,
“To Rent” Advertisement like a soldier, with a cheerful W'rd 3.30 Lv. Swan’a Island,
Ar. 6 00
6.30 Lv. Stonington.
selection, consulting the owner of pretty fit."
Ar. 4.40
and
smile
for
all.
She
was
always
7.30 Lv. North Haven.
in The Courier-Gazette
Ar 330
I ready to do her part ln every thing • 15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
each letter; the profits of tills bqj^
“It s 'he exercise I get tossing about
Ar. 2 43
9J0
Telephone
770
Ar.
Rockland,
Lt. 130
will be devoted to purposes of which at night thinking about my business.'
that was asked of her. She was a
—
■
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Better Be Vigilant

OLDSMOBILE
Has Everything!

HETHER you base your judgment on

W

the thrill of Oldsmobile in action, or on
scientific analysis and comparison, your con
clusion is sure to be this: Oldsmobile gives you
every modern, fine-car
feature — Knee - Action
Wheels, Super-Hydraulic
Brakes, Center-Control
Steering, Solid-Steel “Tur
ret-Top” Bodies by Fisher
with Safety Glass through
out. Oldsmobile gives you
everything for perform
ance, comfort, conven
ience and safety —more
for your money than
other cars of similar price.
Site* $665 and up
Eifhti $810 and up. Iiat at Lanamf Safety Glaaa ntandard
“Drive and Compare’’
V
Tha
car
illuatrated
ia
equipment
ipment all
al! around.
around, Special accaaaory jroupa extra.
lot or « Value Monthly
tha Six-Cylinder
~
Touring Sedan, 9820 Itat. A Oeneral Motora
payments to »ult your purse. GENERAL MOTORS INSTALMENT FLAN

... and judge for yourself!

FIREPROOF GARAGE SALES COMPANY
WINTER STREET,

WEST ROCKPORT

ROCKLAND, ME.

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

MARTINSVILLE

There was a good attendance Wed
Mr*. Alma Anderson
Miss Mildred Proctor of Long Cove
nesday at the meeting here with Rev.
This community was saddened by is caring for Mrs. Ivan 8immons.
Burleigh Sylvester and Stanton Gavitt the death. May 15. ot Mrs Alma, Prank L Crockett and Arnold
in charge. Music consisted of vocal Aliina Anderson (Ahoi at her home Stanley passed last weekend at their
and piano accordion solos by Mr. in 8outh Thomaston. Mrs. Anderson homes here.
Friends and relatives were shocked
Gavitt. vocal duet by Mrs Currier and was a member of the Finnish Congregaticnal Church.
[ to learn of the sudden death of Mrs.
Mr Gavitt with Mr. Sylvester at the
Deceased is survived by her hus- 1 Nettie Rawley In Winslow,
piano. Visitors were present from band. Julius Anderson; four sons.
Mr and Mrs Sidney Chase of
Ro.kland.
Messrs. Sylvester and Andrew. Walter. Wl'llam of this ’ Haverhill. Mass. have arrived at
Gavitt will be nere tor the morning place, and Frederick of Rockland; their cottage.
Dorothy H Edwards celebrated her
service the next two Sundays; also three daughters. Aino, a teacher in
Tenant's
Harbor.
Lempi
and
Annie;
fifth
birthday Sunday by entertainat the Junior Endeavor meeting at
6.33. to which all young people are one daughter-in-law. Mrs. Frederick ing nine young friends. The dining
especially invited, and next Wednes Anderson; one grandchild, Frederick, room was prettily decorated in pink
an agf d mother; three sisters in and white with a beautiful birthday
day at 730.
The Grange held a supper and so South Thomaston; one brother in cake as a centerpiece. Mrs Edwards
South Thomaston and one brother ln was assisted in serving by Mrs. Oscar
cial Thursday at the hall.
Mrs. Emma Leach and brother-in- Finland; also several nieces, nephews Stanley and Mrs. Hugo Lehtinen.
law Henry Crawford, arrived Thurs and cousins and a large circle of Several lovely gifts were received by
the young hostess
day from a winter sojourn in St. friends.
Services were held Tuesday at her
Petersburg. The trip to Portland was
made with Rev. and Mrs. W P Rich home, Rev H F Leach of Thomas
WHEELER S BAT
ardson of St. Cloud, Fla., formerly' ton and Rev. Mr Helno of St. George
Allison Rackliff has employment
pastor here. From Portland they officiating. Interment was In Achorn
came with Mrs loach's son. William cemetery. The bearers were Joseph I in Pownal
Anderson. William Anderson, John
Charles Wall. Jr., spent last week
Vinal and Mr.s. Vinal of that city.
end with his sister, Mrs. Walter
Ralph Thorndike is making exten Niemi and Anselm t.ampinen
! Rackflff.
sive repairs and improvements on
Miss Maxine Rackliff has returned
the house he recently bought, known
ROCKVILLE
to school after being ill two weeks
as the Howard place, but last owned
with chicken pox.
by the late Walter Wheeler. The barn
The service Monday night at the
Frank Rackliff and Louise Rackhas been torn down and that part ot
the grounds being filled in and Baptist Church conducted by Messrs, j liff were callers recently on relatives
graded. Dormer windows are being Sylvester and Gavitt was fine and ! in Lewiston and Pownal.
well attended. They will be here'
____________
built on the front and rear of the
again
next
Monday
a:
730
with
a
4-H
Club
boys ln one Tennessee
main house.
message In word and song.
i county recently bought 19 Percheron
Mrs. M. J. Oxton entertained thc
Mrs. Ernest Perry spent Tuesday mares for a workstock production
Mission Circle Thursday afternoon.
project.
Mrs. Robert Heald will be hostess afternoon with Miss Lena Conary in
Rockland.
for the Tuesday Club next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil A Rhodes of
• • • •
HEADQUARTERS
Camden
passed a few days this week
Work and Play
with Mrs. Rhodes' father, Dana A.
The Singing-Sewing 4-H Club un
Sherer.
der the direction of its local leader.
Callers at the home of Mr, and Mrs.
Mrs. Henry Keller, presented an eve
ning of entertainment at the Orange E. H. Perry Sunday were Miss Rachel
hall Tuesday with 75 relatives and Metcalf, former .superintendent of the
Maine Central Hospital. Miss Lillian
friends in attendance.
The program consisted of songs by Penney, Miss Carrie Wills and Miss
the club; song and dance. Virginia Nora Rowell, all of Lewiston, and all
Deane; accordion solo, Marilyn members of the Professional and
Criipps of Simonton; vocal duet, Ar Business Women's Club in that city.
Mrs. |F. W. Robbins, Miss Lottie E.
lene Keljer and Avis Taylor; and
demonstrations in biscuit making by Ewell, accompanied by Mrs. W P
Blanche Collins; table setting. Caro-i Richardson and Mrs Roy McDermost
lyn Andrews; muffins, Dorothy Kel-i of Camden spent Wednesday in Port
ler; and holder making. Hazel Nutt. land.
This was followed by a one-act com- j Mrs. Fred C. Maloney gave a sup
edy “My Cousin From Sweden," with per party Monday in honor ot Mr VOVR roMPLETE PAINTING JOB
op fnwwit'v'ri v
members of the club ln the cast. The Maloneys birthday anniversary. Ou.s s
IX OVR
parts were well taken, each actress «„ D, B H K«l„ o,
being well fitted to her role. Much Mrs. Janet Steele and Miss Eliza I
SWP HOUSE PAINTS
credit is due Mrs. Keller as reflected Steele of Rockland.
in the successful manner in which
PLEASANT POINT
the program was carried out. The
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
club has held 14 meetings, one Judg
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Seavey of I
ing contest and four public demon
strations, which give it a good start Camden were recent visitors at the,
ROCKLAND, ME.
toward Its second seal of achieve home of Mr. Seavey's parent*. Mr TEL. 14,
and Mrs. Alonzo T. Seavey.
i
:
ment.

For Painters
and Paperhangers

Sherwin-Williams

W.H. GLOVER CO.

Evcry-Gther-Day
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with about 24 members and guests,
attending. Supper was served by
Clarence Lunt and family, have Mrs. Nina Leach, Mrs. Edith Hathmoved to the ArdeHe Maxey house on ! orne and Mrs. Edith Richards, memMain street.
bers of the Federated Circle, and
Miss Naomi Averell has arrived were
as waitresses by IMlss
here from New York city and is visit- | Jessle Crawford. Miss Statie Miller.
Ing her parents. Mr and Mrs. Percy ,Mrs Bowdoln L. Grafton and Miss
E Averill, at their home on Hyler Ollvc
John S™11*
, of the Rockland Unlversallst Church
The annual Congress of the Nastreet.
William Hall, who has been spend was the speaker, using for subject 1 tional Society of the Sons of the
ing several days with hts parents. I •“Tbe Inevitableness of Life
American Revolution was held in ■
Mr and Mrs Albert Hall went Tues- [ Services at the Baptist Church )he
jjotel. Portland this
day to New London. Conn., to rejoin Sunday will be: Bible School at 9:46; week thc Rnos County chapter,
the A P. Sloan vacht.
morning worship at 11, and Uie pasof thp Amerlcaa RevoiuUon beMrs. Henrietta C. Levensaler. who
?ermon “>Plc t0 »* "Undercur
v.
ts._
Memhas ubeen passing
the winter -uh
with her rents" There will be a. -union
,
. .
,,
daughter,
Mrs. Eliza Carlton, in orial Sunday' service at 7 in the eve_
.
..
j
patrlotl: organlzaCambridge.
Mass, and
for the past ! nlng4 with all the »*
_
»nn
and
!,0n3
of
the
town
ir attendance. The
month has been with her son and
. .
, ,
j
will be the............................
Rev. Frederick
daughter-in-law.
Mr. „„
and
Mrs. Alfred speaker
_•
Smith, ol Wa‘eMUe. head of the
W. levensaler. in Concord, N. H„ re
Civic League of Maine, and music
turned here Monday and is guest of
will be by the Choral Society and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley R. Cushing,
the Federated Wioral Association.
while getting her own home on Knox
MTs
Warren Eldridge
(Avle
street ready for occupancy.
Brown), of Safety Harbor. Fla. ar
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Rivers re
rived nere Wednesday and is visit
turned to Woodfords Monday after
ing her mother. Mrs. Florence Frost,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. William A.
at her home on Beechwoods street.
Rivers, for a few days, In North
Maynard Llnscott, of this town,
Cushing.
has sold Ills property at 73 Cresent!

THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS

WALDOBORO

Notable Meetings Of Two Patriotic Societies This
Week—Visit To Montpelier

Miss Bessie Reed has returned
from the South where she passed the
winter and will be at her home here
a few weeks.
The firemen will hold a ball In the
High School auditorium Friday, the
1 proceeds to be used for fire protec] tlon.

THOMASTON

Twenty-one members of the Beta
ln Rockland to Andrew J.
Alpha Club met at the Baptist vestry Stapki, also of that cit>Monday night. The time was de
voted to sewing and refreshments
Star Circle Bazaar
were served by Mrs. Barbara Jack.
Thc annual bazaar, at Masonic
Mrs. Gertrude Llneken. Mrs Ethel hall Thursday afternoon and eveF Newccmbe and Mrs. Nancy Fos- ning by members of the Star Circle
1 of Grace Chapter proved successful.
The Townsend Club met in the K
A fine program was presented in
oi P. hall Tuesday and plans were , this order: Pantomlne "The Mellerdiscussed to Increase membership drammer." Mrs. Lucy S. Young. Mrs.
and to strengthen the organization Marian B Grafton and Ralph CarThc next session will be Monday in roll; musical selections by the Little
the K P hall at 8
Brown Juggers. Paul Thurston.
Mr. and Mrs Victor Brown and guitar, Albert Harjula, harmonica.
Mr and Mrs. (Harrs’ McPhail, of and Lewis Tatbutt, guitar; motion
Perry, were recent guests of Mr and picture pantomlne. The Supreme
Mrs Hiram Llbby.
Sacrifice." Mrs. Madolin Spear, Mrs.
Mrs. Anne Snow, of Rockland. Marian B Grafton. Mrs. Lucy 6.
president of the Knox Memorial Young.
William W
Gilchrest.
Association. was among the guests 1 Charles Knights and Ralph Carroll;
at lhe Oovemora Tea and Reception tenor solos, ••Old Black Joe” and
given Wednesday by Mrs Brann at 'The Little Vrees. Osgood. 8. T
the Executive Mansion. Mrs. grow -Constantine, of Rockland, with Mrs.
also attended yesterday the meeting Amy M. Tripp accompanying at the
called ty the Maine Publicity Bureau piano.
to promote home industries throughOne-act play. We Have No Trains
out the State, her attendance being Today.” Mrs. Madolin Spear and
tn the interest of the Home Indus- Ralph Carroll; accordion solos, "Red
tries Shop at Montpelier”
Sails In The Sunset." "Twelfth
Thomas R McPhail, who has been Street Rag" and "O Dem Oolden
attending the meeting of the New Slippers.' Edwin F. Lynch; reading.
York Life Insurance Co. ln Boston, The Show Must Go On." by Anne
returned home Wednesday night.
Fuller. Miss Lillian Thurston: oneact play. “82 98." Mrs. Lucy 6. Young
Mr. and Mrs A P. Chapman and and Ralph Carroll: closing with a
son. Allred, and Musses Olive Rowell poem “Skippety-Hop." Master Wiland Marion Coombs, spent a day in liam Young. The remainder of the
Portland this week
(evening was spent playing games.
Miss Ethel Upham is seriously ill Tlie Circle thanks those who so kindat her home on Main street. Miss ly took part in the program.
Sarah Block, of Rockland, is sub------------------stituting for her at the Thomaston
. • • •
Incentive to Young Gardeners
National Bank.
Services at the Federated Church
The Garden Club offers three
Sunday will be: Sunday School at prizes, of 85 . 83. and 82 to High
9:45; morning worship at 11. the School and Grade students who 6hall
speaker to be Miss Amy G Slierman.
summer make and keep up the
of Boston, a graduate of the Boston
under these conditions:
University and a director of religious conditlons:
education. The music will Include, i Each student wishing to enter the
"Great and Marvelous.” Norman, by contest shall give hls or her name to
the Federated Choral Association. a teacher at once and shall start
Thc evening service at 7 will be a the garden as soon as possible. No
union memorial service at the garden may be begun later than June
Eaptist Church.
15; each garden shall cover at least
Burial service* for David Walter, |
180 square feet. This may be in a
four-day-old son of Mr and Mrs. plot 15x12 feet, ln two or more small
Robert Shields. Were held at the er plots, ln a long strip 30x6. or in
Thomaston
cemetery
TTiursday any other desired arrangement; lt
afternoon. •
may be a vegetable garden, a flower
Fifteen members of the Friendly garden, or a combination of vege
Club met Wednesday at the home of tables and flowers. It must contain
Mrs. Evelyn Snow. After a short at least six different kinds of plants.
business meeting, the remainder of
All the work of planting, watering,
the evening was spent socially.
weeding, etc., must be done by the
• • • •
student contesting. No seedlings or
Mrs. N. F. Andrews. Miss Eliza
plants started by someone else may
Whitney and Edward OB Burgess, be used. Each student entering the
returned heme Wednesday from
contest shall keep a simple record of
Portland after attending the Grand
the work—date* of planting, varieties
Lodge of Knights of Pythias.
planted, date of coming up, of flowRev and Mrs. Hubert F. Leach erlng. etc. The gardens will be in
motored to Boston Thursday to meet spected each month by judges ap
Mr. Leach's mother, Mrs. Frank pointed by the Club. Unless there are
Leach, and stster, Miss Hilda Leach, at least 12 contestants, the offer will
of London, England, who will arrive be withdrawn.
on the S S. Caranthia, today. They
• • • •
will accompany Mr. and Mrs Leach
Plans for Alumni Festivities
home Monday and are to remain
A meeting of thg officers and
for an indefinite visit.
Mrs Allyne W Peabody, who has executive board of the High School
been a surgical patient at the Knox Alumni Association was held at the
Hospital, for two weeks returned heme of Mrs Blanche C. Lermond.
Tuesday right and plans discussed
home Wednesday.
Members of Williams-Brasier Post for the annual Alumni affairs.
Thc banquet will be held June 11,
Auxiliary, have been invited by the
with
Grace Chapter, OES. catering,
Winslow-Holbrook
Auxiliary
in
Rockland, to attend its meeting i The ball will be held ln Watts hall,
Monday at 7.30 at the Legion hall. June 12. with music by Lloyd Rafnell
Mrs Alta M. Cutler, of Oldtown, and hls Georgians. The president
*----department president, will be guest of...........................
the Association, Joel
M.-------Miller,
appointed
these
committees:
Enterspeaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hersey and tainment for the banquet, Miss Jessie
M Stewart; nominating committee.
Walter Dow. who came here from
Mrs. Ellis C. Young. Miss Dorothy
West Palm Beach Fla. and have
been visiting Mr Hersey's mother. L. Starrett and Raymond Young; arMrs. A. P. Chapman, for two weeks, rangements for the ball. Forrest W.
are in Old Orchard. Mr. Hersey will Stone, Richard Feyler and Clifton
be manager of the Vesper Hotel there M Felt.
during the summer and Mr. Dow will
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith
also be employed there.
(llave returned from Medford. Mass,
Thomaston and Vinalhaven High where they attended the scml-cenSchools play baseball at Thomaston tenial reunion concert given Saturday night ta the Cousens gymnasium
this afternoon, at 2:30.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah J. Lineken by the Tufts Olee Club (of which
motored to Burlington. Vt. yester William T. Smith Jr. is a member)
day for a few days' visit with their Thc Jackson Glee Club, the College
son Prof. Edgar Lineken and Mrs. Choir and College Orchestra assisted
by the Alumni and Alumnae. On
I.ineken.
Ladles' Night was observed at the Sunday they attended a tea given
Men's
Community
Brotherhood by the Delta Tau Delta Fraternity of

••••

i

Tuesday ta the Congregational vestry

which William te also a member.

THEATRE

STAR Waldoboro
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements tn this column not to
I exceed ttiree lines Inserted once for 25
! cents, three times for 50 cents. AddlI tional lines five cents each tor one time
10 rents for three times. Six words
make a line.

RANGES

TUESDAY. MAY 26

“1 Dream Too Much”
LILY PONS, HENRY FONDA

MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

♦ LOST AND FOUND ♦

Miss Pons will sing popular songs.
can Revolution, presented a splcnRUCK shaggy kitten lost Tuesday
A clipping from the scrap book of
did message, her charming personnight, between Park and Suffolk Sts
THl'RSDAY, MAY 28
| Tel 364-J_______________________01*63
ality winning all hearts. Mrs. Ann the late Roscoe L. Benner states
NOTICE ls hereby given of tlie loss of
“Follow the Fleet”
Snow, president of the Knox Memo- that the first regular train from
deposit book number 4241 and the
rial Association, gave a most Interest- Bath on the Knox and Lincoln rall(RED ASTAIRE.
owner of said book aska for duplicate In
accordance with the provisions of the
Ing talk on General Henry Knox.
1 road was run to Wiscasset May 1.
and GINGER ROGERS
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland. Maine. ENSION OTIS. Re
11871. The first train arrived in
MATINEE 3.00 P. M.
ceiver.
62-S-68
Rockland Oct. 29. 1871, and the first,
SATURDAY. MAY 30
regular train out of that city left the
“Charlie Chan’s Secret”
I following day.
Mrs Nellie Overlook has returned : WARNER OLAND
and ROSINA LAWRENCE *••*•♦•*•«*••••*
I from Providence, where she passed
ClIRI. for general housework wanted.
MATINEE 2.30 P. M.
: the winter with her daughter. Mrs
67 Park St.. Apt 7
61’63
Walter Sturrock.
SPECIAL—$10 given away each
BUSINESS man or woman wanted lor
Mr and Mrs F. A. Levensaler of
boarder ln a small quiet family Refer
Saturday night in three priies
ences required. 65 North Main 8t. 60-tf
South Eliot have been at their camp
This week the 3d prize is $10
EXPERIENCED maid or housekeeper
| at Back Cove. Miss Edith Leven
62-63
wanted, call ln person. MRS. FRANK
A_ TIRRELL. 100 Beech St.
62-64
saler passed last weekend with them
CAPABLE girl wanted for general
Mrs. Frederick A. Brummitt of Rockland office of Armour and Co.
housework, must be good cook MRS R
Boston ls at her home here.
62-64
AND IP
Hc will enter upon hls new duties as W BICKFORD, 60 Beech St,
MIDDLE aged woman for houaework
Mrs. H. R. Smith ls staying with ' cashier June 15 and with hts family
Your Old Range Taken in
Apply 37 So Main St. City
62-64
her daughter. Miss Ellen A. Smith at
Exchange
will move here soon.
GIFT, wanted tn small family for
Coopers Mills during the ahsence of
light housework MRS MARY F HANDY
Atlantic
Ranges
are available in
9 Otis St.
62*64
her sister. Mrs Sarah Weeks.
Black and All Enamel Finishes
NEAT woman 25-40. for cooking and
UNION
The High School and first, second,
general housework wanted. References
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
Write Box 746. Rockland.
58-tf
third and fourth grades are closed on
Mrs. Charles Esancy visited Tues
MIDDLE-AUED man wanted, good
account of measles.
day at the home of her daughter Mrs. milker, who wants good home and
small wage*, permanent place
Work 1
The annual meeting of the Ladies , Car, Sukeforth of Washington
mostly chore. References exchanged
Central Cemetery Association will be
E
E
CHAPMAN,
Lake
View
Parra
Mrs. Abbie Bradslicei is passing
lield Friday at the home of Mrs. this week in Portland with her sister. Nobleboro,________________________ 52-tf
TEL. 989
POSITION a, chef or oraer cook want- [
Maude Clark Gay at 3 daylight.
ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY, ’ 313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Mrs Waldo Holt.
Orace St.. City.______
•••
47-tf
Mrs C B Stahl has been a Port
Mr. and Mrs W. C Perry were
TWO or three room furnished apart
land visitor.
ment wanted ln goad lodalltv. with
Friendship visitors Tuesday.
responsible people
A. L BOWERS.
The annual drive for members of
K
Maurice Powell and family have Kickapoo
61*63
♦
thc Public Library Association has
BOARDERS wanted, country home
arrived at their home at Razorville
I
,
. , . , near seashore, beautiful sunsets,, home 1
begun The Library ts meeting with . ..
for the summer and were guests last i cooking, rate, reasonable. MRS SETH
4
increased success ln patronage and weekend of Mr Powell's parents. Mr JOYCI- *«anUe Me
• at
6i*7i!
‘ circulation of books. It is a worth
OOOD dark loam for sale, for flower
and Mrs. Irvin Powell.
gardens and lawns Delivered. Tel 23-W
cause and ail funds received will be
WILLIAM ANDERSON. West Me.-low
Clark Dearborn and George Besse
Road___________________________ 62-64
used to buy new books.
♦
have employment m Waldoboro
MODERN seven room house and
Attractions next week at Star The
rage Lot 63x80 feet Excellent locaMr and Mrs Frank Roy and two ■*
•
gai
<g
tlo
on.
at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-R
atre will include Lily Pons Tuesday
47*tf
children have returned to their home | DESIRABLt rozy rottMe lt 3pnlfp for
fo,_.Information
in “I Dream Too Much." On Thurs
Head to let. well furnished, near salt
TOY dogs for sale MRS. GOLDIE A.
in Montville.
day comes a great feature hit. "Follow
water, plenty of land for garden Fire McAULIFFE. 42 Fulton street Tel 960-R.
Virgil Simmons is working for i »00<j- for
.................
.
62-lt
the
cutting. Short distance i
the Fleet” with Fred Astaire and
:
fiom
Rockledge Inn Call Roekland
BEST. dry. hard fitted wood. 88 cord;
Charles Thurston.
793-W alter 4 p m . or write "Cottage. m.-edld; 4 ft defied 86 FRANK ERICKOlngcr Rogers. A matinee will be pre
•
care The Courier-Oazette
60-tf SON. R 1. Box 70, Thomaston.
<52‘64
sented at 3 p. m Tha p.cture has
62-64
Epworth Leaguers .Assemble
COTTAOE to let for season. 6 rooms
raised the Astaire-Rogers team to one
POWER Lawn mower for sale
A
The Kncx County Circuit Epworth Xud
Jacobsen Junior model. Ideal mower for
of the great attractions of the screen. League met Monday night ln the Crescent Beach. Owls Head. Tel.
small estate, used only short time, flrat
On Saturday aa intensely interesting
cla-s condition Cost $200. will tell far
The ( ore itution has been a pattern for builders, not destroyers, said Mrs. detective story is presented m Methodist Church, as guests of the
GILLETTE cottage at Crescent Beach half price. B care Courier-Oazette.
59-S-tf
young people of that cr.urch. Groups I for sale, three bedrooms, double garage
William A Becker, preside r.t general of the D. A. R.
"Charlie Chan's Secret." clean, virile
shed, choice location, furnished Apply
HAY for sale 87 ton. ARNOLD LAINE.
came from Rockland and Rockport, to MISS OILLETTE at cottage from North
Cushing.
Me
62*lt
end captivating.
Warner Oland ls
CO-62
and with the adult leaders and the May 28. to June 4. 1936
THIRTY-foot cabin cruiser for sale,
ing represented by President Leon O
This meeting takes the place of the’ in his luual roic 0( Charlie Chan.
priced very reasonable for Immediate
local representation, made up a com
sale_Tel 825j_WT_______ __________ 60*62
Crockett. Judge E. K. Gould Homer Annual State Field Day
-----------------pany of 54
Winfield Chatto of
OAKLAND 6 convertible coupe for
E Robinson ..nd Leforest A Thurs,The Maine Daughters of the RevoCAMDEN
sale Ready for road. 850. 138 Camden
Rockland presided with Ernest
ten. Members were accompanied by lution were guests of the Kouisslncc
street Tel. 1214-M____________________
Raymond Snow ts in Knox Hospi- Crockett of Rockport in charge of the R***************
LATHAM Raspberry plants for sale;
their wives An interesting program Chapter of Augusta Wednesday, honworship service The principal adLADIES--Reliable h»lr goods at Rock •Iso tomato, early cabbage, cauliflower
and many dellgh'fil social events crlng the National President General
and other seedlings
Tel. 1214-W.
land
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St.
Mall
orders
The yacht. Wanderer, Capt. Curtis dress by Miss Amy G Sherman was •elicited. H. ll RHODES. Tai. 519-J
CHARLES E. WADE. 70 Waldo Ave
were arranged for the delegates and who was guest speaker at the mom61-63
53-tf
Weed sailed yesterday for New York, greatly appreciated, and also her
guests About 309 were present al ing session. Mrs Becker is a very
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale. 17
AMBITIOUS msn mechanically lnThc May meeting of the Knox leadership in the recreational period.
ciined with ac eye to the future will be James St .Tel 1184-JK___________ 60-65
ti e dina-r Tuesdar evening. The charming lady and an able speakar.’
u u t
J
./
A T„
, County Stamp 4 C8i8>
will toe aiheld1 1 Refreshments
were served by the select-d for our 1936 pl«n of training to
F C R I chicks for sale. 400 on each
‘.ocaker.
were
William
A. To Quote ner mcsF.14 •
f
.
*
>aa
In-tall, service operate
Diesel Engines
.
---of following dates Mav 20. 24 28. June
'
_
_
,
,
„.
ni
r
r
„
himdrcri
v.
ar,
ven
our
1
Tuesday
night
at
the
Congregational
committee
made
tip of Pauline Toots and all serviceincluded
at
minii
1.
price 10c. Tel Warrcu 3-4. C. E OVERBecker. President General of the
Three hundred years ago our
■
•

;

WANTED

j

M9.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

FOR SALE

Summer Cottages

♦ MISCELLANEOUS ;

„„nir hsr

mutn cost

SCOBCK

DIESEL TRAIN- LOCK

6(1 62

Daughters of the American Revolu- ancestors came to thU country seek- c aPc
ar ‘
an
ro
ino Care of The Courter-Oaxette 62*63
boat 30 foot long 8 ft. wide.
ng Ubertte. and tontlded better than
"Ferr.wood on the Belfast road Young from the young peoples group , “pARK-^-orin-t—cimnieu.y 5~POWER
ton Farr Kcrmuth engine. 6-82 H P.
tic i. l.c,
- .ns. Dauynters oi
s
rrriarat.on of has been rented for the season to with Mrs Olive Young Mrs Lela furnished. 410 a week v r studley. JAMES R BURNS. Friendship. Maine
the American Revo ui ion." Hon Joe they knew With the Declaration of
v«nt,»r. si v w«„i,.ii
J ..
Tel. 1154 or 283 Main street
61-tf
60-62
on Independence came a new nation and Mrs. Marion Willis of Yonkers. N. Y. Haskell. Mrs Ethel Griffin and Mrs 1------------------------------------------------CAMBRIDGE TAILORING CO. cus
SEEDS of all kinds direct from the
Starnes ot Alabama who spoke
Mr. and Mrs Charles Beckett of Bertha Howe as adult members
tom made suits, overcoat* 818 to 850 growers, triple tested. C. C. TIBBETTS.
Immigration and Hrnry F Baker 1 new hope for the world
Thev
Will call at your borne or office. 400 288 Main St___________ ______ MM2
Cambridge. Mass., have bought the
The election of officers made these samples to select from._ A' pertec
perfect fit
President General of the Sans of the brought with them the lundamental Frank Richards farm in Lincoln- the choice of the organization for thc !
STRAWBERRY plants for sale Senator
H P. FOWLIE
Dunlap 81 per 100: 83 per 1000: postage
51*53-tf extra.
American Revoltlon. fave an address principles which go on today. FortyW C. LUFKIN R D Rockland
vllle and are moving there Monday year: President. Wlnlleld Chatto; ~u7kmd«~of~tree"surgery and land- _ _______________________________
60-62
on '“The Society and Ilf Objectives” eight years ago the National Societv
AU
patriotic
orders
are
invited
to
vice
presidents.
Ernest
Crockett.
Vlr'
ra
P*
work done w F coiley Tel
MILL wood for sale. 81 per cord, while
was founded with 'wenty-flve hun attend the morning service Sunday glnia Howe. Douglas Fuller. Alvary ^nL^L'have bin. against
Thursday, delegates and guests
lt last,, both dry and green. H. A HAP.T.
dred members. Now there are a
South Hope. Maine_______________ 60*82
were Invited by Gen. Knox and Lady
Estate of Charles O Waterman. North
at
the
Methodist
Church.
Rev.
WesOay;
treasurer
Maurice
Miller;
secPURE HONEY for sale. Nature s finest
hundred and fifty thousand as evi
Haven, and all those who owe tbe estate sweet,
Parcel Post. 3 pounds 75e. 6
Knox Chapters. D.A.R. and thc
ton P. Holman will speak on the retary. Ruth Marston,
are requested to make settlement with pounds by
dence of their faith in the Society.
81 45. O. A. TARR. Star Routs.
CLARENCE E WATERMAN Exr . North Roekland
Knox Memorial Association to visit
subject.
"Public
Morals."
Those
atThese
were
introduced
to
the
corn______________________ 51-62
They are the proud owners of Me
Haven. Me
60'62
POUR week's old pigs for sale also
thc Knox Memorial at Thomaston,
USED stoves of all kinds bought and Raspberry
morial Continental Hall, a five mil- tending are requested to meet at the pany. and installed Into office with
plants 3c each. Tel 321-W
and to attend thc luncheon at the
( prayer by Rev C. E. Brooks, who reld C E OROTTON. 138 Camden 6t 397 Old County Rd . F. A KIMBALL
I lion dollar asset which attests of Legion hall at 10 o'clock.
Tel. 1214-M
61-tf I____ ____________________________ 53-tf
Knox Hotel in honor of the Presi
Malden
Cliff
Rebekah
lodge
will
continues
as
adult
counselor
for
thc
their great foresight end ability to
LAWN mowers sharpened -called for ! GLORIOUS Olads and Dahlias. Gladi
dent C'lteral Mrs. William Becker,
and delivered Prompt service CRIE olus. large corms mixed. 50 for 81.
observe charter members night organization.
carry through such a project. Tlie
HARDWARE CO Tsl 791 Rockland .« .. Oladlolus. smaller corms mixed. 100 for
Wednesday at 7.30.
-----------------of the National Society. D A R.. Thc
Constitution has been c pattern for
_.'u j 81. Dahlias, mixed, not labeled. 15 for
Mrs. Lloyd Thomas entertains the
delegates and guests who were at- ,,,„
POULTRY wanted. I. ______
POU8T. 138 81 Dahlias labeled. 5 with 1 unlabelod.
GLEN COVE
°
j the Daughters as builders and not
Limerock
street.
Rovklaod.
Tel.
377-W
for 81 Price list sent on request. MRS.
Lcnd-A-Hand Club Monday night.
tending the Congress in Portland
,
I A I PERRY, Willow Brook Gardens.
L
'
..... de-troyers. Thc National Defense
the Matae State Regent Mrs Marcia CommiUee „ constintly worWng
' Mrs Mildred Heald will be hostess
Foxes are here! One was seen a1 **************** Hope. Maine Route 105 Tel 11-4. 46*65
DRY hard fitted and junk wood,
Binford: ar.d
.DlighlOTS
from
of thc ConstltuUon and to Methodist Society next week.
few nights ago on the road toward
under cover, for sale. W. I,. OXTON, West
Rockport.
Tel. Camden 8011______ 43-tf
D
A.R
chapters
in
many of the
The next and last meeting of the , Oakland Park, carrying a hen in hU ♦
i peace righteous peace and not peace
OREEN fitted hard wood for sale.—
Parent-Teachers Association for this mouth—probably taking hls lunch-1 »..»*********» ^
Maine, arrived at the mansion Just
5 H. P. Bull Dog engine with hoist
^Ms *□* *t *i7diT,*P*f*red* 17 also
before noon and were welcomed by at any price Our government is the year will be’ Tuesday night at the with him as Boy Scouts do when they
ing winch and drum. Wc repair tcfrlgeraoldest
form
and
most
stable
with
the
tors.
Is the time to get them In
members from Latly Knox Chpater of
brick building on Knowlton street, camp out.
Suffolk street.____________________ 60-62 shape.Now
Call 792. Havener's Ice Co., for
highest
ideals
and
why
change
this
SMALL
unfurnished
apartment
to
let.
service.
53-tf
Rockland who were pressed ln Co
S. D Dyer, lighting engineer of the
Robert Gregory Is painting and re- J
cottier Uaton St , and Talbot Ace. Tel
lonlaI C0StUme and members from spiritual heritage of our fathers Central Maine Power Co., ln Au- ; pairing his boat,
fc-R.
57-62
which was founded on faith in Ood
G, n Knox chapter ef Tliomaston
gusta. will give an Illustrated talk on
Tlie buildings of Carl Freeman arc modern four-room downstnir npartand
justice
ln
fellowmer.
"Llght for Seeing” The musical j undergoing repairs.
10
'“riM‘e 481 O,d C
-j-nc mansion wvs very prettily
One hundred juniors are enrolled
decorated with spring flowers, one
program will be under the direction
Allen Gregory of Connecticut Is I SEVEN-room home for rent about
in the Children of thc Revolution, of Mrs Ruth Collemer and the re-1 visiting his grandmother. Mrs. Nina Wallace e' spear wa’dobom1'Me.
piece deserving particular mention
.
COTTAGE iota for sale at Ballard
I.
„ ,
—Cne thousand you'hs aiv enrolled in freshments will be In charge of Mrs. Oregory cn Oak street.
R fjj. 1.
62*67 Park 4-acres of shore property. C. M.
being a small boa:
with flow
colleges through the Student Loan
TuorvcDDm fiirwi.HasH .rv.rtov.w♦ ♦«,! BLAKE Wal1
Store. TeL 1061.
H. H. Nash.
Painting, repairs and general,i 'let. modern conveniences, telephone 57
12 ! Rockland.
60-62
ers ln the National colors of red.
Fund of the DA.R. Guide our youth
EIGHTY
acre
farm
for sale 5 room
Camden Lodge, K. of P. meets cleanup are ln progress at Oakland Crescent street
62-tf
white and blue. This was later used
in the American way; sell America
house, barn, farming tools, good wood
Monday night.
Park.
as a centerpiece at the luncheon.
to them. Weave with a pattern of
to let »t 14 Masonic St___________ 62*64 ; Ownc^carcofCourlcr-Cazcttc. 60-63
Comique Theater attractions in-----------------After viewing the mansion, th’
rtc^rrl^d^wlth hath '’heated.™™
nNE modern cottage on Oeorges River
this great heritage before you and
elude for Sunday and Monday: Wal SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND girden sdkJ d 2bKnoxhVt Tc^ 1M W d
company adjourned to Knox Hotel
w*Illl»on- 11 acres, fine bathing. 4
pass on unimpaired to our future
garden
space,
u
isnox
st
,
Tel.
156-W.
I
bedrooms.
Price right. A C. Hocking.
lace Beery. John Boles and Barbara
In Thomaston, where a fine shore
38-11
Tel.
21-3 Tenant's Harbor 56-31.
53^1
nerauon
stanwkek
in
"A
Message
to
Garcia."
Mrs.
Lillian
Ames
of
Thomaston
TWO rooms for light housekeeping to
dinner was served, over 100 belnt*
let,
furnished.
34
Fulton
St.
Tel
733-M
»«<
i ° ■ °rt r e£tcrn uas muc!l ! Tuesday and Wednesday. "Miss was at her cottage last weekend.
present.
61-63 I
o.te .ii .in a .e.noon. . Refresh- .i ---------pacific Fleet," featuring
Miss Joan . Mrs Lela Hask?ll cf Union and
Returning to the Knox mansion,
~
FIVE room apartment to let. All
ments
were
served
In
“
.
tne quaint Blondell and Glenda Farrell. Tue*- Miss Florence EThvr.-,ton of South
“‘’^.^“/“'".''‘tchenette in
after the luncheon, a meeting wxs ....
building by young ladies in colonial _ . .. .......... . ........... ....................... . .........
..
- .
-- I BARTER block, call en-w or 1017-J
____________ _________________ 61-66
held in the beautiful oval room, the rostump
‘oniai, day is Get-Rich-Nite. $20 will be Union were callers Sunday on Mrs.
STATE OF MAINE
SEVERAL tenements to let. reasonable
given away.
. Estelle G. Perry at The Friendly
presiding officers being Mrs. Alice
OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE
rent. C M BLAKE Wall Paper Store.
A reception and tea were given at
Augusta. April 11. 1936
Mrs. Charles Griffith, Major and , Home cottage.
Northend. Tel. 1061
60-62
Karl and Mrs. Hazel Anzalone. re- j
Notice Is hereby given that a Petition
the Blaine Mansion at two o'clock. Mrs. Orlffln Grlbbel of Philadelphia.
FIVE-room tenement to let. at the lor the Pardon of Fred Brown a convict
Mrs. Phil Ware had as recent callgents of the two chapters. DcvoExcellent
neighborhood In the State Prison at Thomaston under
1 D’hh Mrs. Brann as hostess Mrs arrive ta town Monday for a short j ers Mrs. Edward Haskell and Mrs. Highlands
tional exercises were conducted by Ann gnow
Rock,4nd
.
*”'
Reasonable rent, to desirable tenants. sentence for the crime of larcpny ls now
V
L.
PACKARD.
253
Maverick
street.
pending before the Governor and Coun
stay.
j George Haskell of A?h Point.
Mrs Eva Wisner, chaplain of Lady
th(, recejvi
,,n„
_________
60-62 cil. and a hearing thereon will hc
The postponed rummage sale by
Much needed repairs have been
Knox Chapter and greetings were! A, ? 0..
,
FOUR-room tenement to let. lights, granted tn the Council Chamber nt Au---- - ' by Judge E. K. Gould a . thn
was 8>ven the Methodist Society will be held made on the bridge that connects garden very reasonable rent to right gtt‘ta. on Wednesday, the third day of
extended
I a t tne August a, Housp with MrS- I Tuesday at the Tibbetts' vacant store Spruce Head Island ".ith the main party C. F PRESCOTT. 29 Prescott. St.. June 1936, at ten o'clock A M
Tel 489-W
60*62
LEWIS O. BARROWS.
chairman of thc board.of trustees ot 3^.^
jlonor , „ .
Secretary of State.
SEVEN room house to let modern Im
the Knox Memorial Association
j^rs Snow
’g **
on Waahlngton street.
land.
59-S-65
provements
816
a
month.
V.
F.
STUDLEY
Other speakers include.!: Judge Har- Blodgett and l/ E' K Oould Mrs ' The Lincoln Association of ConHarold Robbins is making an addi Tel. 330.
56-tf
old H. Bourne of Kennebunk. State Lad R
Kar regent of gregationxl churches will meet tn tion to his summer cut age on Spruce
HOUSE to let. modern, centrally lo
TENANT'S HARBOR
cated; also 3-room furnished apartment,
president of the Sons of the Amcri- guestg frQm RoackiaF1,|Were’among
am°n* th
t,m» 92. Point road.
thc“ [ the Congregational Church. June
heated: 4-room apartment on Camden
the sessions continuing through the
Contractor J. A. Altard is building itreet MRS FROST. Tel 318-W 53-tf
St. George Lodge. LOOP., accom
ran Revolution, wha brougiit greet-1_________ _
two
??Sto
.tBA,let.
BLEreasonable
aP»rl-ment.rent.
six rooms
and panied by Puritan Rebekah Lodga will
lugs from the President Oeneral of. ^ust received—very
handsome ! evening.
two cottages
cottages tn
to he
De teoriv
leaav for
lor nccii.
OCCU- I ubath
104 North
the S.A.R. Henry F Raker. Greet- coata ln the "ew pastel shades, aU 1 Miss Eva Young will entertain the pancy the later part of this month i
Tel 27-M
51-tf attend church in a body Sunday
THREE room all modern furnished
tags were extended by Leon O I c°l°rs' exceptional quality. Lucien K. Megunticook Junior 4-H Club Satur . Elizabeth Haines and Helen Har
apartment to let. V F. STUDLEY. Foss morning when an address will be de
“ ' 330
— or ----louse. Tel.
1154.
Crockett, president of the Knox Grecn' 16 8ehool St., Odd FeJlows day at her home at Lake City. Sub low of Waterville spent last weekend Ho
50-tf livered by Rev. P E. Miller. The de
SECOND floor apartment opposite. J. gree was conferred Thursday on
ject, "Work Note Book.” There will at their summer cottage.
County Chapter. S A R. The State E!dg —adv.
A Jameson store to let. new bathroom,
be a short program.
new heating plant, all new paint and Misses Hazel Feero and Esther Mon
Regent, Mrs. Victor Binford of Rox-:
paper C A HAMILTON, 29 Chestnut aghan; Emerson Murphy, Philip
Splend
d
Opportunities
American Legion Auxiliary meets
Special for May only. Rytex “Band street, Tel. 986-J.
bury and Mrs. William S Shaw of
49-tI
1are
continualTuesday
night
for
a
special
session
Box" printed stationery. Fine, white TWO apartments to let at corner ol Murphy and Olaf Johnson, Camden
Portland former State Regent and 1
‘2 graduates of our school,
and Orove Sta. MRS. LEOLA Lodge performing the work.
largest ln New England Evcrv
A large attendance ls desired.
vellum paper, with a band across the Union
ex-vice President gave brief messages j the
ROSE. 100 Union St.
43-tf
graduate In 1935 was placed. OdMrs. Emma M. Torrey has returned
Parker
M.
Hooper
has
been
enter

top ta pastel shades. One hundred TWO furnished apartments to let.
Mrs. Shaw In behalf of thc Hon- | portunltled ln 1930 should be better
Fully equipped kit given absolutely
53-tf from Massachusetts and Connecticut
orary cx-Statc Regent Association, ftee. Reasonable tuition. Write for taining George Waring of Tiverton, sheets and 100 envelopes (double the Call 792
free booklet.
where she spent the winter with rela
R. I., at Hill Acres. Chestnut street. usual quantity) printed with your
presented a cheek for $10 to the
HUB ACADEMY
tives and friends, and is guest of her
Friends of Frank A. Thomas of name and address or monogram
Knox Memorial Association. Mrs.
maptn
CTW
Of Hair and Beauty Culture 161
daughter, Mrs. Wesley Comstock of
Calais, a local boy will be pleased to Only $1. a box at The Courier-GaWilliam A. Becker, President GenMassachusetts Avenue. Boston Adproved by state of Maine.
Rockland.
I wal of the Daughters of the Amerlknow he has been transferred to the zette office, Postage 10c.

TO LET

;

»ANT APg-A

REAL ESTATE
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 23, 1936
Mrs. Annie Geddes of Flushing, L.
MET,AT KENT'S HILL
I., N. Y., arrived yesterday and will at
once open her summer cottage at Knox - Lincoln and Other
Crescent Beach. Her son Harry pre
Clubs Enjoy a Happy Getceded her here.
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period are also Included ln these
books made by Grant Davis, Kather
ine Jordon, Erleen Cates, Charlotte
Staples,
Edith Berggren, Harold
(By the Pupils)
DondLs (Richard
Karl, |Harriet
i Wooster, Inez Bowley, Anna Taylor,
together
Meet the winner, Barbara Derry, J Charles Duff, Eleanor Mattatall,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rich of
Reading. Penn., were in thc city yes
By Lizette Greed Emery
who as “Abagail Winters from Sandy pa,j Horeyseck, Maude Johnson,
Mrs. Emma Dunn has returned terday, enroute for Swan's Island
May 17 saw the gathering of Point" won first prize in a solo tap Joseph Dondls, Roger Vose, Jean
from New York where she was guest where they have a summer estate.
alumni, friends of Kent's Hill and dance at Camden High's Spring I ciukey, Solomcn Cohen, and William
prospective students on the hill top Frolic held recently ln Camden. Tlie Weed.
of her daughter, Ann, at Victoria
• • * w
Mrs frank H. Berry has reopened for Club Sunday. Cltlbs sending prize, a unique cup, which Ls all the
Hotel. Mrs. Dunn flew from New
I York to Boston. Enroute home she her Broadway home for the season delegates were Bangor. Skowhegan, more "loving" because of the fact
“Wc Drivers" Is the title of a book
| visited in Everett and Portsmouth. and is being cordially welcomed by South Portland and thc recently that tt was made in the CHS let which has been dLstributcd to
organized Knox and Lincoln Club manual training department, has each pwmhpr of ,'the f»:hoo|i IthU
, j She will occupy apartments on Sum- her many friends.
from Rockland, this club having thc been presented this school and Ls now week, by the Maine Highway Safety
I mer street after June 1.
Mrs. Lawrence R. Trumbull is a largest representation.
on exhibition In thc office. The Campaign. It contains a series ol
__________
-------guest of her sister, Mrs. A. T. Thurs
In spite of the weather man giv two pounds of chocolates, which brief discussions on driving, dedi
At the Federation of Music Club.
Mr. and Mrs A C. Ramsdell and
ton. They are spending the weekend ing such a chilly reception, thc hos Miss Derry also received, arc no cated to the safety, comfort and
held in Bangor last week the Judges j Miss Leah Ramsdell were visitors in
at Farmington.
pitality extended by faculty and longer on exhibition.
pleasure of the motoring public.
awarded first prize in the Hymh Portland Thursday.
• * • •
• • • •
students more than made up in
Playing Contest to Charles Clark of i
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman A. Brown
Virginia Gray ls school stenogra
Through this column thc direc
the Junior Schubert Club. Kenne-, Sven Erickson Si home from who have been guest: of Dr. and warmth and cordially. The ride to
tors and school authorities respon
bunk and second prize to Dora Bangs Sailor s Snug Harbor on a furlough. Mrs. F. F. Brown have returned to thc "Hill" Is one of the most beauti pher this week.
• • • •
sible for the success of the Eastern
ful in this sectoin, up by Chlckaof Portland
The prize win------their home at Vinalhaven. Their
June
2
has
been
set as the date for Maine Music Festival wish to ex
waukie
Lake
and
Mirror
Lake
to
ning Counselors ward, given for,
Prentiss Aylward end family are visit was timed to observe the anni
Augusta, then fourteen miles ot love- the senior banquet at Drift Inn, tend their appreciation for the
original composition went to Miss, in Stonewall, Oklahoma where Mr. versary of Dr Brown's birthday.
splendid cooperation given by thc
ly country scenery up hill and over Mart in vllle.
Laura Meserve of Augusta. Miss Me- Aylward has employment as repair
• • • •
1 townspeople last Saturday. The
serve who played her composition en-' engineer for Magnolia Pipe Line Oil
Miss Caroline Littlefield returned dale, passing many lakes nestling
Mrs. Harold Libby substituted in courtesies shown by merchants, the |
from Portland Tuesday, accompanied am(in^
bllIs
titled “Gypsy Fiddle" at the after-jCoCongregational Church, by those I
the Junior High, Monday.
by
Mrs
Lucia
Burpee
who
has
been
Wc
were
of
the
noon session is a cousin of Mrs.
serving meals, as well as the enthusi-'
Members of the Thimble Club were her guest for the week.
j
student
ftld
registered
as
to
Grace Strout of Tliomaston.
. . „
_ _
Have you seen thc brand new treatment that
The Girls' Glee Club, accompanied asm of an applauding populace, all
_____
classes, meeting old and new friends
____ _
entertained this week by Mrs. E. E
by
Mrs.
Esther
Rogers,
MLss
Mary
helped
to
make
the
occasion
one
to
stylists
have given strap shoes? Wide straps—
Albert
Dodge
went
Friday
to
Farm,
before
dinner
hour.
The
dining
hall
The last regular meeting of Miriam Stoddard at her home on Grove
ington where he will a ttend thc! was attractively decorated, resem- Bird, and Albert McCarty are ln , be remembered.
not
like
the conventional type you’ve been used
Rebekah Lodge occurred Tuesday street,
Portland to take part in the two-day j
• • • •
Junlor
“
prom."
bling
one
beautiful
may
basket.
Beto
wearing,
but the mannish belt-like kind—so
with circle supper under the super
An added feature of Tuesday's as-,
_____
1 side thc student body there were program of the annual New England
Mrs. Helen Carlson Ls thc guest
vision of Mrs Annie Aylward. There
individual—so stylish and so smart for summer
Mrs. Jane Bird has returned from sixty-six guests. Tables were most Music Festival. Auditions for the sembly was a talk by James J.
was a large attendance at the eve of her son in Portland for a week.
wear.
Miami where she spent the winter attractive ln floral decorations, choral groups will take place ln the Monohan of New Haven. Connectlning meeting at whlcn arrangements
Mrs. George Faster who has beer, visiting enroute her daughter, Mbs Young men students dressed ln white Chamber fat Commerce. Tlie re- ] cut, who is ln this city in connection
were made to unite with the Odd
Try on a pair now . . . many other styles in
malnder of the day will be devoted with the Buddy Poppy Drive being
convalescing
at the home of Mrs. Madeline Bird at Trenton, N. J„ and! linen coats were efficient waiters,
Fellows in a Memorial Service June 9.
fabrics and leathers. All priced at only $2.43.
Ada Brewster has returned to her son William Bird al Northampton, j A business meeting followed the tc a colorful parade. Judging drilling, conducted by the Huntley-Hill Poet
maneuvering,
drum
major
competlol
thc
Veterans
of
Foreign
Wars
toMass. Mrs. Bird will be with Mr dinner hour a business meeting of a
At the Universalist vestry Tuesday ■ home on Cedar street
and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller until open- constructive nature, the Interchange tlon. and a massed band concert, day. After asking for volunteers for
evening Chapin Class held its an
Ing her home on Talbot avenue the ol ideas as to the future success of I Pupils making the trip by bus. and selling these popples. Stella Young
Mr
and
Mrs.
William
Talbot
of
nual meeting and election of offi
310 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
latter
part of June
' ; clubs and how to aid ln the growth I private cars are Dorothy Thomas, was made chairman, with Llllias
cers,
thus
electing:
President Portland made a snort visit with
Young,
Arlene
Robbins.
Lorraine
------of
the
school.
Professor
J.
O.
New!
Catherine
Chisholm.
Vera
Ames,
Mrs. Almon Cooper; vice president, Mrs. David Talbot this week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. White, Lake too gave a very entertaining and ; Arlene Havener, Ruth Marston, Rich, Eloise Nash, Elinor Nye, Esther
Mrs. Ella Bird; secretary, Mrs. E. E.
avenue
have received news of the ar- lnt«rcstlng talk. Principal Hlncks Bernice Robinson. Oeneva Hooper, Shapiro, Norma Seavey, Barbara
Stoddard and treasurer. Miss Ellen I Mrs. Percy Pinctte, who lias been rival of a grandson David Crockett, loid „f
present aims of the school.j Barbara Jordon, Margaret Dunton, O'Neill, Ruth Rhodes, Eleanor Ames,
Cochran
A vote of thanks was j vUitinB her mother. Mrs Daniel Bal!
■9!
Newton, who was a former Maizle Joy, Vieno Kangas. Mary Eleanor Look. Shirley Torrey, and J
given Miss Harriett Parmalee for the^he Pasl month, is returning today to Adams, bom May 21 to Mr and Mrs anci
Dorothy Demuth as assistants. Mr
°°lf Team. Picked by Coach base, Shirley Stanley and Margaret
Waldo
Adams
(formerly
Therese
student,
told
of
changes
ln
governHavener,
Margaret
MbMlllan.
Flora
efficient and faithful service which 1,cr honic In Millinocket.
Whitei at Dubuque, Iowa.
ment and activities which are very i Hooper, Virginia Oray, Marlon Monohan's medals attracted much Flanagan to make the trip are Rich' Rogers; Short Fielders. Marion Ginn,
she has given for the past two years
different from former days, but allj Pernald. Margaret Rogers. Dorothy attention and when later interviewed ard Harden. Edward Peaslee, Miklal Melissa Bostick, Virginia Gray and
The Universalist Quartet and hus- for the betterment of the student Sherman. Nancy Snow. Priscilla by Miles Sawyer, he described them Lco- James Arcardt. Donald Mar Celia Crowley.
Miss Ellen Daley, Miss Carolyn ?ent a‘ K™* HosP;lal
returned
bands and wives were guests of Mr.
Lovejoy. Margaret Davenport, Bar as the Victory Medal. The Purple klner, and Teddy Benner.
Jameson and Miss Ellen Cochran will |t0 hU home °n 8o^‘ Main street,
New orange and black emblems to
and Mrs. H O. Heis'ad Thursday for 1
• • • .
. . • •
bara Derry. Kathleen Chase. Doro- Heart. Verdun Medal, and the Pro
I
be vorn on white sweaters have arattend the State Federation meeting
picnic
supper.
Present
were
Mr
and
Scholastically
Kent's
Hill
ranks
J
thv
Frost,
Mary
Dodge.
Ruth
Patria
Medal.
Touching
the
Y
D
Mrs. Mcrris Oregory has opened her
In the final soft ball game of the rived for members of the Girls' Glee
ln Fori land as delegates from the
home at Olencove, following a winter Mrs. Chester Wyllle and Mr. and Mr- , among the first of New England’s Thomas. Vlrgl.ila WlUls, Ethel Hayes, on hls sleeve, he explained that these
iT
Rr*°ieaOzfeWXn' Margaret prepM8tory sch°°ls' A rec*nt
T'^T'W^TIT D^' b 77
^V^oX^mT-S. We” ^aran^^n
Mcthebesec Club Mrs Ruth Ellingspent with her daughtei Monira in
wood will also attend the sessions.
Mrs. E. R.
Veaz.e. Miss Margaret amjnation at Tuft's College eight
; Eleanor Barnard. Winifred
Dimick. but for "Yankee Division."
Besides .
| 8otnerville, Mass.
Mr and Ur. Unicfad Mrc.........................................................
.
._____
rr-,i,______ lu.- .................... .1________________i
.1__________ i—
Flayersi WC
were; Catchers, Mozelle Portland.
Stahl and Mr. and Mrs Heistad. Mrs hundred taking the exam, showed Virginia Haskell, Anna PeUicane, | his unusual war record, the speaker
I
Phillips
and Betty Me Alary; pitcher.
Miss Florence Jenkins. State
Dr. and Mrs. F F. Brown will mo
wre outstanding j Josephine Pellicane. June WebeL divulged the fact that he outclassed
Miss Margaret Adans with her Martha Burgess. Mrs. Robinson s tWQ from the
Louise Moulaison; 1st. base. Helen Supervisor of Home Economics, visitor to Boston Tuesday, being Joined j guest Miss Bunny Sharpe motored mother, was a special guest, and while gs
pafis,ng maj,|5g
, Maxine Perry. Dorothy Howard, all runners in Connecticut and in
Condon. 2d. base, Vieno Kangas; 3d ted classes Thursday forenoon.
in Portland by Miss Marlon Taylor. I to Belfast Wednesday wiiere Miss she is approaching the 90-year-old
A cuppi„g fygg,
courier-, Mary Egan. Bernice Havener. Rose Canada in 1888.
I Sharpe was joined by lier parents, mark, no one ln thc gruop was Oaaptte was
by prop-jgor New- Murglta. Leona Powers, Orace Grant,
. - • •
The Garden Club will meet Wed- I: going thence to her home at Dexter younger or a had a more enjoyable
te„lng of the unuwaa meeting of Vallle MacLaugTfiln, Edith Oray.
An exhibit which showed the
nesday May 27 at 2 30 o'clock at the
tlmeI two old friends who attended Kent's Virginia Ulmer. Felice Perry. Norma creative ability and manual dexterity j
DO IT NOW!
home of Mrs Edith Blaney. Lime
Junior Harmony Club members
--Hill sixty-odd years ago. and had Havener. Virginia Rackllff. and of the boys and girls who have taken
AND AVOID TH ELAST MINUTE RUSH AND
At .f't'ern^n
thc
rock street. The change from thc , wish to extend thanks and apprecia
hv’the ^ns r f Union new mct untU
•««»*«* ^is Eleanor Hall. Each individual enter- manual training under Mr. Chick
regular date of meeting ls made be- , tion to Mrs. A. J. Nichols. Mrs. R. day '' 'r v
’
winter ln Florida—W. O. Fuller, inz must have had the experience of this year was given at Tuesday's as- j
ANNOYANCE
cause it conflicts with the concert H Britt and Mrs Corwin Olds for Veterans Auxiliary Mrs. May Reed student of an earlier day. and Dr. having entered a stale music festival sembly. On the r’age were assembled
and tea given for the benefit of thc' providing cars for transportation to j was hostess. Prizes went to Miss
Quinby, who is with the world re- ’ r-rl(* to thc New England event, '■» pieces of furniture, and from the
i ...
..
,
Knox Hospital. This is thc first Bangor for attendance at thc Maine \ Elizabeth Donohue, Mias Nellie Cun-1
»»
nowned Mayo Brothers. This might with the exception of tlie host city, minute the curtains parted, memmeeting under the new officers, and I Federation of Music Clubs.
n.ngham. Miss Margaret Bowler. Mrs
g
mention other well Sixty-nlne groups will comiiete ln all bers of the audience began selecting
Nellie McKinney and consolation to
a large attendance is expected. An
the pieces which they could mast
known men who have attended this classifications,
Mrs.
Effie Hennigar. The next party
interesting program on birds and
enjoy and use. In order to enlighten
Mrs. J. P. Stimpson is staying at
school and have made good. In busi• • • •
pools has been arranged.
Tcgus where her husband is seriously will be held the afternoon of May 27 ness: Hiram Maxim, the Inventor;
The Rockland High School golf the hearers about this popular course
A
with Mrs. Velma Marsh, chairman.
ill in the hospital.
Edward T. Burrows. Inventor and
wlU play way out of Its class four papers were given: “An Out
Mr and Mrs E. M. Lawrence and
LEAVE
YOUR
CAR
AT
OUR
GARAGE
TODAY
\
line
of
the
Manual
Training
Course."
Miss Winnlfred Coughlin has re- manufacturer of pool tables and Monday when they t-tvel to Hebron
Muriel Robbins of Appleton spent
daughter,' Mrs. Charles Small and
turned from an eight-days stay at rustlew Hy screens: William Deering 10 meet the Hebron Academy varsity written and read by Reginald Mac—WE DO THE REST
Mrs Mary Perry Rich went to Port the last weekend with her aunt. Mrs.
the Hamilton Hotel, Bermuda, hav- of <*‘<*8° one time president of the
team. Although the Hebron Laughlin; “Alms and Objectives of
land to attend sessions of the Maine W. T. Richardson. Spruce street.
ing booked passage or. thc S 8 Mon- Int«rnatlonal Harvester Company: (earn ls built up around John Murphy the Manual Training Course," writFederation of Women's Clubs.
the and L. Kent, runner-ups in the New <j tenj by Frederick MacDonald and
.
Mrs. Irene Fiske Leon of Charlotte. arch Bermuda. She was accompan- Ett*ard Llbby of Toledo, of
led on thc trln bv Miss Stella La
olass Works: J ° Blethen. England tournament last year. Coach read by Leroy Brown; The Making
N.
C„
leaves
Monday
for
Kellogg,
The American Legion Auxiliary
Vallee of New York and Miss Hazle Publisher of the Seattle Times, a Flanagan keeps on smiling as he and Repairing of School Furniture, :^
held a dance and beano party at Idaho, to be guest of her sister, Mrs. Foss of St Paul Xn ^n “e P»Per comparing in the westwithNew knows his boys will offer plenty of written by Encio Laaksonen and re«l
Owl's Head Town Hall Monday night. Fred P. Porter, later planning an ex
by Carlton Gregory; and “The Value
York Times ln the east. In public stiff competition.
21 Limerock St.
Rockland
Opp. Post office
Music was fdrnish',d by Miss Bertha tended sightseeing trip to California homeward journey Miss Coughlin
• • • •
of the Text," written by David;
stopped
for
a
week
s
visit
with
her
llfc:
Hon
Ellhu
Washburn,
minister
McIntosh and J. H. McIntosh. The and points of interest enroute. In
A book entitled "English and Hodgkins and read by Oordan
1 sister. Mrs. M A Carrillo. In New to Franc€: Hon Timothy O. Howe.
committee in charge was Marjorie Los Angeles she will visit Major and
Modem American Costumes" giving Richardson,
Postmaster-General;
Daniel
F.
Davis,
Jackson. Mary Sista'rj and Minnie Mrs. .Wallis in antic.patlon of a re- York, and visited Mr and Mrs. W H Governor of Maine; Bishop D. W. a survey of fashions, from the time
• • • •
union with her son. Hayden Leon and Moulaison in Brooklyn. Her young
Smith.
of the Egyptians to the twentieth
Through these papers it was leamClark
of
the
Methodist
Church;
and
Mrs. Leon. From that point she will niece Mary Rose Carrillo came with
NOW
"EX MRS. BRADFORD"
many others. In this list of educa century. has been written by Doro- «n! that the course teaches pupils
PLAYING
with
Carleton Pike of Boston and Lubec proceed to San Diego to visit Mr. and her to Rockland, to be the guest of tors. we note such names as Dr. thy Thomas which gives the reader how to work with others to advanWILLIAM PCWF.I I- JPA\ ARTHUR
was a guest Friday of A. C. Rams- Mrs. Fred Fiske and her nephew, , her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Jaseph Cummings. President of Wes- an idea of the way ln which styles tage. that It makes an Interesting
ADDED—“Al'DIOSt OI'IKS"
Commander Leon Fiske and family at Charles Coughlin for the summer.
dell.
____
leyan University; Dr. James R. Day. have developed, run their courses and hobby, that It provides thc manual
Coronado, returning via Mexico.
Mrs Harry A Buffum. Miss Char- Chancellor of Syracuse University; died away, only to appear again skill needed ln some professions such
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Mr. and Mrs Louis J. Ostertag
Mrs. Charlotte Snsll and son James lotte Buffum and Mrs. Russell Bart- Dr William H. Allen. President of sometimes nearly a century later ln as surgery and dentistry, and that it |
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
trains one to do the needed repair
who have been visiting Charles A lett are making today a motor trip i Orard College; Dr. Charles F. Alien. a slightly different guise.
J. L. Clark. 16 Maverick street have
President of the University of Maine;
In this study of the development of *°rk around a home. The fact that |
Walters, Valleyview rtrect, have re to Bangor.
He it as just a tough
left for their hom° in Santa Ana,
_____
i Albert E. Wlnshlp, editor of the j the costume, there arc Included 18 over 103 pieces of school furniture
turned to Boston.
Calif. Mrs. Ostertag is the oldest
Among freehand drawings delicately colored have been repaired or rebuilt during
Marlon Mank. daughter of Mrs. Journal of Education.
lad from Brooklyn ...
daughter of the Clark family. She
Mrs. Myrtle Ames celebrated her Laura Mank is much improved from speakers at the business meeting was In pastel tints illustrating the gowns, ‘he year proves thc practlblUty of
had the pleasure while In Maine of birthday by entertaining a few
and
accessories,
such
as
headdress,
the
course.
Pieces
exhibited
were
|
happy-go-lucky, full of fun,
her recent illness, ai.c is able to Leroy Black of Rockland. President
visiting her brother Oeorge Clark of friends. Beano was played and re be up.
Jewels, embroideries, and draperies, an end table by Robert Hills;
courageous and lovable ...
ot the Knox and Lincoln Club.
Winter Harbor and a sister. Mrs. freshments were served. Those pres
-,
I
• • • •
wom ln the different periods This Martha Washington sewing cabinet
but they made him the
Harold Jones of Fairfield.
ent were Mary Simmons. Doris
ladles Night, observed Wednesday; students from this vicinity who notebook has been made In connec- j Carlton Oregory; fernery, Walter
Lord of a vast estate and
book shelf, Cleveland
Dailey. Dot Wittecomb. Fred Favrcau, night at thc Elks Home, was largely j were guests for the day were Misses tion with the study of costuming in Staples:
saddled his boyish shoulders
Mrs. E Guemy Thayer of Adam?. Mr. and Mrs. William Creighton. Rose attended. There was dancing and oienna Rankin and Celia Crowley of domestic science.
Morey; modernistic book shelf, Wil
with thc weighty affairs of
Mass. is spending a few days with Freeman, Gullle Boardman. Mr. and buffet lunch, the affair being managed. Rockland. Misses Alice and Dorothy
• 9 • •
liam Cross; fernery, Woodrow Anmanhood,..
her sister, Miss Mina E Tower.
Ruth Seabury was winner in the ! derson; piano bench. Virginia HasMrs. John Phelps, May Dow, Allie by the entertainment committee corn-)
goUth Thomaston, and Robert
W.C.T.U.
Silver
Medal
Contest
which
j
kcll;
kidney
table,
Richard
Havener;
Torrey, Charles Hanscom, Jr., Mr. prising Joseph Soffayer, Hazen Spear. iWaU>rmani Walerman's Beach.
Thc Rockland Society for thc Hard and Mrs. Frank Ames. Mrs. Ames Charles McIntosh, Sherwocd Williams
Quite a few others had hoped to took place at Wednesday morning's waste basket. Fred Small; writing
of Hearing met Thursday with the received many nice gifts. A special Cedric French and Randall Marshall.
attend
but unfortunately we lacked assembly, when she read “The Leg- table, Robert Call; cofree table. Edsession in charge of Mrs. Daniel guest was Frances Curtis of Long Snappy music was furnished by Ellen
car space. When we gather the third end of the Wings,'' and Jessie Old.: ■ ward Peaslee; medicine cabinet,
Chick, teacher of lip reading. This Cove.
Smith's orchestra.
Saturday In August for our summer won second place with “Thc Birth- Fredzrick MadDonald; modernistic
concluded the year's practice classes.
reunion, anyone having extra room day Surprise." Other speakers and filing cabinet. Frederick (MacDon- j
The annual meeting will be held
Mrs. Clara Emery was one of the
in their car for prospective student their subjects were "Somebody's aid; bridge lamp Robert Learned;
June 5 with a picnic at the Veazie
speakers at thc W.C.T.U. Washington
guests, please notify Miss Mary Mother,'' Eleanor Porter; “What library table, Raymond Jordan; ash
Farm on Rankin street. Conference
County Convention in Steuben this
Price Progress?” Nathalie Edward:; tray stand, Sterling Morse; book
Bartlett, South Thomaston, Maine.
week.
reports will be given by Mrs. Free
As the shades of night began to “The TrcP'" Edna
"Would case, Ibra Ripley; hall tree, Leigh
man Brown and Mrs. Frank Hewett,
creep over the hi*, and the shadows YolJ‘a'p Them Back?" Jack Wood: ton White; spinet desk, Albert
SdZNlCK INTUNATIONAI
delegates to the 17th annual meeting
Lloyd Clark, who is employed in show on the lakes, we bade good-bye Tho Price Lillian Pendleton: "Th;-[ Levensaler; magazine stand, Sidney
MIIINt I
of the Hard of Hearing which will be
Puerto Rico, is making a short visit to our old and new friends and to B<ys ’nd cl«arpt'" June Burns. Shafter; clock, Herbert Goodwin;
held at the Statler Hotel, Boston,
with hts parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. the old school, a beacon light on the ' The’e rpeakers lnclude one from rhlna cabinet' Elmer Bowcn: wal1
May 26-30. The Baston Guild, host
Clark.
Hill-Top for one hundred and twelve cach divislon of the seventh an<i shelves' Rtehard perry: wal1 shelve6'
LORD FAUNTLEROY
to the Conference, is holding open
years, pointing the way to knowledge. elfurh prades
The medal «as Edward Peaslee; tool chest. Richard
j
The
W.C.T.U.
met
with
Mrs.
Kate
STAIIINO
house on Tuesday afternoon and
___
____________ awarded by Mrs. Clara Emery. Monroe; lawn chair, Leroy Brown.
Brawn Friday. Pleasing reports were
evening with tlie presidents of New
Judges ’.-ere Mrs. Jerome P.urrows,
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
given by Miss Lena Miller. Mrs. Alice Stevens, Mrs. Lillian Joyce. Alter
England organizations, as assisting
The Annual Knox-Lincoln track
IStot of "David Copparfitld I
Miss Dorothy Parker, and Miss
Kittredge and Mrs. Jeannette Dunton. nates, Mrs. Etta Stoddard, Mrs. Vinhostesses. The official opening will
meet is being held this afternoon at
Jeanette Stahl.
DOLORES COSTELLO BARRYMORE
A great deal of literature had been cie Clark. Mrs. Julia South&rd. Mrs.
occur Wednesday morning, the local
• • • •
' Damariscotta, for the county chamGO
MAY
28
AND
29
distributed.
Delegates
elected;
Mrs.
Bonney
Whitehouse.
Miss
Florence
Harrlson
C.
Lyeth.
state
super-1
pionship.
Lincoln
has
won
one
and
club being further represented by
TUESDAY
Hope Brewster. Miss Alena Young, Hastings. Miss Ada B Young. Mrs visor nt secondary education. ,vas | lost one meet to date, while RockReturn Limit June 1
Miss Annie Frye and Miss Helen Ful
Mrs.
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Wl Iz\T WILL YOU DO?

IN OTIILK DAYS

Waldoboro Writer Asks Per
tinent Question On the
Liquor Matter

Some Interesting Items Con
cerning Ancestors of Rock

Competitive Starches
By Representative Everett M. Dirksen, of Illinois

land Women

M

To be eligible to this Rational
Edior of The Courier-Gazette:—
Tlie reciprocal trade agreement . other, was the Administration proSociety
one's male ancestor, either with the Netherlands contains pro- | gram. Why not a consistent plan of
In an address before the Quadren
through the father or mother's line,
keeping out competitive-potato prod
nial General Conference of the M. E.
must have been in America prior to visions that will reduce the tariff on I ucts and expanding the domestic use
iy Gladys St. Clair Heistad
Church, the first of May. Bishop Ed
May 13. 1681. (Rockland has two j 41 items—that will otnd on the free of our own potato crops?
win H. Hughes declared that, “reac
women, who are (members ot thp nst some 22 items, and retain the
Still another Item in the Nether
More than 1009 boys and girls of significance if not precisely as preg- tion to the 'excess of repeal' was
Maine Branch. D. of F.&P. of A. Mrs. „utlng duty on one ltem
lands treaty ls tapioca and cassava
Angelica Glover, through a Spear
High School age were in Rockland nant with possibility as the century growing steadily in the nation, al
It seems rather singula" to me that starch. For years an effort has been
. ..
,
: In which Cristoforl first brought
line, and iMrs. Maude Blodgett,
last Saturdry for the annual Eastern
. .
though the forces of inebriety will not
we should reduce the d uty on potato made to secure an imposition of a
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—
____________________________
I
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.
dextrine and potato starch and po- duty of 2c a pound on these starches
Maine Music Festival. Tnese young,Thcre u for example. the lnnovaprofits."
I
tato flour when a majority of this ; because they are In direct competition
sters represented their schools in glee tion Of the compact' piano, which
Asserting that, "the Revised Liquor Still .weep the specters through the sky. cream were served and a happy time
. Congress sanctioned an Act to con- ,'wlth the starches that are or can
clubs, choruses, bands, and orches- combines in a lower and more graceStill scud the clouds before the storm.
One legend handed down is that
*
J
...
u be derived from American grown
in general enjoyed Keeper Nye detrol the production of potatoes by
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have convinced the last "Doubting
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be reminded of old age creeping on. English sailors and left in this ter. The Mnirlr(VM1
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But with the father and the aon
Keeper and Mrs Charles Allen and country. „ Hejlled In 1669. having a hpwever wjl, permlt ljw importatlon starch have been bound on the free
the school. It was an inspiring there is the experiment ln m-tal The fi«ures of Intoxication are en- wlthln mere is the peae.^at Ood,
”
quantities of potato dex- llst and It ts Impossible to secure reson Ira. and Mrs. Larkin, all of Port i
rnz J“n u “rl,n
sight to see them, eager, full of life <a’,s to replace wcod. which hes the larged, the institutions for the cure of >
Clyde were recent c>i:ers here where children. His son. Nathaniel, marand
f,our aUhough nolief from these compe itive products.
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treatment
of
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they
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old
one has contended that we do not f Tlie Roosevelt Administration In
spiring to witness them in their much ;be total weigh’ of the Irs'rufamous Captain William French of have manufacturing facilities suffi effect, says: "Not only will we permit
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W
e
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so
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the
past
work. each bent earnestly to hls task, men s.
Billerica, a member of the Ancient
by cases of feminine shrieking, the I month that the "Breezy" had a nice
cient for converting our own surplus, these starches to come in free of
It's about time I was adding a few
striving to give his best in the selec"Another factor which has reputand Honorable Artillery Company in Qf
intQ /lour starchM and duty but we will by this treaty give
temporary
idiocy
made
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Boston
to
lines
to
the
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column
tlons chosen from notable compo- edly lent effect to the renascence
1681
He
was
also
deacon,
select1
dextrines which can be converted the Netherlands our solemn promise
gers along our streets.
I spend Ra<tPr with my mother. Mrs although news of interest is not
sers. It ls not an exaggeration to tn piano Interest ls the group or
man. and deputy to the court In Into glue, adhesives, and sizing, so to bind them on the free list, so
The
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E1[a
A
Coleman
W
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in
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plentiful
say that much of the work of these class instruction plan, which has
Boston tn 1690 Hls son, Hezeklah, much used In the textile mills.
| that there will be no possibility of a
....... _
...............by..............
.....................
A recent visit from Keeper and
youthful musicians might well cause peen
fostered
the musical
indus and killings lead the very newspapers year and surprised lhem • (8he is
married Da marls Wilson of Cam
Regimenting the production of po- protective duty on these Items so long
envy among veterans ln the art.
I tries, and also by leading educational *blcb be.ped to bring back this curse [lvjng wtth ber daughter Mrs. Al- Mrs. Foss of the Cuckolds Light Stabridge. and removed in 1761 to tatoes was the plan In view on the as this treaty is In effect." In other
Many compliments along the street institutions in the country’. This
drink, to carry on campaigns or phonsQ Qrant) we had a wonder- tion was a great pleasure and we
Souhegan
West (now Amherst, N. Qne hand and permitting the deriva- words we prevail upon our farmers
were bestowed on the visitors for parttcularly affects the children of safety on the highways. __ ! ful trip, went to the studio of WHDH wished it might have been longer
H
i.
By
hls
will probated in 1772 he tives Qf
sucb
flour, starch, to curtail and adjust their corn acreThe liquor traffic is inherently im on Easter morning and heard "Uncle May they come again soon.
their fine behavior, and It was the country. 359.003 of whom are re
gave his negro servant her liberty. and dextrines to come in at reduced age for the benefit of the coolie farmmoral. Legalizing it did not change Elmer s Song Circle" after which we
Mr and Mrs Howard E Webber
gratifying to have them depart say- ported to have studied for a national
They were parents of 11 children. rates from forelgn countries on the er tn the Netherlaud West Indies.
its character. We proclaim to our
lng “We've had a grand time!" While piano tournament.
held a little reunion and met the new were recent guests at the station. David, the one in direct line, was________________________________ ___________________________ _______
country and to the world, our intent
Mrs Webber is Keeoer Nye's sister a fairly prosperous and Industrious
the undertaking was a tremendous
-Whatever has produced the gratimembers
to continue a relentless fight against.
Spear, wtio icame from Braintree,
As the supply of news has run out.
]
one. everything went off so perfectly lying spurt ln the sales of pianos
Then we went with Uncle Elmer
farmer, as Is shown by the buildings Mass., where hls ancestors had lived
the
beverage
liquor
trade.
Bob Galloway and Lester Minard to here's farewell for this week to he erected on hls homestead, about
and so harmoniously that we retain whether partially attributable to a
We reassert the slogans of our have breakfast with them at a res- I-ighthouse
since 1644 He fought in both the
and
Coast
Guard .79)
only one feeling: "Come again.”
relaxing of the stringent financial
,
__
___ .
fathers consciences and our own
French and Indian Wars and
conditions of a few years ago and the _
‘a i
_____ fnr the individual taurant across the way. Several ; brothers, to all of whom we send kind
,
• • • •
Revolutionary War as Lieutenant
An interesting letter comes from gradual return of a country-wide Total abstinence for tne inaiviauai.
. ....
- ,h.
other members wer? there also and regards,
These buildings are now owned by and subsequently Captain, and mar- '
....
Francis Llpovsky the young violinist confidence ,n buying lhe fact u one prohibition for the State.
Ex-Oov Folk of Missouri said: "It
»ad » JW thne. Stuart Currie
the Oirls' mendly Society of the rled Margaret in the Fort
who has been a frequent Rockland
heartilv wekomed. The piano.
The Cuckolds
Their son. William, married Mary
visitor while making North Haven M has
ofMfn noted was
an b one thing to be against wrong: It asked us to go to Ttemont Temple
It has been som • time since you Episcopal Ohurch; they show hts
is quite another thing to fight with him and we were Joined by Mr
love of the beauttful. commanding as Gregory uhose eariy home is still
hls home Mr Llpovsky. with hls'
^nse one of th? „wtluil
The one is a non-combatant Currie and son who were waiting heard from this station, but we have they do a broad view for many miles stallding and occupied. They rewife (who was a RocJtlar.d girl > is wnters Qf (he home a remarltabk wrong
never
won a cause The other is there We enjoyed the services very all been busy trying to get our spring of the valley below. There are books
(0 udiat was known as the
now in Akron. Ohio He writes:
Instructive force, since it encouraged tbat
much. The decorations were won- work done. The weather is so cold preserved by hls descendants, dated "Shore Village." now the center of
"Here I am out here in Akron. music-making by the Individual, a soldier in the fight.
we find It hard to care for duties out
Mr Voter, in the State of Maine! derful. and the services were impresEdinborough. Scotland. 1787 and Rockland Maine He became cap
The WPA is sponsoring a symphony better than a passive listening to
of doors.
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1788 and with them the story that tain and owner of a schooner, named
and a dance orchestra, and I happen radio performances will ever do The
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the
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of
for
a
ride
and
then
left
Boston
and
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ancestors were Scottish Peers. If "The Polly" for hls wife, while she.
to be a member of the Symphony, hope is therefore registered that,
arrived home at midnight. Alto around the tower
so. they were back fn the Seven during her husband’s absences from
playing solo viola. My wife and I whatever changes may come tn the next September?
The tender. HIMjcus. called here
gether. we had a wonderful time.
E M Studley
teenth century David was a mem- home kept what was known :
came out here last December for a external form and design of tlie
May
6. landing the spring supplies
After
reaching
the
Light
the
next
ber of the Committee of Safety. In "^unt Polly's Tavern." the first I
Medomak
May
17.
vacation. Now that spring Is here, piano. It will not yield its place as a
morning and getting a few things and the assistant superintendent. Mr April 1776, having been accepted as franie house ln Rockland, the first [
cur thoughts are turning back to dominant cultural influence to the
_ _ <_ ______ n.Patriot" by the hote, ln thjs ctty A pomon Of their •
straightened out I looked across on Sampson, inspected ihe station
a "Revolutionary
WHITE HEAD
Maine, but I think this project is manv muuopg 0{ the young who gain
Keeper
and
Mrs
Foss
were
callers
the Point and there were the Gov
National Society DA.R which is the house is now incorporated in
going to continue until May or June. their first knowledce
music from
May 10 at Squirrel Point Light sta
1937 providing Congress approves the (he fasclnatlng experiment of pressMrs Edwin Faulklngham who un- ernment workmen. Howard Colbeth tion. Tbey were dinner guests ot the second requirement for membership anoth«r building and was in Mrs.
and Wr* Umiih and .nim«d 1,1 thc Society of Daughters of Glover's own possession until a few
appropriation for the WPA.
jng Us kfv$ and nndlng what
derwent rcCently a .uajoi operation and Hanford Miller We were glad
Keeper and Mrs. Su i.., and enjoyed Founders and punots of America years
she also
a decanter
"There are about 60 on the project. Ilghtful $oundj m#v
made ,n thu at
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Hood,
a
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guests,
About 20 in the Symphony getting
....
Mr- g p Flood is guest of her
are staying with ner parents at Cape sold)w of the ^^10,,.
paid by the government and about
I was much Interested in talking motherMrs Frank Alley at
the and cement piers urder the bell Newagen for a time.
been present at the battles of Lexlng
tower
and
a
new
walk
around
it
35 to 40 when we augment for big ;ast Saturday with Adelbert WeUs li<ht
Her daughter Christine Is
Keepers Foss and Seavey have ton and Bunker Hill, and serving ln
which
look
very
fine.
During the War of 1812, “The
concerts. We have played about 75 Sprague of Bangor who said that with per.
I have been busy painting and now their traps out. but lobsters are very the Continental Army until October Polly" fell into the hands of the
to 100 selections, including a dozen
arrangement has been made beJane Alley of the Light has
scarce and also low in price.
1779 Mrs Blodgett's father sened
I have to dig a few flower beds '
symphonies. Brahms. Mozart, fichu- tween University of Maine and the employment in Rock'.and.
Our deepest sympathy is extended or. a U. S. gunboat, the Defender, on British and William Oregory was
We left on the aiternoon bus for
bert. Beethoven, etc., and overtures Northern Conservatory, housed at
Mr and Mrs Lawrence Norton and
to Mrs Olive Faulkingham in the the Mississippi River for the Union oblt«ed 10 com*
wtthout Ws
bv Fresco. Rimsky-Korsakov, Pro- symphony House. Bangor for credits child Patricia are occupying one of Portland May 15 and visited Mr ahd death of her father. Arthur Alley.
vessel.
His
wife
came
into
the old
Army in 1864.
kofieff. Scriabin, and others. Some in music for study in the latter l. R. Dunn's cottages while Mr Nor Mrs Charles L. Knight of Woodfords
kitchen and found hcr husband
Keeper and Mrs Fess were In Bath
day 171 make a list and send It to institution. Mr. and Mrs Sprague ton is on duty at the Coast Guard, We spent last Saturday shopping and
. e,. » • sitting before the fire with his head
recently on a shopping trip While
The Historian of the D. of F.&P of ,
•
,
Miss Alma Knight
you. We play a lot ot Bach and put in last summer with a trip of ’ g l Alley of the light who is in i at the movies
there, they called or Keeper and America requests data on hitherto ir has hande. mourning hss loss.
and
Woodrow
Billington
took
us
Tschaikovsky numbers, the Nut many thousand mUes to hear music, the U. S Marine Hospbal at Deering —
- ——— -......... —
“" MrsNye atDoubling Point
Light
Without saying anything to him she
Cracker Suite for example, for the Several weeks were spent at San and was operated on for an infected Sunday on a motor tnp to the White statlon' Itwas
#
ca]1 bu{ g unpublished family lore, hence tho climbed down into the earthern
very interesting “Fireside Tales" have
children in various schools ln the Diego and other California points, knee last week, is making good prog- Mountains. We went as far north
cellar and dug up from the floor a >
; delightful one.
i been compiled.
county, demonstrating the tone and other western places were visited ress. Mrs Alley Is staying with J as Arrow and ate ourdinner at the
blue cambric pocket, filled with the t
quality of each instrument and other ln their pursuit of music, chiefly relatives at Westbroox and Ports- j foot ot Olen Falls and our supper at , ^WenTwhich^e!!1 Mr7 Wasl but o^er ^an^Mor^01*1
gold which she had earned by “keep
points tn music appreciation.
mouth. N. H.
1 Newry on the rocks b.v the side of
orchestral
hope she ls now /envered
William McOougle tor Dougal) ing tavern" while her husband was
“Guy Maier, famous concert pian
Mrs Frank Alley and son Vincent the stream Woodrow threw snowMrs
Poss
Is
trying
to
raise
flowers
wag
a gunsmith in the company of at sea. There was enough money
ist. is playing with us Mozart piano
have been at Jonesport several days balls at us and we had a grand snow
but
it
te
rather
difficult
work
as
she
Derryfield
men at the seige of Fort to redeem the vessel and the pocket
concerto with orchestral accompani
They were accompanied on return : battle
Jeannt Madden, Warner Bros, star
.
.
. _
, . has to carry all of. the soil from the william
Her.rv
In 1746 he was a was very carefully preserved In the
We came home
through
Rumford
w 1111am nenrj. in 11*0 ne was a
ment. We feel it quite an honor.”
by the children who have been atlet, le an ardent devotee of the
_ 1 mainland
She has two window member of Capt. Goffs Co. ln the family until a few years ago when
I and Auburn and had a good view of
,u _ .
A B. Crocker
tending school there.
I
. „ .
boxes with petunns a nasturtium French and Indian Wars. While de the house was dismantled and it was movie colony’s newest paitime—
A recent item In Musical Courier
>1 Mrs L. B Beal and daughter , the damage the flood made. It was bed and some pansies.
<•—lost. The Polly" remained for many air-rifle shooting. Note that form!
said: “It remained for Filippo Libero,
fending the Fort at Oeorge's River,
Our young hopeful, Buddy Pigeon. Janice are at Mrs. John Kelley's. Quite a surprise, for although we had
years on the beach at Owl's Head
young American prodigy, bom of
Thomaston, in. 1747. he was killed.
has at last settled down and quit hls Spruce Head while Mr Beal, is at «««« pictures. It was not quite the
and gradually fell to pieces there, but
Burnt Coat Harbor
Italian parents at San Francisco ln
Eaton, in his History gives the ac, same as going by a house on the road
fragments of It are still ln tha pos
1919. to give Rome its thrill of the PhUandering He will be two years U. S Marine Hospital
Here we are again! Yes. we realize count of hls asking leave to go out
8.
F.
Flood
of
the
local
Coast
and
seeing
where
a
new
bedroom
session
of members of the family.
season. His recital in the Saia old in August and. so far as we know
we're a bit tardy about writing, but with a scouting party from the Fort,
has never had family cares to worry Guard Station, has been transferred window had been put in a house
(Collected for the Genealogical
Sgambati was a sensational success
we do so enjoy reading the coast On being told that there was dangRecords of the D AR By Mrs. H. P.
him until now. The little lady that to the Merrimac River Station at where the occupants had had to leave
At the age of five Libero asto nished
PlUn;"lsl'a'nd'.''Mass.'"Mr
h."d during the flood. It wm tmpre,slve ncW\lhat “ b but fair to add
" °f?“
Blodgett, State Chairman. 1935Bud
promised
to
“
love,
honor
and
San Francisco: at eleven Louis Per
own bit to the list.
that he was not afraid and that he
19371.
been at White HeiJ and Burnt When we arrived home Maude had a
obey
until
death
do
us
part"
we
singer took him in charge ln New
Mrs. Roscoe Chandler has returned would shave his head to avert the
great supper waiting and we certainly 1
named
Betty
and
she
came
around
Island
Stations
11
years.
York: later Sigmund Anker con
did justice to it. We returned home I from a visit at the home of her danger. This he did tout to no avail
tinued his technical discipline. At j for a tune wlth Bud'
t0 our 1
daughter. Mrs. Bennet Kelley in for he fell in an ambush and lost
Monday after a grand time
thirteen Libero out of 15.000 asplr- i’iazza and eatln« bread whlle Bud j
Brccks.
, his life.
BUY A POPPY
It was welcome ntws when Mr. I
ants received a gold medal In New *as eatln* hls P™™15Charles Burns. Jr., was a recent call. J
• • • •
Sampson
told
us
that
Benjamin
|
York, and now at sixteen, he not only
when h€ used t0 come a!one **
In the spring of 1919. amidst com-'
er at the station.
His daughter. Margaret McDougle.
i Stockbridge is to be made Keeper at
delighted a 'Rome audience wilt* had tlme for » 54811 Klth the folks plete
The tender passed this station 1 was born in the Fort and years later,
devastation, the
poppies
over two hours of musical entertain- < after the eats- but when hls lady came bloomed in abundance on the battle- i Ram Island. We were also glad that Wednesday.
saved It and the lives of many woment. but moved Roman critics to wlth him' when she took wln«' Bud fields of France, where so many of we were able to call up Bob and tell | James Chandler has employmeni in men and children by her daring and
him to come back from vacation W? (
predict that he would undoubtedly sald ‘,Where J™
1
" and ln»-1 our men had fallen in battle.
Monroe at the home of Rev. Charles resourcefulness. The men of the
„
.
L
.1 wish Sue and Bob many happv days
be one of the world's best violinists, mediately proceeded to tag along replica
of the poppy has become the 1.
; Quinn
settlement were away at their work,
K
(ln the service and hone they will like
"Filippo came to Italy last Sep- aft*r her He h now doln8 his trtek Memorlal
Mr and Mrs. Eennet Kelley arriv’d wlien the alarm was given that the
Flower of the American
their new home
tember to 'finish off at St. Cecilia, on th<1
ln the nest and 1 saw Legion
.............................
........ Legion ............
Sunday at the station. Business Indians were coming. After the fort
and American
Auxili
Mrs Charles Knignt was our guest called Bennet to Portland on Tues- j had been barricaded and every
and also made a concert tour ln hlm loda> and ,1*7 to hpn. but he
American Legion was the
southern Italy, where hls family aas
aWa' r°m "S first national organization to adopt while the workmen were here visit day. but we hope It will be convenient j woman who could fire a gun in a
I which we enjoyed and were sorry to
originally lived In Calabria. He ap-!dut' unt11 hls rellef famffor him to return soon for a longer position to do so, she ran from one
the poppy as its Memorial Flower,
pearced at the Sgambati unheraled. I The nest ls under the eaves of a having taken action at the National have end. Also as guests during the vlslt
loophold to another. Imitating the voibut before the end of hls first num house not far from us. He comes Convention in Cleveland. Sept. 27-28, past month we hao Miss Alma
Everett Chandler is working on a ces Qf the various men and giving the
(Knight and Woodrow Billington. milk route for Roland Clements ol
ber (Concerto ln E, by Bach) hls around for hb brfakfast and water
Indians the Impression that the en
1920.
success was established. He also but eats qulckly and when he kav€S
Keeper and Mrs Charles L. Tracy of Monroe
tire gnan-ponder of the Fort was
I The Legion and Auxiliary pledged
plaved works of Vieuxtemps. Tartinl.1 he Un’* slngln*' "rhen heV for th«
Boon Island Light, and Mrs Martha
Mrs. Roscoe Chandler passed Fri within. By this ruse, she saved the
| the profits from the poppy sales 100
Monasterlo. Nachez. Brahms, and merry ^nwood" but rbther as
Frost. Mrs. Tracy's grandmother of
Fort and Its Inmates. She later be
though he heard the skipper shout, P" cent
welfare rellef for servl<* t Calais, came over on the Point and day in Augusta on business.
there were many encores
Keeper Roscoe Chandler te busily came the wife of Capt. Jonathan
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